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"A careful study of the various theories which have 
been held concerning sensation would be of as much inter
est and importance as an investigation of any one point 
in the range of philosophy. In the theory of a philoso
pher about sensation we have the reflex of his funda
mental category and the clew to his further doctrine. 
Sensation stands on the border-line between the world of 
na t ure and the realm of soul; and every advance in sci
ence, every development of philosophy, leaves its impress 
in a chang~ ir1i )Ji "~I:i'e[.5t_f'pfo<:r;pa;t~on. : ' , 

' · ' , ', Ve vey't;,t,.eibniz, p. 87. 

"Only some 'farm -;f "M(o'r.j Ql : fh.at shall satisfy the 
facts and truths t~ \vhich both Rta'li m and Idealism ap
peal can occupy 1be ~la~(: of trve and final philosophy. 

ome fo~·m of 1\1.onlsrn which shall incorporate 
both Realism and Idealism is, therefore, at present, the in
telligent and avowed aim of philosophy. The tendency of 
modern thought toward a form of speculative thinking 
that is a 'Real-Idealism' or an 'Ideal-Realism,' is un
mistakable." 

Ladd's Introduction to Philosophy, pp. 407-8. 
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 

The ambiguous use of technical terms is a great hin
drance to the advance of any science, and psychology 
seems to suffer more in this respect than any other. 
Dr. Ward, in his artic1e in the Ency. Brit., puts it none too 
strongly when he says that "it seems to be the fate of 
this science to be restricted in its termino1ogy to the ill
defined and well-worn currency of common speech, with 
which every psychologist feels at liberty to do what seems 
rig ht in his own eyes, at least within the wide range 
which a loose connotation allows.'' In no case is this 
ambiguity greater or more confusing than in the use of 
the term sensation. Sensation and intellection are funda
mental characteristics of every stage, process, or content 
of human consciousness; yet the definition of neither can 
he found c1early stated in psychological literature. The 
necessity of precise definitions has, of course, been recog
nized, and repeated attempts have been made to give 
them; but the definitions have varied with each success
ive writer, '\vho has generally, sinae the time of Locke, re
stricted the scope of the term sensation and broadened 
that of intellection. In thi. way the term sensation has 
been successively narrowed in meaning from Berkeley's 
sweeping inclusion of "the sun, moon, and stars, and 
every other object of the enses," down through Hamil
ton's " ubject-object" and J. . Mill's "signs of Perma
nent Possibilities," to Herbert Spencer's unconscious 
"nervou hock," or "ultimate unit of consciousness." 
And finally, T. H. Green argues that neither sensation nor 
intellection can have any meaning taken separately; but 
that, on the contrary, they are" in eparable and mutually 
dependent," and "each in its full reality includes the 
other." 



The term sensation being still used in many of these 
different senses, it becomes highly important to determine 
the number of essentially different views held concerning 
its nature, and the relation of these views to one another. 
In analyzing the nature and relation of sensation and in
tellection, it is necessary to discuss the relation of the 
relative and the absolute to the ideal and the real; 
and in setting forth their functions, it is necessary to 
et forth the distinction between the ideal and the real, 

in order to show either the correspondence of the primary 
sub-division of each to the fundamental intellectual fac
ulties, or the function of each of these faculties in cogni
tion. Book I. of this thesis gives an analysis of sensa
tion and intellection, defines each, and determines the re
lation of each to the other and to consciousness as a 
whole. Book II. discusses the distinction between the 
ideal and the real, the correspondence of the primary sub
divi ions of each to the fundamental intellectual faculties, 
and the function of sensation and intellection in the cog
nition of each. 

• 



BOOK I. 
-

Analysis of Sensation and Intellection. 



PART I. 
HISTORICAL REVIEW. 

CH.\.PTER I. 

PRELI.m. '.\RY 'TLL 'E. 

The attempt to di tin<Yui h between intellect and en e 
gr w ut f efforts to d1 cover and explain the relation 
hetw n identity and change. In all effort to explain 
change by referrin it a: an effect to ome fi.·ed identity 
a a cau e, there ha been a O'eneral tendency to refer 
change a phenomenal, wholly or in part, to an ori<Yin in 
the con ciou ne · of the I erceivinO' ubject; and thi refer
ence i the ha ·i · of m . t the rie · rerrarding the nature f 

en ation. n the other hand, the fi.·ed identity, which 
i ·uppo ·cd to h' cau ally related to chan e, i · usually 
p tu lated a ub ·tancc .·i ·tinrr ind pendent of n-
ciou ·uc · ·; and th' faculty hy which thi i · co~nized i · 

t rm d intclle t, the function of '·hich i · intellection. 
\Vhilc thi a sociation f ~en e with the l r ption f 
change alld of int llcct with th c rrniti n of identity ha 
formed the ha. i · of all di tinction · h tween en ·ation and 
intellection, the real nature of thi · di ·tincti n ·ccm 11eY r 
to haYe l ecn clearly tatecl. 

I'armenide appear tohaYcbecnthefir·ttodi tinn-ui h 
1 el we ·n r ·a on and en e. H r O'ar led n:a on a · the 

urce f the kn wl •dC"e of reality, and :en ·e a the urcc 
f the illu ory appearance f chan(Te. Plat forth r cm

pha ized the di ·tinction made by Parmenide ·, rrivinrr to 
intellectual c ~nition the uame r1w111• arnl t ·en ·c-per-

pti n the name n. 7 r, 'im,·. .\.ri t tie r . tored unit· to 
the divorce a p ct of entience by mal·inrr them up
plementary factor· of one pr , instead of two conftict
inrr proce · incc • ri ·totle' · time, philo · p 1er · have 
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crenerallv overlooked the correlative nature of these two 
a. pect -of con ciousne , and represent~d them as two 
eparate activitie. . By ome writers they have been rep

re ented a of equal importance; and by others each has 
heen represented a of sole importance. The distinction 
between intellectual perception and sense-perception, how
ever, ha gradually been changed into a distinction be
tween intellect and en e, and this again into a distinction 
between intellcction and en ation. Intracingthehistory 
of the di tinctions made between these two contrasted 
term it will be both ea ier and clearer to follow in con
nected sequence the treatment of each separately. It will 
al o be much clearer to trace fully the history of each, be
fore gi,•ing a critical analysis of the same, than it would 
t minrrle hi tory and criticism torrether. In order clearly 
to et forth the correlative theory of sen a ti on it is necessary 
fir t to analyze the nature of intellection, hence the two 
term , en ati n and intellection, will be treated in an or
der the rever e of that in which they appear in the title. 

The name of the writer most prominently a sociated 
with the treatment of intellection are Descartes, Geulincx, 
~ falebranche, piTJ.oza, Leibniz, Kant, Fichte, chelling, 
Hegel, and Herbart; and the treatment of the ubject by 
th min ucce ive order ha been that of a continuous 
development. The treatment of sensation, on the other 
hand, i. marked by the development of three essentially 
different view . The fir t theory developed identifies 
en. e-perception, either entirely or in part, with en ation; 

and hence may appropriately be called the ensational 
Theory. It ha appeared in three di tinct form . The 
fir t f rm which identifie en e-perception in its entirety 
with ·en ·ation, wa upported by Hobbe , Locke, Berke
ley and Hume. The econd form, which identified en a
tion with a ub-diYi ion of en e-perception, thepe1ception 
of o-called ubjective percept , ha been supported by 
man: writer , prominent among whom are Reid, Hamil
t n, J. . :\!ill, Lotze, :\lurray and ully. The third form, 
' •hich identifie en ation with the incipient tage of 
en e-perception, originated with Fichte; but ha been re-
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cently supported by \Varel and James. The second theory 
developed reduces sensation to the subordinate rank of a 
component element in sense-perception; aud hence may 
appropriately be called the Component Theory. It has 
appeared in two distinct forms. The first form, which re
duced sensation to the formless matter of sen e-perception, 
originated with Kant and wa supported by Reinhold. 
The second form, which regards sensations as ultimate 
units of consciousness, separately unconscious, has been 
upported by many writers, conspicuous}_· h_· pencer, 

Lewes, and Fick. The third theory, the last to be devel
oped, has never been definitely formulated; but as itdenie 
any separate existence to either sensation or intellection 
and claims that each includes the other, it may appropri
ately be called the Correlative Theory. It oriainated with 
Green, has been more fully developed by Dewey, and i 
supported by Ladd. Each of these three principal theories 
will be made the subject of a eparate chapter in both the 
historical review and the critical analysis of ensation. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE AT RE OF lNTELLECTION. 

).fodem writers, as was stated on p. 7, have shown a 
<Yeneral tendency to widen the meaning of the term intel
lection at the expen e of the term sensation, yet different 
theorie of the former, corresponding to those of the lat
ter, have not appeared. In fact, intellection seems never 
to have been precisely defined by psychologists. It has 
been alluded to, on p. 11, as the funcion of the intellect; 
butju t what this function is, can best be shown after 
both intellection and sensation have been analyzed, since 
the di tinction between the two enters into the definition 
of each. In general, however, intellection may be said to 
include the fundamental principles of finite knowledge, the 
primary law re ting upon them, and the universal pro
ce es of thought governed by these laws. The disclosure 
of the e principle , law and processes has progressed 
from the particular to the general; and hence it will be 
ea ier to analyze and define them in their historical order. 

OCRATE led the way in the discovery that universal 
proce e of thought dominate every individual con-
ciou ne s in eyery field of thought. Before his time such 

proces e had been recognized in the subject of mathe
matic , but he di closed their pre ence also in the defining 
of concept and in the field of morals. 

PLATO made the first attempt to systematize universal 
proce · e of thought, and to set forth their relations to 
object of en e. But inasmuch as he regarded change as 
belonging to the individual objects of sense-percep
tion, he held all universals to be unchangeable 

ntitie · exi ting independent of consciousne s; and 

,. 



THE NATURE OF INTELLECTION. 

hence his system of ideas, although each was sup
posed to sustain a generic relation to a multitude of 
sensible objects, were indefinable and incapable either of 
enumeration or of classification among themselves. Had 
Plato understood the nature of his problem, had he 
realized that he was dealing with universal processes of 
thought instead of unchangeable things, he doubtless 
would have perceived that the cniversal aspect of con
sciousness, or intellect, could have no meaning or exist
ence except in connection with the variable aspect, or 
seuse. But failing to perceive this, he discarded sense-per
ception as deceptive; and thus reduced universal processes 
of thought to mere abstractions, and rendered the classi
fication of sense-objects meaningless. 

ARISTOTLE again restored unity to consciousness by 
uniting the functions of sense and intellect in every activi
ty of thought. This enabled him to systematize a classi
fication of generic and specific names for objects of sense 
and to adapt this classification to the variable inductions 
of individual experience. 

Another advance which he made upon Plato was hi 
definite enumeration of the categorie , or universal pro
ces es of thought. And hi di tinct recognition, in oppo-
ition to Plato, of the validity of the data of en e-per

ception, further showed itself in the fact that his list of 
categorie , viz. , substance, quantity, quality, relation, 
where, when, action, passion and po ses ion, includes sev
eral in which the sensational element is prominent. 

A third and mo t important advance made by Aris
totle wa the formulation of the law of identity and con
tradiction. From the fact that hi ystem of cla ifica
tion wa perfectly adapted both to sense-objects and to 
the quantitative relations of pure-mathematic , and from 
the further fact that the law of identity and contra
diction applied equally to both, Aristotle failed to di -
tingui h between empirical and a priori judgment . Thi 
nece sarily Jed him somewhat astra:y in reo-ard to both. 
Hi treatment of ajudgment a the inclu ion of a minor 
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term in a major does not strictly apply to inductions of 
experience; and, on the other hand, the law of identity 
and contradiction applies to a priori judgments only 
when they e.·press mathematical relations. 

DE CARTES, in modern times, took a more advanced 
po ition, when he made the conscious ego the basis of all 
certitude in thought. Thi makes the conscious self a cor
relate of every object of thought; yet Descartes so far 
failed to see this that he et up an antithesis of spirit and 
matter, making thought an attribute of spirit, and exten-
ion an attribute of matter independent of thought. 

From Descartes' classification of ideas into fictre, adven
tithe, and innatire, the theory of innate ideas originated; 
and in thi theory the categories assumed the character 
of innate ideas. 

GE LINc.·, in his doctrine of occasionalism, caught ob-
curel:r an important principle, which is an advance upon 

Ari totle' reference of all phenomena to an origin in an 
unmoved cau e of motion. This advance consisted in 
making human con ciousne s an intermediate agency be
tween infinite con ciou ness and the odgin of phenomena. 
Geulincx, however, rever ed the true logical order by rep
re enting human con ciousness as the originating source, 
and infinite con ciou ne s a the medium of expression. 

:\IALEDRA. 'CHE corrects this position in two respects. 
He made human con ciousness intermediate between in
finite con ciousne and phenomena, and he also repre
ented the manifestations of conscious activity as gov

erned by fi. ed law in tead of by occasional impulses. 
PI. ·ozA showed by his method of reasoning from the 

finite to the infinite that he con ciou ly transcended the 
law of identity and contradiction, and rrrasped the prin
ciple underl ·ing two other primary la \VS of thought, one 
governing the u e of trict correlatives, and the other 
re trictin the application of categories when they come 
into mutual conflict. Hi conceptionoftheinfinitewasin
compatible with hi conception of anefficientcause, for the 
latter implied and the former precluded temporal limita
tion . pinoza therefore di carded the caterrorv of caus-

e ~ 
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ality, and reasoned to the infinite from the finite through 
the principle of correlativity. Had he, however, compre
hended the nature of this correlation, as affected by Des~ 
cartes' reference of all objects of thought to the con cious 
ego as a correlate, he never would have made thought an 
attribute of substance, but would have made substance a 
category of thought. 

LEIB:-o:rz did philosophy a great service by counteract
ing the panthei tic tendency which '"pinoza's doctrine of 
substance had given it. Having rejected Spinoza's con
clusion, Leibniz naturally rejected his method of rea on
ing also; but feeling the inadequacy of the principle of 
causality, he sought a better one in what he termed the 
"principle of sufficient reason," "principium ration is s11Di
cie11tis." This principle ha never heen defined otherwi e 
than as "neces ity in thought; " hut as necessity in 
thought come only through the law of identity or the 
law of correlation, it must come under one of these laws. 
As the principle of sufficient rea on is usually employed, it 
is the ame as that of correlativity. Leibniz' monad
ology, althotwh full of inconsistencie ·,ha done much to 
maintain the view that finite consciousness i charncter
ized by individuality and spon tanci ty. 

ontemporaneous with this la t group of writer , to 
whom we are greatly indebted for the elucidation of the 
principles of intellection, wa a cla of en ational writ
ers, who. e work, even though it hel<l to the principle 
"Ni hi! e t in intellectu <1uod non ante fuerit in sensu," 
greatly helped to brinrr to the front the laws and prin
ciples of intellection. Thus, Lo ke really rendered an im
portant ervice to the intellectualists by his pol
emic arrainst innate ideas. Hume's challenge con
cerning the principle of causality but forced them 
to a new and an important advance. From the 
en, ational tandpoint, the category of causality mu t 

either come through the . en e or he an illu ory fiction; 
yet Hume proved that it could not come throuO"h the 
ense . The intellectuali t then had to give a ati. factory 

account of it, or surrender it as illusory. To !';Urrender it 
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wa to surrender all claim to either science or philosophy. 
Hume' challenge met a master intellect in Kant, who not 
only gave a atisfactory account of the origin of the cate
gory of cau ality, but also disclosed the fundamental fal
lacie of sensationalism. 

KANT ucce fully terminated the long-continued effort 
to di cover the origin of necessary ideas, by showing that 
they fire the product of universal processes of thought. 
Profiting by Locke' polemic against innate ideas,. he 
tates that "they admit, if separated from sensibility, of 

no u eat all; that is, they cannot be applied to any pos-
ible object, and are nothing but the pure form of the use 

of the under tanding with reference to objects in gen
eral. '11 In an wer to Hume's sensationalism, he shows 
that all experience must be organically related to a "unity 
of apperception;" and that this organic unification re
quire , po e se , and discloses universal and in variable 
proce es of thought. These universal processes of 
thou ht are the categorie , with the use of which he con
nected" the concept, or, if the term be preferred, the judg
ment, 'I think,'" \vhicb be styled "the vehicle of all con
cept in general." 2 That Kant failed, however, to per
cei,·e the correlati,·c nature of the categories is shown by 
hi agreement with Ari totle on the application of the 
law of contradiction, by hi first two groups of categor
ie . and by hi antinomie of pure reason. But that he 
perceived the nece ity for some limitation of the cate
gorie when they came into mutual conflict, is shown by 
hi doctrine of phenomena and noumena. 

FTCHTE brought to attention the correlative nature 
of the univer al proce e of thought by showino- that a 
category i a ynthe i of two correlative opposites, and 
that each correlate included a well as excluded the other. 
He failed, however, to perceive the full force of the correla
tive principle and repre ented a pair of correlate a in
clu ive only in part and as exclu ive only in so far as they 
were not inclu ive. 1 hi i shown in his treatment of 

- ---
1 "Critique of Pure Rea on,' ' ~ la~ ~Iucltcr's Tran ·tation, p. ~16. 
- ld. p. :!!li. 

,. 
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limitation. Instead of reconciling the ego and the non
ego in a correlative unity, he reduced the non-ego to a 
mere limitation of the ego; and since Kant had disclosed 
the universal aspect of all processes of thought, Fichte 
sublated the non-ego in the ego, and the individuality of 
the ego in its universality, and so ended with a universal 
pantheism of an idealistic nature. 

He thus confused the principle of correlativity, which 
underlies the law of correlation, with the principle of rela
tivity, which underlies the law of contradiction. In ac
cordance with the law of contradiction, all sense objects 
and all quantitative terms of pure mathematics can be 
classified into genera and species, each genus including 
several mutually excluding species. But neither the in
clusion nor the exclusion of a pair of correlates under the 
law of correlation is of this quantitative nature. Thi 
can be illustrated by means of d line drawn, for instance, 
north and south. In accordance with the law of contra
diction, the two ends may be said each to include half of 
the line, and both to mutually exclude each other. In ac
cordance with the law of correlation, howeyer, neither the 
inclusion nor the exclusion has a quantitatiYe sianifica
tion; but the mutually including and excluding terms are 
simply opposed aspects of a unity, which i quantitatively 
indivisible in so far as it i characterized by the e term . 
Thus, if the north half of the line were era ed there would 
still remain a line with both a north end and a outh end; 
and if the erasing were continued, thi would remain true 
until the line wholly disappeared, when the correlative a -
pects would vanish toaether. Applying i.hi illustration 
to the relation of the ego and the non-ego; it will be een 
that the two are, not quantitative divi ion , but correla
tive aspect of finite consciou ne s; and that while each, 
from a separate point of view, excludes the other, both 
are mutually dependent and in eparable a pect of an in
divisible unity. 

ScnELLIXG, realizing Fichte' failure correctly to . et 
forth the principle of correlati\•ity, attempted to r medy 
the error by reducing the oppo ition between correlative 
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oppwitcs to a complete indifference. But his total indif
ference of uhject and object, which received the name of 
"8y:stem of Identity," instead of explaining the principle 
of correlativity, annihilated it. 

lIEGhL :et forth lhe principle of correlativity in its 
true nature, except that, instead of representing each 
ategory a a unity of t:wo correlates, he included a trans

itional mean between them, and thus grouped his cate
gories in threes. In applying the principle of correlativity 
to his doctrine of the ab olute, Hegel very naturally car
ried it too far, and held "that the Absolute, or Reason, is 
the unity of subjectivity and objectivity;"1 also "that the 
common consciousness can demand that a ladder be fur
nished it upon which it can ascend to the absolute stand
point."2 The e statements violate the law of thought 
which go ·ems the use of categories when they come into 
mutual conflict, a they do when applied to the infinite. 
hnite rca. on may properly be called the "unity of sub
jectivity and objectivity"; but absolute reason transcends 

uch qualification , except as they refer, not to the infin
ite in it ·elf, hut merely to the aspect which it assumes in 
finite CO<Tnition. Again, while "the common consciousness 
can" comprehend the correlative relation of the finite to 
the infinite, it never "can ascend to the absolute stand
point." 

HERB.\RT perceived the nature of this law governing 
the mutual conflict of categories, and also Hegel's viola
tion of it; hut in tead of formulating the law and defining 
the prin iple on which it resl , he me1e1y indicated its 
nat ire by referriwr to all conflicting aspects of the infinite 
a "accidental views" (Erdmann), or "contingent as
pect·" (Schwcgler). Had Herbart accepted Hegel's prin
ciple of correlativity and modified his doctrine of "acci
dental vie v ·" accordingly, he might have made a great 
advance; hut in rejecting the principle of correlativity and 
in applyinrr the law of contradiction to all processes of 

1 llnlmnnn• Iii . of Phil., \'ol. 11, p. 6 7. 

~ Id. p . r, .i.. 
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thought, he 1·educed his doctrine of "reals" to a play upon 
abstractions . 

A summary of the analysis of intellection gives two 
fundamental principles determining the character of finite 
knowledge, and three primary laws governing the pro
cesses of thought. The principle fir t disclosed is that of 
relativity, which bas taken two distinct forms underlying 
two corresponding laws of thought, the law of contra
diction; which was formulated by Aristotle, and the law 
of mutual limitation, which was developed by Herbart but 
not formulated by him. The second principle is that of 
correlativity, underlying the law of correlation. Thi 
principle was disclosed by Fichte and deYeloped by Hegel, 
but the law resting upon it has never been formulated. 
The deduction and definition of the universal processes of 
thought can be t be given in the critical analysis of intel
lection, after various attempts at their deduction have 
been critici ed; also, the further definition of the funda
mental principles of kno\vledge and the corresponding 
primary laws of thought can best be given after the cate
gories have been defined and classified. 



CHAPTER III. 

ENS.\TIONAL THEORY OF SENSATION . 

.'l. en ation as Sense-Perception.-This view origin
ated with Hobbe , was formulated by Locke, and was 
upported by Berkeley and Hume. Hume, however, re
tricted the definition of sensation slightly, and so led the 

wav to the econd form of this theory. 
H BBE defines sense as follows:-"Concerning the 

thought of man, I will consider them first singly, and 
afterward in train, or dependence upon one another. 

ingly, they are everyone a representative or appearance, 
of ome quality, or other accident of a body without us; 
which i ·commonly called an object. Which object work-
th n the eye , ears, and other parts of man's body; and 

by diver ity of workings, produceth diversity of appear
ances. * * * The original of them all, is that which we 
call en e (For there i no conception in man's mind, 
\Yhich hath not at fir t, totally, or by parts, been begot
ten upon the organ of ·en e.); the rest are <lerived from 
that original. · * * The cause of sense, is the external 
body, or object, which pre seth the organ proper to each 
,en e, either immediately, as in taste and touch; or 
mediately, as in seeing, hearing, and smelling; which pres-
ure, by the mediation of nerve , and other strings, and 

membranes of the body, continued inwards to the brain, 
and heart, cau eth there a re i tence, or counter-pressure, 
or endeavour of the heart to deliver itself; which endeav
our, becau e outward, eemeth to besomematterwithout . 
. nd thi ceming, or fancy, i that which men call sense. 
" • " But when we would expres the decay, dnd signify 
that the ·en e i fading, old, and past, it is called memory. 
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So that imagination and memory, are but one thing, 
which for divers considerations hath divers names."1 

LOCKE defines sensation, and distinguishes between it 
and reflection, as follows:-"First, our senses, conversant 
about particular sensible objects, do convey into the mind 
several distinct perceptio11s of things, according to those 
various ways wherein those objects do affect them. And 
thus we come by those ideas we have of yellow, white, 
heat, cold, soft, hard, bitter, sweet, and all those which 
we call sensible qualities; which when I say the senses con
vey into the mind, I mean, they from external objects con
vey into the mind what produces there those perceptions. 
This great source of most of the ideas we have, depending 
wholly upon our senses, and derived by them to the un
derstanding, I call sensation. * * * Secondly, the other 
fountain, from which experiencefurnisheth the understand
ing with ideas, is the perception of the operations of our 
own minds within us, as it is employed about the ideas it 
has got ;which ope.ration , when the oul comes to reflect 
on and consider, do furnish the understanding with 
another set of ideas, which could not be had from thin<Y 
without; and such are perception, thinking, doubting, be
lieving, reasoning, knowing, willing, and all the Jifferent 
actings of our own mind ; which we being con ciou of, 
and observing in our elves, do from the e receive into our 
understanding as distinct ideas, as we do from bodie af
fecting our en es. This ource of idea every man ha 
wholly in him elf; and though it be not en e, as having 
nothing to do with external object , yet i nry like it, 
and might properly enough be called internal en e. But 
as I call the other sensation, o I call thi. reflection, the 
ideas it afford being uch only as the the mind gets by re
flecting on its own operation within itself." 

BERKELEY agreed with Locke in identifyin<Y ensation 
with ense-perception; but he tried, by repre enting en a
tion as an active function of the mind, to avoid the ab
urdity of repre enting extended object a being im-

I "'The Leviathan."' Part I, Chapters I and II. 

~ "Es ay Concerning lluman l'"ndcr tanding." Book II, Chap. I,~~ 3 and4. 
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pre sed upon the non-extended mind in sense-perception. 
His great mi take consisted in overlooking the distinc
tion between the individual variability of sensation and 
the univer al invariability of intellection. Berkeley re
duced all knowledge to a sensational basis, and thus vir
tually committed philosophy to the scepticism disclosed 
by Hume. Berkeley's views are clearly expressed in the 
following quotations: "Did men but consider that the 
sun, moon, and stars, and every other object of the senses, 
are onl.v so many sensations in their minds, which have 
no other existence but barely being perceived, doubtless 
they would never fall down and worship their own ideas; 
but rnther address their homage to that eternal invisible 
Mind w hi.ch produces and sustains all things." 1 "In 
short, let any one consider those arguments, which are 
thought manifestly to prove that colours and tastes exist 
only in the mind, and he shall find they may with equal 
force, be brourrht to prove the same thing of extension, 
figure, and motion." 2 

Hu IE states this view of sensation in the following 
\\Orel : "All the perceptions of the human mind resolve 
them elve into two distinct kinds, which I shall call im
pres ·ion and ideas. The difference betwixt these consist 
in the degrees of force and liveliness, with which they 
strike upon the mind, anc'I make their way into our 
thought or con ciou ne . Those perceptions which enter 
with the most force and violence, we may name impres-
ion ; and under thi name, I comprehend all our sensa

tions, pas ions and emotions, as they make their first ap
pearance in the oul. By ideas I mean the faint images of 
the e in thinking and reasoning; such as, for instance, are 
all the perceptions excited by the present discourse, ex
cepting only tho e which ari ·e from the sight and touch, 
and e.·ceptin,,. the immediate pleasure or uneasiness it 
may occa ion." 3 "Im pre sions may be divided into two 
kinds, tho e of sensation and those of reflection. The 

1 .- Principles of Human Knowledge,'' Part I., Sec. 04. 

~ id.' . 15. 

I "Trtati con Human Xature," Green & Gros~'s Ed. p. 311. 
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first kind arises in the soul originally, from unknown 
causes. The second is derived in a great measure from 
our ideas, and that in the following order. An impres
sion first strikes upon the enses, and makes u perceive 
heat or cold, thirst or hunger, pleasure or pain of some 
kind or other. Of this impression there is a copy taken 
by the mind, which remains after the impression ceases; 
and this we call an idea. This idea of pleasure or pain, 
when it returns upon the soul, produces the new impres
sions of desire and aversion, hope and fear, which may 
properly be called· impressions of reflection, because de
rived from it." 1 "As to those impressions, which arise 
from the senses, their ultimate cause is, in my opinion, per
fectly inexplicable by human reason, and 'twill always be 
impossible to decide with certainty, whether they ari e 
immediately from the object, or are produced by the cre
ative power of the mind, or are derived from the author 
of our being." 2 

~2. Sensations as Subjective Aflectio11s.-THOMA REID 

originated the view which identifies sensation with sen e
perception, when the latter is regarded a a mere affection 
of the perceiving subject abstracted from all reference to 
physical causes. The following are hi own statements:
" Sensation is a name "given by µhilosopber to an act of 
mind, which may be di tinguished from all other by this, 
that it hath no object distinct from the act itself. Pain of 
every kind is an unea y sen ation. " 3 "Almost all our per
ceptions have corresponding sensation· which constantly 
accompany them, and, on that account, are very apt to 
he confounded with them. * * * Hence it happen , that 
a quality perceived, and the ensation corre ponding to 
that perception, often go under the ame name. Thi 
makes the names of most of our ensation ambiguous. 
* * * When I smell a rose, there is in thi operation 
both ensation and perception. The agreeable odor I 
feel, considered by itself, without relation to any external 

I op. cit. pp. 316-7. 

id. p. 385. 
3 ''\Yorks of Thomas Reid," Hamilton's Ed., p. 220. 
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object, i merely a ensation. * * * Observing that the 
agreeable sensation is raised when the rose is near, and 
cease when it i removed, I am led by my nature, to con
clude some quality to be in the rose, which is the cause of 
thi en ation. Thi quality in the rose is the object per
ceived; and the act of my mind by which I have the con
viction and belief of thi quality, i what in this case I call 
perception. * * But it is here to be observed, that 
the sen ation I feel, and the quality in the rose \vhich I 
perceive, are both called by the same name. 111 

HAMILTO. · tates this view very fully, and illustrates it 
·with example . The following quotations set forth his 
·iew :-"In Perception proper there is a higher energy of 

intelligence, than in ensation proper. For though the 
latter he the apprehension of an aflection of the Ego, and 
therefore, in a certain ort, the apprehension of an im· 
material quality; still it i only the apprehension of the 
fact of an organic passion; whereas the former, though 
uppo in , ensatiou a its condition, and though only 

the apprehension of the attributes of a material ron-ego, 
i , however, itself without corporeal passion, and, at the 
a.me time, the recognition not merely of a fact, but of re

lation . "~ " en ation proper has no o~ject but a subject
object, i. e., the oro-anic affection of which we are con-
ciou . * * Sen at:ion proper, viewed on one side, is 

a pa ·ive affection of the organism; but viewed on the 
ther, it i an active apperception, by the mind, of that 

affection. "i "Aristotle's discrimination of the Common 
and Proper en ible or Percept embodies not only the 
modern di tinction of the Primary and Secondary Quali
ties of matter, but also the modern distinction of the two 
perception , Perception proper and Sensation proper."4 

" en ·ation proper and Perception proper were, however, 
even more trongly contra-distinguished in the system of 

l op. cit. p. 310. 

: O. W. igbt' "Pbilo.opby of ir William Hamilton," p. 419. 
• id. pp. 421 ·2. 

' id. p. 133. 
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the lower Platonists."1 "In the Cartesian philosophy, 
the distinction was virtually taken by Descartes, but first 
discriminated in terms by his followers."2 

J. S. MILL still further restricts the scope of the term 
sensation, as is shown by thefollowingquotations:-"The 
thread of consciousness which I apprehend the sensation 
as a part of, is the subject of the sensation. The group of 
Permanent Possibilities of Sensation to which I refer it, 
and which is partia1ly realized and actualized in it, is the 
object of the sensation. ~· * * We have no conception 
of either Subject or Object, either Mind or 11atter, except 
as something to which we refer our sensations, and what
ever other feelings we are conscious of. The very existence 
of them both, so far as cognizable by us, consists only in 
the relation they respectively bear to our states of feel
ing. Their relation to each other is only the relation 
between those hvo relations. The ·fr;;mediate cor
relatives are not the pair, Object, Subject, but the two 
pairs, Object, Sensation objectively considered; Subject, 

ensation subjectively considered. ""' * * The difference 
between these two classes of our sensations, answers to 
the di:.tinction made by a majority of philosophers 
between the Primary and the Secondary Qualities of .i: fat
ter. * * '~ There are, however, some of our sensations, 
in our consciousness of which the reference to their Object 
does not play so con picuous and predominant a part as 
in others. This is particularly the case with sensations 
which are highly interesting to u on their own account, 
and on which we wiUingly dwell, or which by their inten
sity compel us to concentrate our attention on them. 
Th d . *** ese arc, of course, our pleasures an pams. 
Those of our sensations, on the contrary, which are al
most indifferent in themselves, our attention does not 
dwell on; our consciou ness of them is too momentary to 
be distinct, and \.Ye pass on from them to the Permanent 
Possibilities of Sensation which thev are the i<Yn of, and 
which are alone of importance to u;. We hardly notice 

I op. cit. p. 434. 

2 id. p. 435. 
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the relation between these sensations and the subjective 
chain of consciousness of \vhich they form so extremely 
insignificant a part, the sensation is hardly anything to 
us but the link which draws into consciousness a group of 
Permant Possibilities; this group is the only thing dis
tinctly present to our thoughts."1 

LOTZE unites in sensations the characteristics assigned 
to them by hoth Hamilton and Mill. In his theory of 
"Local Signs" he asserts the existence of separate, non
spatial sensations in the soul,eachofwhichhas "a certain 
accessory impression" -.,vhich acts as a sign to determine 
its spatial relations. His own statements are as follows:
"Many impressions exist conjointly in the soul, although 
not spatially side by side with one another ; but they are 
merely together in the same way as the synchronous tones 
of a chord; that is to say, qualitatively different, but not 
side by side with, above or below, one another. Notwith
standing, the mental presentation of a spatial order must 
be produced again from these impressions . The question 
is, therefore, in the first place, to be raised : How in gen
eral does the soul come to apprehend these impressions, 
not in the form in which they actually are-to-wit, 11011-

patial,-but as they are not, in a spatial juxtaposition? 
* * * Accordingly we conceive of this in the follow

ing way: Every impression of color r-for example, red
produces on all places of the retina, which it reaches, the 
ame en ation of redness. In addition to this, however, 

it produces on each of these different places, a, b, c, a cer
tain accessory impression, 11, ,1, r, which is independent 
of the nature of the color seen, and dependent merely on 
the nature of the place excited. This second local impres-
ion would therefore be associated with every impression 

of color r, in uch manner that r a signifies a reel that acts 
upon the point a, r /1 signifies the same red in case it acts 
upon the point b. The e associated accessory impressions 
would, accordingly, render for the soul the clue, by follow
ing which it transposes the same red, now to one, now to 

I "Examination of Sir \VilJiam Hamilton's Philosophy," Vol. I, pp. 264-7. 
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another spot, or simultaneously to different spots in the 
space intuited by it." 1 

l\1uRRA. v makes sensations "elementary facts of mind" 
that cannot be defined, yet that can be con ciously felt 
and distinguished. The following is his own statement: 
"For sensations, being the simple elementary facts of 
mind, cannot he defined or described by anything more 
simple or elementary. The only way in which a sensation 
can he known is by being felt." 2 

SULLY agrees with Murray that a sensation is an "ele
mentary mental phenomenon" indefinable as it appears in 
consciousness, bnt definable as related to the physical con
ditions involved in its stimulation. He says: "A sensa
tion being an elementary mental phenomenon cannot be 
defined in terms of anything more simple. Its meaning 
can only he indicated by a reference to the nervous pro
cess on which it is known to depend. Accordingly a sen
sation may be defined as a simple mental state re ulting 
from the stimulation of the outer extremity of an incarry
ing nerve, when this stimulation has been transmitted to 
the brain centers."~ 

§ 3. Sensation as Incipient Sense-Perception.-FrcHTE 
originated this view of sensation, and, according to the 
following quotation from Erdmann, mak s sensation an 
incipient stage of sense-perception: "Fichte has often 
confessed his 'boundless' respect for Maimon's o-enius, 
which gave the first impulse towards his theory of sensa
tion."! "The development begins with th every lowest step 
of that unconscious act of creation, that state in which in
telligence first discovers what is already, it is true, in 
it el!, viz., ensat1on. This is taken as the tate in which 
no distinction is as yet made between external and in
ternal sensation, and just as little between that which 
feels sensation and that which is felt as such. Inasmuch 
as the (centrifugal) ego transcends sensation, it dis-

J "Outlines of Psychology," Ladd's Translation , pp. 50-3. 

"Hand-book of P•ychology," p. 30. 

S "Teachers' Hand-Book of Psychology," p. 86. 

4 "Jlistory of Philosophy," vol ii, p, 4~3. 
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tingui hes itself from it, and the latter thereby acquires a 
reference to something beyond itself." 1 

DR. WARD identifies sensation with an incipient stage 
f pre;;entation, in which "we are able to distinguish the 

conscious subject and the 'affection' of which it is con-
cious." He also assi<TnS to sensation "two 'aspects,' 

t.he one a 'sen ible or intellectual' or 'qualitative.' the 
other an 'affective' or 'emotive.'" His own statement s 
are a follows: "The ordinary conception of a sensation 
coincides, no doubt, with the definition given by Hamil
ton and Man el: ' ensation proper is the consciousness 
of certain affections of our body as an animated organ
i~m;' and it is because in ordinary thinking we reckon 
the body as a part of self that we come to think of sen
·ations as subjective modifications. But when considera
tions of method compel u to eliminate physiological im
plications from the ordinary conception of a sensation, 
we are able here to di tingui h the conscious subject and 
th<.: 'affections' of which it is conscious, as clearly as we 
can di tingui 'h uhject and object in other cases of pres
entation. * * * * Thus the further we go back t he 
nea rer we approach to a total presentation having the 
character of one general continuum in which differences 
are latent, * * * a certain objective continuum form
ing the background or basis to the several relatively dis
tinct pre entati ns that are elaborat d out of it."~ "Ac
cordingly all the more recent psychologists have been 
driven by one means or another to recognize two 'as
pect ' (Bain), or 'properties' (Wundt), in what they ca11 
a ensation, the one a 'sensible or intellectual' or 'quali
tative,' the other an 'affective' or 'emotive,' aspect or 
propcrty.'' 8 

PROF. JAMES gives the late t, fullest and most definite 
account of this view, as the following quotations will 
how: " 'en ation, then, so long as we take the analytic 

point of i·icw, differs from Perception only in the extreme 

1 op. cit. r1. :>u;;. 

• En y. Tirit., vol. x. , tlp, 4-1-2. 
8 i I. p . 40. 
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simplicity of its object or content." 1 "Some persons will 
say that we never have a really simple object or content. 
:\1y definition of sensation does not require the implicity 
to be absolutely, but only relatively, extreme." 2 "As we 
can only think or talk about the relations of objects with 
which we have acquaintance already, we are forced to 
postulate a function in our thought whereby we first be
come aware of the bare immediate natures by which our 
several objects are distinguished. This function is sensa
tion." 3 "Sensations are the stable rock, the terminus a 
quo and the terminus ad qucm of thought. To find such 
termini is our aim with a11 our theories-to conceive first 
when and \vhere a certain sensation may be had, and then 
to have it. Finding it, stops discu ion. Failure to find 
it kill the false conceit of knowledge. * * * Pure sen
sations can 011/y be realized in the carlit:st days of life. 
They are all but impossible to adults with memories and 
stores of associations acquired. Prior to a11 impressions 
on sen ·e-organs the brain i plunged in deep Jeep and con
sciousness is practically non-existent. Even the fo·st 
weeks afler birth are passed in almost unbroken sleep by 
human infants. It takes a trong message from the sen e
organ to break thi lumber. In a new born hrain this 
gives rise to an absolutely pure sensation. " '* * The 
first scnsation lvbich an infant get - is for him tbe unhrcrsc. 
And the universe which he later comes to know is nothing 
but an amplification and an implication of that fir t 
imple o-erm which, by accretion on the one hand and in

tu su ·ception 0.1 the other, has grown so big and com
pie.· and articulate that it fir t e tate isunrememberable. 
In his dumb awakening to the con ciou ne s of ometbing 
there, a mere tbi - as yet (or, omethinrr for which even the 
term this would perhaps be too discriminative, and the 
intel1ectual acknowledgement of which would be better 
expressed b; the bare interjection 'lo!'), the infant en
counter an object in which (though it be given in a pur 

J "Jlrinciplc111 of P y(.:holos:,y," ,., 1. ii., pp. 1-=.?, 

- id. p. 2, fuot.·nole. 

3 id. JJ. 3. 
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sensation) all the 'categories of the understanding' are 
contained. It ha objectfrity, unity, substantiality, caus
ality, in the foll sen e in which any later object or system 
of object has these things." 1 

I op. cit. pp. 7 .. Q. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

TnE Co:uPONENT THEORY OF SEXSATIO. ·. 

:t. Sensation as Formless JJ;1ttcr.-KAxT's ideas, in 
\Yhich this Yiew of sensation originated, ar fairly set 
forth in the follov:ing quotations:-"Our knowledge 
spring from two fundam ntal sources of our soul; the 
first receiyes representations (receptiYity of impre ions), 
the second is the power of knowing an object l~· the e 
repre entations (spontaneity of concepts). By the fir t 
an object is given us, by the second the object is thought, 
in relation to that representation which i a mere deter-. 
mination of the soul. * * * We call sensibility the re
ceptivity of our oul, or its power of receivincr repre
sentations \Yhenever it is in any wise affected, "·hile the 
understanding, on the contrary, i with us the power of 
producing representations, or the spontaniets of know-

• ledge."1 "Both are either pure or empirical. They are 
empirical when sensation, pre uppo ing the actual pre -
cnce of the object, i contained in it.. They are pure when 
110 sensation is mixed up with the repre rntation. The 
latter may be called the material of sensuous knowledge."~ 
"In a phenomenon I call that which corre ·pond to the en
sation its matter, hut that which cau es the manifold 
matter of the phenomenon to he perceived a arranged in 
a certain order, I call its form. • -ow it is clear that it can
not be sea ation again througl1 which sen ation are ar
ranged and placed in certain forms. The matter only of 
all phenomena is given u a posteriori; but their form 
must be ready for them in the mind a priori, and mu t 
therefore be capable of being considered a eparate from 

l "Critique of Pure Henson,"~ lax :\Judkr'. Tran la.tion. pp. 44-5. 

d. p. I k 
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all ensations. I call all representations in which there is 
nothing that belongs to ensation, pure (in a transcen
dental ense). The pure form therefore of all s\.'.nsuous in
tuitions, that form in which the manifold elements of the 
phenomenon are seen in a certain order, must be found 
in the mind a priori. And this pu.re form of sen
~ibility may he called the pure intuition. * * "'' 
In the course of this i1westigation it will appear that 
there are, a >rinciples of a priori knowledge, two pure 
forms of sen uous intuition, namely, Space and Time. " 1 

"It cannot h denieu that phenomena may be given in in
tuition' ithout the functions of the understanding. * •:· 
* * For '·e could quit· well imagine that phenomena 
might pos. ihly he c;uch that the understanding should not 
find them conforming to the conditions of its synthetical 
unity, ~.ncl all might he in such confusion that nothing 
should appear in the succe sion of phenomena which 
could . u pl ' a rul of synthesis, and correspond, for in
stance, to the concept of cau e and effect, so that thiscon
c ·pt would thu. he quite empty, null and meaningless. 
\Vith all thi--, phenomena would offer objects to our intui
tion, becau ·e intuition by it elf does not require the func
tion of thought."! 

REL ·noLn upports Kant's theory of sensation, as the 
folio, ·ing quotation from Erdmann's "Riston' of Philos
ophy"' ·ill. how:-"On account of the double- relation in 
which, according lo the highest principle, the presentation 
tall(!~. it must contain hvo component parts or moments, 

the matter corresponding to the presented thing or the 
ohjcct, arnl the form corresponding to the presenting sub
. t • • • It' b 1 d JCC • now we reason ac < to the inner groun 
of the pre ·ent'llion, we must distinguish in the faculty of 
pre entation. a facult_· for the given, the matter, that i 
o say, n:ceptiYity, and likewise one for producing the 

form, ti at i ·to a_·, spontaniety."3 
:2. ensntions as Ultimate -Units of Consciousness.-

1 op. ctt. pfl. 1 .:)Q. 

! ld.(JI. 0·1. 

I \ol. II, pp. l7t;-7. 
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HERBERT SPENCER states this view at length, and illus
trates it by referring to conscious ph nomena ·which he 
holds to be composed of uncon cious infinitessimal units. 
The following are his own statements:-" Well known ex
periments prove that when equal hlows or tap are made 
one after another at a rate not e.·ceeding some sixteen per 
second, the effect of each is perceived as a separate noi e; 
but when the rapidity with which the blows follow one 
another exceeds this, the noises are no longer identified as 
separate states of consciousness, and there arises in place 
of them a continuous state of consciousness. called a tone. 
On further increasing the rapidity of the blows, the tone 
undergoes the change of quality distinguished as rise in 
pitch; and it continues to nse in pitch as the blows con
tinue to increase in rapidity, until it reaches an acutene s 
beyond which i.t is no longer appreciable as a tone. So 
that out of units of feeling of the same kind, many feel
ings distinguishable from one another in quality result, 
according as the units are more or le ' integrated. * * * 
If the unlikenesses among the sensations of each class may 
he due to unlikenesses among the mode· of aggre ration of 
a unit of conscionsness common to them all; so, too, may 
the much greater tmlikene e between the en ations of 
each class and those of other cJao;;ses. There may be a 
single primordial demen t of consciousnc s, and the count
less kind of consciousness may he produced by the com
pounding of this element with it elf and the recompound
ing of its compounds with one another in higher and 
higher degrees: so producing increased multiplicity, 
variety, and complexity. Have we any clue to this prim
ordial clement? I think \Ye have. * * * The subjective 
effect produced in' a crack or noise that has no appreciable 
duration, is littl~ else than a nervous shock. Though ·we 
distinguish such a ncryous hock a belonging to what 
·we call sounds, yet it doe not differ very much from ner
vous shocks of other Hnds. An electric discharge ent 
through the body, cause a feelin<Y akin to that which a 
udden loud report causes. .\ trong uu .·pected impre -
ion made through the eye , a· by a fla h of lightning, 
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similarly givoo rise to a start or shock. ... ". * The 
fact that udden brief disturbances thus set up by different 
stimuli through different sets of nerves, cause feelings 
scarcely clistingui ·hahle in quality, will not appear strange 
when we recollect that distinguishableness of feeling im
plie appreciable duration; and that when the duration 
i greatly abridged, nothing more is known than that 
ome mental change ha occurred and cea ed. * ·•· ... 

It is pos iblc then-may we not eyen say probable-that 
·omething of the same order as that ·which we call a ner
vous shock i. the ultimate unit of consciousness; and that 
all the unlikenesses among- our feelings result from unlike 
mode of integration of this ultimate unit."1 

FrcK ·upports this theory of unconsciou psychic units 
ancl the production of different conscious states from 
the amc unit differe11tly compounded, and claims that the 
theory is proved by the production of feelings of touch 
and feeling~ of temperature from thc·same unit differently 
compounded He is quoted by Prof. James as follows: 
"A feeling of temperature ari es when the intensities of 
the unit: of ti cling are evenly gradated, so that between 
two element - a and b no other unit can spatially inter
vene who e intensity is not also between that of a and b. 
A feeling of contact perhaps ari e when this condition is 
not fulfilled. Both kind of feeling, however, are com
po ed of the :ame units."- "Hi own words are: 'l\lis
takc · are made in the sense that he admits having been 
touched, when in reality it was radiant heat that affected 
hi kin. In our own before-mentioned experiments there 
wa. never any deception on the entire palmar side of the 
hand or on the face. n the back of the hand in one case 
in a erie. of 60 timulations 4 mi ·take occurred in an-

' other ca ·e 2 mi ·take. in 45 stimulations. On the extensor 
.·ide of the upper arm 3 deceptions out of 48 stimulations 
were noticed, and in the ca e of another individual 1 out 
of 3 l. In one case over the spine 3 deceptions in ~ series 
of 11 excitations were ob ·erved; in another, 4 out of 19. 

1 "Principle of P ychology," pp. l~!l-31. 
.. 

11 l'nncipl of 1· .. ych lo y," ·ol. i., p, 1:>t. 
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On the lumbar spine 6 deceptions came among 29 stimu
lations, and again 4 out of 7. " 1 

G. H. LEWES defends this theory of ultimate units and 
carries it back to what he calls "the raw material of con
sciousness," "neural units," "tremors of thepsychoplasm." 
Hesays:-"If, instead of considering the whole vital organ
ism, we consider solely its sensitive aspects, and confine our
selves to the Nervous System, we may represent the molecu
lar movements of the Bioplasm by the neural tremors of the 
Psychoplasm; these tremors are what I term neural units; 
the raw material of Consciousness. ·* * * The move
ments of the Bioplasm cbnstitute Vitality; the movement 
of the Psychoplasm cnnstitute Sensibility. * * * View
ing the internal factors solely in the light of Feeling, we 
may say that the sentient material out of which all the 
forms of Consciousness are evolved is the Psychoplasm in
cessantly fluctuating, incessantly renewed."! 

1 op. cil. p. 150. 
''Problems of Life and ;.\I incl,'' \'ol. J1 pp. 109-10. 



CHAPTER Y. 

TnE CoRRELATIYE THEORY OF SE.·sATIO. •. 

T. H. REE~ may justly he callccl the author of this 
view. His cleare t statements -upon 1.hc subject are the 
following:-"In reflecting on the proce s by which we ha vc 
come to know anything, we fincl fhat, at any stage we 
mav recall, it consi t in a further qualification of a giYen 
material hv the CO" idcrntion of the material under rela
tion hith~rto u11con ·iclered. Thus as contrasted with, 
and ah tractcd from, the further formation '·hi h upon 
continued oh cn-ation and attention it may require, any 
1 crccption, any piece of knowledge, may he regarded as 
an unform ·d matter. n the other hand, when we look 
at what the giyen perception or piece of knowledge is in 
it elf, \VC find that it i · already formed, in more complex 
ways than' ·e can disentangle, by the synthesis of less de
terminate data. But there i · a point at which the indi
vidual' r tro pectivc analy is of the knowledge he finds 
him ·elf to po e ·s necessarily stop . Antecedently to any 
of the intellectual formative processes Yhich be can trace, 
it would eem that ·omething must have been given for 
tho e proce · c to begin upon. This something is taken 
to be f.•eling, pure and simple. When all accretions of 
form, due to the intellectual establishment of relations, 
have been stripped off, there seem to remain.the mere sen-
ation · without which the intellectual activity would 

h.:i.ve had nothing to deal with or operate upon. These 
then must be in an ab olute ense the matter-the matter 
excludin,,. all form-of experience. Now it is evident that 
the round on which we make this statement, that mere 
en ation form the matter of experience, warrants us in 

making it, if at all, only a a tatement in regard to the 
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mental history of the individual. Even in this reference it 
can scarcely be accepted. There is no positive basis for it 
but the fact that, so far as memory goes, we always find 
ourselves manipulating some data of consciousness, them
selves independent of any intellectual manipulation which 
we can remember applying to them. But on the strength 
of this to assume that there are such data in the history of 
our experience, consisting in mere sensations, antecedently 
to any action of the intellect, is not really an intelligible 
inference from the fact tated. It is an ab traction which 
may be put into words, but to which no real meaning can 
be attached. For a sensation can only form an object of 
experience in being determined by an intelligent subject 
which distinguishes it from it elf and contemplate it in 
relation to other sensations; so that to suppose a primary 
datum or matter of the individual's experience, wholly 
void of intellectual determination, i to suppose such ex
perience to begin with what could not belong to or be an 
object of experience at all. * * * Thus, when we in
quire whether there is such a thing in the world of phenom
ena as sensation undetermined by thought, the question 
may be considered in relation either to the fact , as such, 
or to the consciousness for which the facts exist. It may 
be put either thus-Among the facts thnt form the objects 
of possible experience, are there sensations which do not 
depend on thought for being what they are? or thus-Is 
sensation, as unqualified by thought, an element in the 
consciousness which is necessary to there being such a 
thing as a world of phenomena? After what has already 
been said, the answer to these questions need not detain 
us long. If it is admitted that we know of no other me
dium but a thinking or self-distin<Yuishingconsciousness, in 
and through which that unification of the manifold can 
take place which is necessary to constitute relation, it fol
lows that a sensation apart from thought-not deter
mined or acted upon by thought-would be an unrelated 
sensation; and an unrelated ensation cannot amount to a 
fact. Mere sensation is in truth a phrase that repre ent 
no reality. It is the result of a process of abstraction; 
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hut ha Ying- rrot the phra. ewe give a confused meaning to 
it, we fill up the shell which our ahstraction has left, by 
n.:inlroducin<r the qualification we assumed ourselYes lo 
ha,·c got rid of. * * "' Feeling and thought are insep
arable and mutually dependent in the consciousness for 
which the world of c.-periencc exists, inseparable and mu
tually dependent in the constitution of the facts which 
form the object of that consciousness. Each in its full 
reality includes the other. * . 'either is the product 
of the other. It is only" hen hy a process of abstraction 
we ha Ye reduced either to something which is not itself, 
that we can treat either as the product of anything, or 
apply the category ol cause and e11ect to it at all. For 
that category i · itself their product. Or rather, it repre
sents one form of the actiYity of the conscionsne. s which 
i~1 inseparable union they con· Litute. " 1 

DR. l>EWE\. :upporL thi · view and formulates it more 
clefinitcly than T. H. REb., as appear: from the follow
ing:-"\Vc haw now ;een that will, knowledge, and feel
ing arc not three kinds of corn;ciousne ·s, but three aspect 
of the same consciousness. \\'e Jiaye -i];o seen that each 
of the:· a ·pcct. i then: ult of an artificial analysis, since, 
in any concrete ca<:e, each presuppose the other, and can 
not e.·i t without it. The necessity of this mutual con
nection may he n.:alizccl hy rcYerting to our definition of 
p ychology, where it was aid that p. ychology i the 
cienc • of the reprocluction of some uniyc1· ·al content in 

the form of incliYitlual ·onsciousne ·:. Every conscious
n ·s , in other words, i. the relation of a univer ·al and an 
individual element, and cannot he understood without 
both . It will now h · e,·ident that the univer ·al element 
i knowledge, the incli\•iclual is feeling, while the relation 
which connects them into one concrete content is will. 
It will al ·o he seen that knowledge ancl feeling are 
partial a ·pect · of the ;elf, and hence more or le· 
ab. tract, while '·ill i: complete, comprehendin<Y both 
a:pect ."~ "The sen. <Ltion is not a fact immedi
ately prc:ent 111 We do not have 

1 .. Prol otnc::n t o Hlhi ," 43-GO . 

.. 11r TC'holog , . , pp. 20-1 . 
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direct knowledge of it any more than we do of the 
atom or molecule. Actual mental life is concrete, not 
made up of isolated atomic sensations. It i thoroughly 
complex, and no simple element can be imm diately laid 
hold of. In fact, knowledge always con ists in relation 
-in the connection of element , and their mutual reference 
to each other-and o no :isolated, unrelated sen ation, 
such as we suppose forms the material of knowledge, 
could possibly be immediately known. en ation are 
known, then, only as the result of a process of abstrac
tion and analy is, and their existence :is suppo ed only be
cause, without them, it would be impo sible to account 
for the complex phenomena which are directly pre ent in 
consciou ne s. " 1 

PROF. LADD' treatment of sen ation explicitly rejects 
the fir t and second theorie , and, while it does not state 
any exact distinction between sen ation and intellection, 
it i , o far as hi analysis i carried, in complete harmony 
with the correlative theory. His position i fairly repre-
en ted hy the followin<Y quotation :-·'It is e sential, in 

the fir t place, to distinguish ' imple en. ation. ' from 
'presentations of en e,' or tho e complex object · of con . 
sciou ne which re ult from an act of mental ·ynthe i 
on the basis of everal imultaneous affection of en e. 
As re pect developed e. ·perience, the simple en ation i a 
neces ary fiction of p ycho-physical cience. Con ciou -
ne s is scarcely more able directly to analyze a pre enta
tion of sense :into tho e factor out of which it originated 
than :it i. to analyze a drop of water into its component 
oxygen and hydrogen ga e . "- "There are no en ation 
(whatever phy ical occasion of ensation may e.·i t) ex
cept those that appear in consciou ·nes ."8 "It analyze. 
what i relatively very com pie.· into ,,:hat is relatively 
imple and elementary; and it point out the condition 

under which, and the term - ·o to p ak- n which the 
latter combine into the former. Of cour e, in rloing thi 

I op. cit. p. 34-. 

2 "Elements o f Physio lo eical P~ycbolo1ry. " p p. 3 05· 6 . 

s id. p. 36:.?. 
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the psychologi t-mu t not be deceived into supposing that 
these fact.or , or 'moments' of psychic life, are entities, 
after the fashion of the atom or molecule, dealt with by 
the natural science of chemistry and molecular physics. 
But they are entities in the sense in which psychic facts 
are entities . The existence of some of them can be readily 
detected by such analysi as self-consciousness can make; 
while others of them are rather speculative necessities 
postulated in the effort to account for the varying charac
teristics of those complex phenomena which constitute 
the primary problems of psychology."1 

1 ° 0 P hilosophicnl Review," Vol. I , pp. 50-1 . 

• 
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PART II. 

CRITICAL. 

CHAPTER I. 

ANALYSIS OF lNTELLECTION. 

~l. The Character of the Cateo·ories.-The character 
of the categories can best be shown by first tating a few 
erroneou views which have been set forth concerning 
them in philosophical literature. They are not innate 
ideas. In case there had ever been any occasion for doubt 
on this point, Locke's polemic would have removed it. 
They are not generalizations from experience, as Hume up
posed. Kant effectually disproved this theory. They are 
not generic concepts of the highest class, under which are 
"subsumed" empirical concepts of lo>ver genera, as Ari -
totle and Kant supposed; for that would make the cate
rrorie but names for the bi<Yhe t generalization of experi
ence. Kant eemed to feel the force of this fact, and o 
tried to make hi theory consistent by repre enting the 
categorie as forms only, that i , a void until experience 
connect them with the material of en e, when they be
come limiting forms into which the material of en e i 
ynthe ized. \Vere not the induction, of experience 

limited by thi theory of categoric to a stereotyped 
plan of pre-eonceived cla sification, Kant's use of the term 
"form "might have been appropriate; but a he intended 
thecategoriesto be u ed, they could be applied only to the 
deductions of mathematics. 

The categories may now be defined a fundamental 
proce ses of thought of universal application, by mean 
of which an object of consciou ne i made to assume 
pair of correlatiYe a pect , the correlatin · con tituting 
each pair being mutua11y inclusi,·e a well a mutually ex-
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clu ivc. This can he illustrated by the category of caus
alitv. Cau ·e and t:ffect are contrasted aspects applied by 
eve;·vone to an'' and even· content of consciousness . Not 
that the sen e.;vorld, or ;ny part of it, can be iseparated 
into two part , one being all cause and cause only, 
and the other being all effect and effect only; but 
every po ible object of consciousness presents both as
pt:cts, cause and effect. Subordinate categories are also 
characterized bv the correlative principle. The terms 
right and left ca~111ot be used as mutually exclusive, with
out being at th same time mutually inclusive. If either 
term be taken alone, it must at once be subdivided into 
both right and left, or become a mere abstraction. All the 
categories, both fundamental and subordinate, are pro-
es es of thought by means of which some content of con
ciou nes is made to a ume pairs of correlative aspects, 

each pair of correlates being thus held in a synthesis in
clu ive a well a exclusive. 

;z. Deductio11 of the Categories.-Three attempts have 
been made to give a logical deduction of the categories, 
and in each case special effort has been made to give a 
complete list and to exclude all empirical elements. 

KA. "T made the fir t logical deduction, ·which he 
based entirely on Aristotle's classification of judgments. 
He commended Ari totle for taking the first step in 
making a list of categories, but styled his method of 
cnumcratio11 a inductive, empirical and hap-h a zard; but 
in ha,.ing hi own deduction on an inductiYe classification 
of judgment , he rendered his method also inductive and 
empirical. After corn pletin7 his table of categories, Kant 
proceeds to give a transcendental deduction of them, in or
der to how "how uch concepts can a priori refer to ob
jects ." He doe not apply bis argument to any category 
in particular, to how how it can so "refer to objects," 
hut merely aims to show that there must be a priori con 
cept in order to make experience possible . This is really 
equivalent to a urrencler of all valid claim to a transcen
dental deduction, o far as his table of categories is con
cerned. In fact, any claim to a transcendental deduction 

--------------------~------~· 
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of categoric is inconsistent, from Kant's standpoint. He 
made the categories "functions of unity," that i , form 
for the synthe is of the manifold of phenomena. Over 
these a priori functions, as the primary function of unity, 
he placed the "transcendental unity of apperception." 
His own statements are as follows:-"If we wish to follow 
up the internal ground of this connection of representa
tions to that point toward which they mu t all converge 
and where they receive for the fir t time that unity of 
knowledge which is requisite for every possible e."perience, 
we must begin with pure apperception. * * * The 
tran cendental unity of apperception therefore refer to 
the pure synthesis of the imagination a a condition a 
priori of the po sibility of the manifold beino- united in 
one knowledge."1 " nly hy ascribing all perception to 
one consciou ness (the original apprehen ion) can I say 
of all of them that I am con ciou of them. * * * It is 
the permanent and unchangino- Ego (of pure appercep
tion) which forms the correlate of all our representations, 
if we are to become conscious of them, and all con cious
nes belong quite as much to uch an all-embracino- pure 
apperception a all ensuou intuition belono-s, a a repre-
eutation, to a pure internal intuition, namely, time."

This deduction of the categorie identifie the '·Ego (of 
pure apperception)" with "that point toward which they 
mu t all converge," and ascribe all perception to ne 
consciousne , , " so a to " ay of all of them that I am con-
ciou of them." Only a a correlative of the empirical 

ego can this pure ego he connected in con ·ciousne with 
proce e of thought. Were the pure eo-o tran cendent 
and eparated from the empirical ego in accordance with 
the law of contradiction, as Kant uppo eel, it could give 
no more objective validity to "the cateo-orie , a the true fun
damental concept of the pure under tanding "3 than it 
could to the "transcendent concepts of pure rea on."1 

1 " Critique of Pure Rcn..,on." ).fnx :\Hiller'~ Trnnslntio u . pp. 102-3. 

i id. ]l]l. 107-"<. 

3 id . p 7:!. 

4 id. p. 2fi . 
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FICHTE realized that Kant's deduction rested upon an 
induction of Aristotle's; but not having clearly perceived 
the nature oft.he principle of correlativity, hetoo, sought, 
in his leduction oft.he categories, to isolate the a priori 
functions of con ciousness from the empirical. Fichte's 
tarting-point is the univer al pure ego, "not the knowing 

mind hut knowledge, not an active somewhat, but an act. 
* * * ,'ince among the activities to be explained con-
ciou ness also is to be found, it is self-evident that the 

act to be unfolded by the cience of Knowledge do not 
fall within consciousness. But, for that reason, t.he Sci
ence of Knowledge has not to do with inventions, but its 
problem i to draw forth into the light the concealed 
mechani m by means of which consciousness is realized, 
that is to say, to bring into consciousness what does not 
fall within consciousness, because it is a conditio sine qua 
non of con ciousnc s (hence it is called a priori). " 1 This 
po ition of Fichte's, like that of Kant's, renders a deduc
tion of a priori categories not only impossible, but ab-
urd, for it places the necessary starting-point beyond the 

reach of individual consciousnes . In order "to bring in
to con ·ciousness what does not fall within consciousness," 
hchte tart ·with the principle of identity, which he 
has to exchan"'e for the ego, and then again the ego for 
the principle of identity; consequently his thesis, antithe-
i · and synlhe is im·olve the processes and limitations of 

empirical consciousnes . 
HEGEL' · method of deduction was inductive rather 

than deductive. He tarted as far a possible from the 
concrete con cious ego, with an oscillation between the 
bare concepts of being and nothing; and from this oscilla
tion deduced the category of becoming, which, when the 
tran it.ion is from being to nothing, passes into that of 
decease, and when the transition is the reverse, passes into 
that of origination. A continuation of this dialectic led 
to an inductive deduction of the whole table of categories. 
This dialectic of Herrel's, however, instead of isolating the 
a priori function of con ciousness from the empirical, 

I Hrrlmnnn, Vol. JI, p. 498. 

• 
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serves rather to emphasize the principle of correlativity in 
accordance with which the two function are to be treated, 
not only as in eparable, but as mutually inclu ive. 

There is thus no po sible transcendental or a priori 
method of deduction. The categories do not exist epar
ate from, and cannot be separated from, empirical con
sciousnes . The only way to discover their character, 
number, and relations, is to analyze empirical con cious
ness, and to test all proce ses of thought di clo eel, so as 
to determine which are of universal validity. The only 
proper starting-point for the deduction of the fundamen
tal categories i the totality of consciousness. In regard 
to the number of such categories, no one can ay with cer
tainty of any table, as Kant said of his, that they "com
pletely exhaust the understanding and comprehend every
one of its faculties. " 1 The following list is offered, tenta
tively, a setting forth in logical order only those which 
are fundamental. It might be called a psychological 
table, ince it is a re ult of p. ychological analy is. 

elf and Xot- elf. 
-. ubject and Object. 
Erro and. 'on-Ego. 

nitv and Plurality. 
Individuality and 

t;niver ality. 
Finitude and Infinitude. 

Identity and Change. 
.\bsolute and Relati,·e. 
Substance and Phenomena. 
Cause and Effect. 
.\ctivity and Passivity. 

Co-exi tence and ucccs ·ion. 

If any category can claim the fir t place in a logical or
der, it is that of self and not-self. This category mu t 
dominate every stage of finite con ciousness, even thourrh 
it were pos ible for a tage of consciousness not to he elf
con!'cious. There can be no con ciou ne s without ome 
kind of self, either perman nt or intermittent, either pure 
or compo ite, that perceives phenomena, and that al o 
forms the unifying ba is of all relations into which the 
perceived phenomena are hrought. An unperceived phe
nomenon i a contradiction in term ; and so i a phenome
non perceived but unrelated. A. eries of related phenom-

J "Critique of Pur Reason," p. 71 . 
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ena with no unifying basis of relations i an absurdity; 
and no le absurd would it be for one of the fluent phe
nomena to form such a basis of fixed relations. The only 
basis possible for any cries of fixed relations among phe
nomena perceived is the self that perceives and relates 
them. It i not the character of the self that is here in 
question, but the fact of the existence of the self. What
C\'er thi self may be, whether mind or body, pure being 
or composite being, permanent or changeable, a perceiving 
elf there ml1st be; and this self must be the unifying basis 

with which all phenomena perceived must be correlated in 
in a serie of fixed relations. And no less true is it that 
there mu the, in every form of finite consciousness, a not
self which the self perceives and relates to itself. A self, 
perceiving only it elf, would be an unrelated self, and an 
unrelated elf must be either a nonentity or an infinity. 
If knowledge commenced with either a self alone or a not-
elf alone, the exact nature of that self or of that not-self 

would be known. All doubt in regard to knowledge con-
j ts in uncertainty concerninO" the relation of the self and 

the not- elf; and thi doubt covers every object of finite 
knowledge. All effort to disclose a consciousness of a 
pure elf a an object of knowledge, separate from a 
not-self, are not only futile but absurd. One of the great
e t advances ever made in psychotogy was Kant's dis
clo ure of the fact that neither the self nor the not-self can 
eparately be made an object of knowledge. This is the 

fundamental category of" consciousness; and there is no 
tage, .form, phase, or aspect of consciousness that does 

not imply both the self and the not-self. 
After the elf and the not-self have been consciously 

differentiated, the self assumes the character of a knowing 
ubject, and the not-self that of an object known. These 

two terms are strictly correlative. Every possible content 
of con ciou ness i both subjective and objective. When 
any e.·tra-organic object occupies the focus of attention, 
it pre ents both ubjectivc and objective aspects. When 
uch object comes in contact with a sense organ and stim

ulate it to activity resulting in conscious affections, the 
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en e organ, in contrast with the stimulus, as umes the 
subjective aspect, and the stimulu the objective. When 
the contra tis between the sense organ and the con ciou 
affections, the latter become subjective and the former ob
jective. "\Vhcn the contrast is between the conscious affec
tions and the perceiving self, the latter is subjective and 
the former objective. But the conscious self, when made 
the object of an introspective analysis, retain both a .. _ 
pect , that of a consciously perceiYing subject and that of 
conscious affections objectified under the focu of atlcn
tion. Only in regard to the cognitive proce have the 
terms ubjcctiYe and objective any fixed meaning. Every 
case of finite perception im·olve a subject pcrceiYing an 
object, and all aspect of sen c-pcrception invoking 
relation antithcntical to this ubject and thi object, arc 
rightly termed subjective and objective. But neither the 
perceiving subject nor any object perceived can he 
viewed alone without presenting both a pcct . 

After the perccivinrr subject ha di tingui heel it elf 
from the object perceived, and has arrain differentiated the 
object perceived into other pair of perceiving subject. 
and object percch·ed, the perceiving subject a sume the 
character of an ego and the object perceived that of a 
non-ego. 

In the contra t between the pcrcci ving ego and the 
non-ego perceived, there arise an oppo ition of unity 
and plurality. Only in the most carelcs oh crvation can 
the correlative nature of thi opposition be overlooked. 
Even should the ego be identified "·ith the body a a 
whole, the a pect of plurality i too marked to be over
looked; and when Yiewed a a mind, the ego pre cnts uch 
a plurality of a pccts as to he mi taken by many for a 
collection of eparm:c facultie . On the other hand, all 
the non-c ..... o perceived arc differentiation of a not-self 
as a unity, and can again be united by the ynthetic mo,·c
ment of attention, into the same unity. 

In o far a each con ciou e o i unique, it pre·ent the 
a pect of individuality, and in o far as all con ciou 
ego arc identical, they pre ent the a pect of univer ality. 
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Xo ego can he entirely individual. for then itcould haveno 
fellowship with other egos, in fact, could not even be con
scious of other e..,.os. No more can an ego lack individu
ality, for then it would have no conscious self. The terms 
individuality and uniYersality form a pair of strict corre
lative . 

The contrast between the limited range of individual
ity and the unlimited range of universality leads to the 
category of finitude and infinitude. Every form of finite 
con ciousness i a manifestation of effort put forth in lim
itations of force, space, and time; and each of these limi
tations, as an ohject of pure thought, is characterized 
as infinite in both extension and divisibility, but as an 
object of sense, as finite in both of these respect . But 
an infinite exten ion, or quantity, is, in reality, an incon-
istency; for quantity is but a limitation of the activity 

of a finite con ciou ness. For an infinite consciousness 
there can he no limitation, hence no limiting quantity . 
• Teither i it the self of the finite counsciousness that is 
limited by quantitative relations, but the activity of the 
finite elf in it efforts to determine the character and re
lations of all conscious changes. Finitude of self con-
i t , not in being measured in terms of force, space, and 

time; but in being limited to change. Change in a finite 
con ·ciou ·ness implies, not the annihilation of one con
tent of consciousness and the creation of another, but 
the communication of some content of consciousness from 
one con cious elf to another. But no finite self can com
municate it individuality to another finite self; it can 
communicate only what can be related in terms of force, 

pace, and time. Change in a finite self thus implies, not 
only a universal consciou.sness in which chancres can be 

0 

related in terms of force, space, and time; but also an in-
fir1ite con ciou ne unlimited by relations of force, space, 
and time; in which the individualitv of everv finite self 
realizes it own conscious existence. ~ ~ 

The contrast between infinitude and finitude leads to 
that between identity and change. These terms are strict 
correlatives. There is nothing in the ense-world, no ob-
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ject of finite consciou nes , that doe not present both as
pects, the identical and the changeable. either of the e 
terms, ab tracted from the other, can have any meaning. 
Identity means nothing but unchangeableness, and change 
means nothing but loss of identity. 

The absolute and the relative follow as the objective 
upport of identity and change. Identity implies an inde

pendent 01 absolute entity in which there is no change, 
hence no relation; and in correlation to this, change im
plie a dependent or relatiYe entity which manifests it 
dependence through ucccssive changes. 

uh tance and phenomena stand as the es ence of the 
absolute and the relati,·e. ubstance is that which ren
ders the absolute independent of all changes and relations; 
and as the correlate of this, phenomena are hut manifes
tation of the relative or changeable. 

The category of causality stands a the mediation be
tween substance and phenomena. Any attempt to abstract 
either substance or phenomena from the other a pect dis
closes their necessary connection under the cate<Yory of 
causality, in which su hstance appear. a , cause and phe
nomenon as effect . 

. \ctivi ty and pa, si vi ty mediate he tween cause and effect 
in a manner similar to that in \Yhich cau ality mediates 
between ubstance and phenomena. Cau e and effect, 
eparated from each other, are but abstractions; and the 

only "·a:y in which they can he connected i to make the 
cau can activity ofwhil'h the effect i ' the pas ive result. 
The correlation of activity and pa ivity is tersely ex
pre ed in the axiom, "action and reaction are equal and 
in the opposite direction." 

The la t category enumerated in the list, co-e.·istence 
and ucce sion, i implied in ~ach of several of the preced
ing categories; yet it correlatiYe nature i. frequently over
looked. The catecrory of cau ality, perhap , illu trate 
thi, a well as any. Cau ation implie • ucce ion in time, 
yet no cau e can be conceived a entirely eparatc from, 
and hence a entirely antecedent to, it effect. In arguing 
that the e hvo term arc correlative, it i not meant that 
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~ series of ucce sive phenomena is also a series of co-exi t
ing phenomena, but that the perception of a series of terms 
a forming a succession involves some form of co-existence 
in consciousne s of all the terms consciously related as 
succe sfre. It would be no more possible to perceive that 
each of a eries of terms is related in a succession, unless all 
of the terms so related existed in some form in conscious
ne sin the act of perception; than it would be to perceive 
that each of a eries of straight lines enters into the per
imeter of a polygon, unless all of the lines so related were 
at once present to consciousness. On the other hand, 
every series of terms perceived as co-existent is perceived as 
a eries of terms standing in certain relations of succes
sion under the movements of attention. Quantity of every 
kind can be perceived only as successive repetitions of 
ome standard unit of measurement. 

The nature of the ubordinate categories can he indi
cated, and their relation .to empirical concepts can be illus
trated, by means of a tabular classification of the subor
dinate concepts . 

.'3. Clas ification of Subordinate Concepts-All sub
ordina.te concept fall into two classes, inductive and 
a priori, the latter being subdivided into two divisions, 
the objective or real, and the subjective or ideal. Empirical 
concept have bot.h the intellectual and the sensational 
a pect , and they clas ify, in generic and specific relations, 
all objects of en e. Jl priori concepts are characterized by 
the univer al a pect only; the veal concepts classify ob
jects in quantitative relations of force, space and time; 
and the ideal classify all the aspects of consciousness, 
fundamental and subordinate, into correlative pairs. 

The fact that there is no one invariable law for deduc
tion is much more con ·picuous in the subordinate than 
in the fundamental categories. The onlv manner of 
deduction that ha any resemblance to law is. the rule that, 
we hould apply to the fundamental aspects of conscious
ne , the self and the not- elf, uch subordinate contrasts 
as appear most general, and to continue the process 
through ucce ive differentation . In this method there 

• 
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no one i1JYariable order of differentation and no ulti
mate stopping-place. Kant was mistaken in supposing 
that "If we are once in possession of the fundamental and 
primitive concepts, it is easy to add the derivative and 
secondary, and then to give a complete image of the gene
alogical tree of the pure under tan ding. " 1 A "genealogi
cal tree" may be constructed with more or le s logical order, 
but no one such "tree" will suit every purpo e. This, 
however, is no detriment to clas ification; for it is an ad
vantage rather than a disadvantage for thought to be 
logical and yet free from a stereotyped expre ion. To 
show the difference between the empirical and the a priori 
conceuts, it is nece ary to construct a separate "gene
alogical tree" for each class, as each is constructed un a dif
ferent principle. One such tree will show the relation he
tween the real and the ideal a priori concepts, and will 
also show why the real are applicable to the cla ification 
of the inductions of experience, while the ideal are not. 
In the construction of any ''genealogical tree," the logical 
order most natural to the purpose in hand must be fol
lowed; and no claim to infallibility in this re pect can be 
made. In the two example following, the fir tis de igned 
to illustrate the character and relation of a priori con
cept , and the second to illustrate the mutually exclusive 
relation of empirical concept in biological cla ification . 
For geolorrical, chemical or physical cla sifications, differ
ent principle of differentiation would be necessary. The 
differentiation given in the biolo!!ical tree arenotintended 
to follow strictly the late t biological cla sification , 
which are more or le. conflicting, hut simply to illu trate 
the principle of all empirical cla ification and definition. 

I o p. cit. p. 7 3 . 
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From the cla sification given of a priori concepts, it is 
e,·ident that real concepts, being based entirely upon un
changing characteristics, can be used to classify all possible 
objects of experience in mathematical relations, and that 
thev can be used, in such classification, in a mutually ex
clu~iye sen e; but that when they are used to classify the 
variou a pect of consciousness as an organic unity, they 
mu t be u ed in acorrelative sense. It is also evident that 
ideal concepts, notwithstanding the fact that they are 
universally valid, are based largely on relative, individual 
characteristic , and hence cannot be applied to any objects 
with mathematical precision. 

From either classification of concepts, the a priori or 
the empirical, it will be seen that the definition of any 
ingle object of con ciousness involves the construction 

of a" genealogical tree," \Yhich shows the successive dif
ferentiations of the totality of con. ciousne s until all 
conceptions haye been excluded except the one defined, 
and the ynthe~i of all the object differentiated in their 
various pec1fic and rreneric relations. This is shown by 
the position of the term horse in the classification of em
pirical concept . 

.'..J.. Principles or Knowledge and Laws of Thought. 
-As tated on page 21, there are two fundamen
tal principle and three primary laws governing the differ
ent proce ses of thought. The principle ofrelativity, as it 
underlie the Jaw of contradiction, may be defined as that 
limitation of finite knowledge by virtue of which an object 
can be defined only by including it with all other objects 
differentiated in consciou ne sin mutual relations to one 
another and to consciousness a a totality and by exclud
ing from this totality all objects not included in the defini
tion; a it underlies the fan• ofmutual limitation, it may 
he defined a that limitation of finite knowledge by virtue 
of which all incompatible aspects of any object of con-
ciou nes , when uch aspects are inseparably connected 

with univer al proce se of thought, areto be attributed, 
not to the object itself, but only to its appearance as 
determined by the limitation of finite consciousness. 

,, 

---------------------------------· 
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The principle of corre/atfrity may be defin~,l a 
that limitation of finite knowledae hy Yirtue of wh •ch an 
object can be defined only by referring it, as one of a pair 
of opposite a pects, each of which includes the existence 
but exclude the appearance of the other, toaether with all 
other like pairs of aspects, to the totality of consciou -
ness as an organic unity. The /aw of contradiction ap
plies to empirical and to real a priori concepts, the former 
including relations of both quality and quantity, and the 
latter, only relation of quantity. The law of mutual 
limitation applie only to a priori concepts when different 
catego1;e came into conflict; and it i the application of 
the principle of relativity to such conflict. The Jan· of cor
relation, al ·o, applie only to a priori concept ; and it is 
the application of the principle of correlatfrit_v to them. 

In the application of the law of contradiction to em
pirical concepts and to real a priori concept , two marked 
difference between the e two clas e of concepts must be 
noticed. The latter, being objects of pure tbouaht, are 
absolutely exclusive and infinitely divisible; while the 
former, · being object of en e, are only relati \'ely exclu -
ive ancl finitely di,·isible. Thus the a priori cla sifications 
of mathematic are ab olutely exclu iYe, and the quanti
tie of pure mathematics are infinitely cliYisible; while 
empirical clas ification run together, and all sensible 
magnitude cease to he perceptible after repeated division. 
::O.Iany Jong-- tanding inductiYe classifications, which were 
almost universally accepted, aregraduall_· losing their di -
tinctive haracter. The science of chemi try is rrradually 
obliterating tne di tinction between the organic and the 
inorganic. The di tinction between the animal and the 
vegetable i fad in"' out. Between the di, tinct exe , range 
both hermaphrodites and neuter . Inductive cla ifica
tions can neYer he proved to he ultimate. 1 'o one know , 
for c.·ample, that either o.·y en or ozone is an elementary 
ubstance. • o chemical element i known to he ab o

lutely imple. Eminent scienti t and philosopher who 
have failed to notice the e diff~rence between t:mpirical 
and a priori concept ha ye violated the la\ · Df contradic-
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tiou in t."' o resµcds. The Eleatic philo opher Zeno based 
all hi argumen ls to di prove the possibility of motion on 
the infinite divisibility of space as an a priori concept, yet 
he applie 1 his arguments to sensible space. Herbert 

pencer, in his discussion of the perception of space, di
vides magnitude into planes, plane into lines, and lines 
into points. This is the reverse of Zeno's error, since it 
carries the division of pure space to an absolute limit, 
\vhile Zeno made sensible space infinitely divisible. An
other error, which is a combination of these two, is com
mitted by all cientists who argue to the indivisible atom. 
Thi' error co11 ists in carrying the diYision of matter past 
sensible limits, yet holding to the sensible qualities of mat
ter after all sensible limits have been passed, and stopping 
the process of di'<;; ion abitrarily at an absolute limit, 
which, since it is past sensible limits, must be a limit to a 
priori divi ion. r, more strictly, this carries sensible 
properties past sensible limits and terminates an a priori 
process of division arbitrarily. 

The law of mutual limitation is violated whenever tl1e 
character of any object of consciousness is determined by 
one category alone, \vhen such determination conflicts 
with any other fundamental category. Hegel violated 
this law when he maintained that "the stages which the 
con-ciousnes of the individual subject passes through, 
hm·e nlrcadybecn passed through by the uniYer al mind." 1 

The law of correlation is violated in two ways, by rep
resenting a pair of correlates as in an antagonism which 
must cancel one of them, and by annulling the opposition 
between a pair of correlates, and so obliterating both of 
them. K a nt' doctrine of the anti11omies of pure reason is 
au illu. tration of the fir t error; although Kant, in the 
end, sa ,·es either term from beino- sacrificed lw his doctrine 

b -

of phenomena and nonmena. Fichte's idealism is another 
illu ·tration in which one correlate, the non-ego, was sacri
ficed . , chelling' '' ystem of Identity," \Yith its doctrine 
of total indifference between uhject and object, is a good 
example of the ~ccond error. 

I Hrchnann, v ol. ii, p. 6 ..... 5. 



CHAPTER II. 

CRtTICIS;\[ OF THE EXSATIO~AL THEORY. 

~1. Sen ation as ense-perception.-Thi view, as 
stated by Locke, represents the mind, in ensation, as 
passive to the impress of extended objects, and the con
sciousness of the impress ion th us received, as the perception 
of such objects. If the mind were, in strictne , merely re
ceptiYe of such impressions, it would require an actual im
pact of phy ical force~ , and a corresponding impre of ex
tended objects upon the non-extended mind. Had thi fact 
been evident to Locke, he doubtle s would have amended 
his theory. Three reason may be pointed out for hi fail
ure to recognize it. Fir t, when he repre ents the mind a 
passive, he does not conceive it a entirely pa sive. A has 
been shown, activity ancl pas ivity are trict correlates; 
and when either term is used, it is used in a ense not ab-
olute but relative. Again, in tactual perception, the tact

ual surface receive. an actual impre of extended objects, 
and this impress o-ives ri e to a metaphor in which such 
perception is represented a an impre . ion upon the mind. 
Lastly, in vi ual perception, the impress is refined into the 
convergence of ray of light upon a focal point which, las. 
ing nearly all extension, easily cheat one, who ha taken 
the metaphor in a literal sen e, into believing that an act
ual impres ion has been made upon the mind. Iu order 
to correct Locke's rror, it i only nece ary to realize that 
the human mind i necessarily both active and pa ive in 
eve!]' consciou tate, that the phra c, "impre ·ion on the 
mind," i always necessarily metaphorical, that a non-e_,_ 
tended mind cannot be located in any point of space, and 
that nothing can receive an impact of physical force· un-
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Jes it be hoth extended and material. Locke deserYes 
great credit for distinguishing between sensation and r~
fleclion; hut not only is his distinction untenable, his 
method of reasoning also must be abandoned. 

Berkeley improved upon Locke's account by making 
the mind acti\·e in sensation; but his failure to make any 
di tinction between sense and intellect led not only to an 
exaggerated form of sensationalism, but also to sensa
tional idealism, both of which have been very generally re
jected. 

Hume's great sen·ice consisted in establishing the fact 
that no kno\Yledge of uniYersal validity can come from 
sensation alone; but the answer to the scepticism thus 
awakened was reserved for Kant. 

~2. 'ensations as subjective percepts.-Thomas Reid, 
in his distinction between sensation and perception, makes 
a decided ad Yance toward the true nature of the difference 
between them . His treatment consisted in the abstraction 
of the category of causality from the process of perception, 
and the identification of the perceptive process, as so modi
fied, with ensatio11. If this distinction were made complete, 
by ab tracting from perception all a priori categories, the 
distinction would be identical with the correlative theory. 
But stopping where Reid does only gives one of the various 
point of contrast between sense and intellect, and implies 
that this is all the di tinction there is to be made. It is 
true, as Reid infers, that the category of causality charac
te1izes perception and not sensation; but this categorycan 
he epara ted from the proce s of perception only by abstrac
tion, and then consistency would require the abstractfon 
of a11 the other a priori categories. To ascribe to sensa
tion any power of perception at a11, even if only of subjec
tive affections, as Reid does, is to grant it the category of 
can ality as well as the other categories. If his distinction 
be of any Yalue, it mu tliein the subjective nature ascribed 
to the object perceived in sensation. This point is empha-
ized hy Hamilton. 

Hamilton, while criticising Reid's form of statement, 
holds to the ame distinction between sensation and per-
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ception. In making "the modern di tinction of the Pri
mary an cl 'econdary Qua Ii tie of matter" corre pond to the 
"modern distinction of the two perceptions, Perception 
proper and Sensation proper," he . imply extends Reid's 
distinction to all object of ·en c, ancl makes the distinc
tion a little stronger hy abstracting more of the a priori 
categorie . But since the e categorie can be eparated 
from the perceptive proce only hy ab tracti n, the pro
ce - so modified would corre pond to nothing found in 
actual experience. Yet Hamilton has in mind cases of per
ception in actual experience, ancl identifie sensation with 
uch cases. Hi distinction must, therefore,ifmainlained, 

rest entirely upon the ubjective character as igned to the 
object perceived in sen ation. His" material • 'on-ego" 
clearly implie a correlative material ego a. the real ba i 
of his "organic pa - ion," and clearly how that hi "sub
ject-object 11 i actually objectified in cau al relation . As 
DL Ward ays, "When consideratio11s of method compel 
u. to eliminate physiological implications from the ordin
ary conception of a sen ·a ti on, we are able to di ·tinguish the 
conscious u bject and the affection of which it i" con ciou 
as clearly a we can distingui h ubjectan<lohjcct in other 
cases of presentation. " 1 The "ordinar_· conception," to 
which Dr. Warcl 1eferred, \\as Hamilton's. The only di -
tinction that Hamilton can be ·aid to have made would 
be, 11ot a "di· tinction of the Primary and , econdary Qual
itie of matter, 11 as he suppo ·ed, incc hi ". uhjcct-object" 
retains "Primary" as well a· " econdary Qualiti s, ''but 
a di tinction bet\ ·een incipient and advanced staO'e of 
perception, between tage in which the objective relation 
of the percepts are vague and lages in which th y are 
clear. Thi: di t.inction reduce to the third form of thi. 
theory, which will be critici ed in order; hut. t.hal Hamil
ton did not ha Ye this di tinction in mind is ·hown by th 
folio\ ·incr quotation: " n thete timonyofconsciou ne , 
a11cl in the doctrine ofintuiti\·e p rcepti n, the mind, when 
a materialexistencei brouO'htinto relation' ·ith it organ 
of ense, obtain· two concomitant, and immediate corrni-

1 Em .. ·y. Brit. \'ol. . * • • p. 41. 
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tions. Of these, the one is the consciousness (sensation) 
ofcertainsubjectivc modifications in us, which we refer, 
as affections, to certain unknown powers, as causes, in the 
external reality; the secondary qualities of body: the other 
i the con ciousness (perception) of certain objective attri
bute in the external reality itself, as, or as in relation to 
our ensible organism; the primary qualities of body. Of 
these cognitions, the former is admitted, on all hands, to 
be ubjective and ideal; the latter, the Natural Realist 
maintams, against the Cosmothetic Idealist, to be objec
tiYe and real." 1 This statement of Hamilton's, that in 
sense-perception the mind "obtains two concomitant and 
immediate cognitions,'' one subjective and the other objec
tive, i an exagrrerated distortion of the perceptive process 
in \Yhich two correlafrT"e aspects of one process are repre-
ented a two separate processes. It is impossible to di

vide sense-percepts into two classes, subject-objects and 
object-object . An attempt to do so soon shows that 
every ense-percept necessarily has both aspects, the sub
jective and the objective, and that the two aspects are 

trictly correlative. The only conclusion possible is that 
Reid and Hamilton tried to make a distinction betw(en 
ensation and perception on an untenable basis. 

J. , . :'dill's doctrine of sensation, when carried to its 
logical re ults, reduces both primary and secondary quali
tie of matter to a sen ational basis, and thus 1 everts to 
Locke's ensational realism. It reduces all objects of per
ceplion to "permanent possibilities of sensation," that is, 
to permanent possibilities of signs of permanent possibili
tie , &c., ad infinitum. It also reduces sensations to signs 
of "permanent possibilities of sensation," that is, to signs 
of permanent possibilities of signs, &c., ad infinitum. It 
is hardly necessary to state that the view is untenable, yet, 
in a le s explicit form of statement, it is still held very gen
erally. 

In critici ing Lotze's doctrine of sensation it is neces
ary first to note the different constructions ~hat can be 

logically put upon his statement , for they are certainly 

1 O. \\'. \\~i~ht't-; "Philosophy of Sir \Yilliam I-iamilton ," p. 274. 

------------~~~----~11111 
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usceptible of more tlrnn one. If his "impressions," which 
"e."ist conjointly in the soul although not spatially ide h_" 
side with one another," and which the soul apprehends 
"not in the form in which they actually are-tO-\\it, 11011-

. patial-hut as they are not, in aspatialju.·t.aposition, "
if the e impress ions are the elements actually entering into 
and forming ohject of perception; then his doctrine i a 
form of ensational idealism. But if, as a natural realist, 
Lotze makes sensations mere sign. of permanent objects, 
each sign hr\\'ing ·an "accessory impression" f0r a "local 
sign''to determine what part of the permanent objeci.each 
primary impression i to signify. then his doctrine reduce 
to a sensational reali m still more refined thanJ.S. ::\Iill'·. 
Lotze cannot be classed with "psychic timulist~," since 
he believe the impressions to "exist conjointly in the 
oul," and to be apprehended, not directly as they are pro

duced, hut by reproduct10n; not a ''the:· actua11y are," 
"but a they are not, in a spatialjuxtapositi')n." Hi po-
ition ~eem ·to be anomalou . He po. tulate. sen ation 

after the analogy of]. . \Jill' igns, hut he is not, like 
).1ill, a natural reali ·t. He ·eem · to he a sensational ideal
i t, holdinrr object of perception to be LOnstructed, not 
upon the occurrence of ensations as stim ili to intellectual 
activity, hut out of sen ations. H' is not of the ameYiew 
as Berkeley who made 110 distinction between ense and 
intellect; for Lotze distinguishe: b tween the impression 
and the power of the soul to '1Ct on them, and represents 
the impre::.sion · as passiYe to uch action. His object of 
perception are intellectual c nstruction., but into them 
the imp re ion· cnttr a cornponen t factors . Thi form of 
ideali m, ri · well a Berkele_·'., i deYoid of all<! priori YH
lidity, ince the con truction · are determined, not by intel
lectual relatioo , but by ensation called "acce!'. ory im
pre ion " which ·en·e a, "lo al ·ign . " Thi do tri11e 
would al:o make . en ·ations fi.·ed entitie , like oh·ects of 
perception, which i contrary to all other theories of :en
sation. Lotze' po it.ion, under :-tll possible interpreta
tion·, · · untena1>lc. 

]. Clark • Iurray confe · ·e. tlwt a .;implc en ation 
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i undefinable, and states that "the only way a sensation 
can be known i by being felt." But unless it can be de
fined, how can one know -..vlien he feels it? To know -..~hen 
he feels it, he mu t distinguish it from other conscious 
tates, and how can it be thus distinguished without be

ing defined? 
ully seeks to a void this difficulty by describing tlie 

physical conditions invoked in a simple sensation; but 
thi attempt ucceeds no better. "The stimulation of the 
the outer extremity of an incarr_·ing nerve." even "when 
this stimulation has been transmitted to the brain centers, 
doe not always awaken consciousness. And when it 
does, how i the "mental state resulting from the stimula
tion" known to he simple? When one is conscious of the 
timulation and also of the "mental state" as "resulting 

from the stimulation." the "mental state" is certainly not 
" imple" enough to be called a "mere sensation." \Vhen 
one is not conscious of the stimulus, how can it aid him 
in knowing what a simple sensation is? l.Ioreover, the 
outer extremities of the incarrying nen·esarenotisolated, 

o that. one can he tirnulated without affecting its neigh
bor.; but even if it were possible to stimulate separately 
the end-organ of one sensory nerve fibril, when it is remem
bered how minute uch an end-organ is, it will not seem 
possible for such stimulation alone to be even transmitted 
to the brain centers. So-called sensations that can be 
produced and regulated by determining the character of 
nen-e stimulation may be comparatively simple feelings; 
yet they can he not only defined, hut measured. No such 
ensation is absolutely simple. 

:3. Third torm.-Fichte argues that the first awaken
ing act of consciousness is mere sensation devoid of all in
telkctual discrimination. ince this argument cannot 
re ton an empirical analvsis of consciousness it must be 
ba eel on analogies in whlch the relatively co~plex is de
...-eloped from the relatively simple. In a relative sense, 
mental development is an evolution of the complex from 
the simple; but in an absolute sen e there is not in the en-. . , 
tire u111ver e an ultimately simple element, either mental 

------------------~--------11111 
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or phy ical. Even the postulated atom has both attract
ing and repelling forces, quality, "eight, and magnitude. 
No tate of con ciousne can he absolutely imple, for 
every such state itl\'olve a elf clifferen ti a ting a not-self un
der variou a priori contra ts. There can be no finite con
sciousness that i not limited to change and identity as cor
relative a pect of a presentation continuum a· a whole, 
and of every sense-object differentiated from it. Object of 
perception become fixed, it is true, but fixed only in so for 
as they are determined by a priori categories; in so far as 
they depend upon ensation, they are constantly cbann-i1w. 

Dr. Ward recognizes and states the fact that in the 
tate ofconsciousne.s which he call sen.ation, "Weare 

able to distinguish the con cious , ubject and the affection 
of which it is conscious," also that "The further \Ye <TO 

back the nearer we approach to a total pre entation hav
ing the characteristic of a general continuum in which 
difference. are latent." Having made en ation a pre ent
atio11, he must make thi · p1;mary prt>:entation a sen. a
tion, or he would ha \'e a presentation "ithout sen a ti on, 
a condition concedccl by no one. In this fir t en ation, 
then, arc involved "a certain objective continuum" "in 
which differences arc latent" as well as "the con ciou 
·ubject and the aftectiom; of which it i con ciou . " 
\Vhile the e conditions clocharacterizethcmostelemcntary 

taic& of consciou ness, it is not proper to term ·uch con
sciou states meres n ations, if a tcmtble clistin tion is to 
be made between cm;ation and intellection. Dr. '\'ard' 
po ition a ·cribe too much to , cnsatio11, for in the state 
of con ciou ne s pecified arc im·oh·cd a priori caterrorie -. 
If the di ·tinction i ·claimed to be only relafrye, the basi 
of uch relative cli tinction must be rriven before it can be 
in telligihle. Orel er in time can be 110 hasi for en!n a rela
tive di tinction, ·ince the , cwa tional and intellectual 
a pect of conciou ness predominate in time in Yer_· irreg
ular order of uccc sion. To take complexity a a ha i 
of cli tinction doe· not help the matter. ·ince en ation a 
well a intellecti n may he very complex. Acti\·ity of the 
en e organ the only ha i that could h claimed for 
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thi di ·t.inction, and the distinction could then be only 
relative. No consciousne s can arise from mere organic 
action, for this would lack all a priori analysis and syn
thesis, without which consciousness cannot exist; nor, on 
the other hand, can any state of consciousness exist that 
does not involve orrranic action. If organic action be 
made the basi of a relative distinction between sensation 
and intellection, how is such distinction to be drawn? 
·who is to say where the line shall be drawn? How can 
uniformity of distinction as made by different individuals 
be secured? Of what use would such distinction be, even 
if it could be made uniform? Would it not be a hindrance 
to p ychological analysis to make a distinction which 
\VOuld render a priori certainty impossible by referring all 
knowledge to a relatively sen ational "background or 
hasis?" Whatever relative distinction individuals may 
make in their own per onal analyses, it is evident that no 
uniformity of distinction could be made on this basis of 
organic activity; it is also evident that no relative distinc
tion can be of any value in psychylogical analysis. 

Prof. James is explicit in making organic action the 
ba i of his di tinction between sensation and inte1lection; 
and in ome of his statement he c1aims that the distinc
tion i absolute. He restricts "pure sensations" to "the 
earliest days of life," making them" all but impossible to 
adults with memorie and stores of associations acquired." 
He explicitly give 'to "a new born brain an absolutely 
pure sensation" in which "all the' categories of the under
·tanding' are contained." Instead of making a distinc-
tion between sensation and inte1lection, tl1is annihilate 
all distinction by reducing" all the categories of the under-
tanding" to an origin in sensation. Instead of criticis

ing thi most pronounced ensational idealism, which has 
been regarded as utterlv untenable since the time of Hume 
and Kant, one feels like-looking further to see if the author 
really means what he says. In a foot-note, pp. 4-5, V 01. 
II, of hi "P ychology," in a mo t excellent di cus ion of 
the relation between sensation and intellection, Prof. 
Jame hows that he meant sornethinrr nearer the truth. 

b 
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He says: "Psychologically, the en ory and the repr -
ductivc or associative proces es may wa.· aml wane inde
pendently of each other. Where the part directly due to 
stimulation of the sense-organ preponderates the thouo-ht 
has a sensational character, and differs from other 
thoughts in the sensational direction. Tho e thought 
which lie farthest in that direction \Ve call sensation , for 
practical convenience, just as we call co11ceptio11s, those 
which lie nearer the opposite extreme. But we no more 
have conceptions pure than we have pure ensations. 
Our most rarefied intellectual states inYolYe some bodily 
ensibility, just as our dulle t feelings have ome intellect

ual scope. Common ense and common p ychology ex
press this by saying that the mental state is composed of 
distinct fractional part , one of which i en ation, the 
other conception. \\'e, however, who believe every mental 
state to be an integral thing, cannot talk thus, but must 
speak of the degree of ensational or intellectual char
acter, or function of the mental tate. Prof. Herinrr 
puts, a. u ual, hi. finger hetter upon the truth than 
any one cl e. \\'ritino- of yi-ual perception, he say : 'It 
i ina<lmissahle in the present tate of our know! dge to 
a sert that fir t and last the ·ame retinal picture arou e · 
exactly the same pure sen atio11, but t.hat thi . en ation, 
in con equence of practice and experience, i differently in
terpreted the la t time, and el:i borated into a different per
ception from the fir t. For the only real data arc, on the 
one hand, the phy ical picture on the retina,-and that i · 
both time the ame; and on the other hand, the re ult
ant tateofcon ciousne s-and that i both time di tinct. 
Of any third thinrr, namely, a pure ·en ation thru t in 
bet1vee11 the retinal and the mental pictures, we know 
nothinrr.'" The e passage from Jame and Hering are a 
mo t excellent ·tatement and illu tration of the rel a ti on 
between ·ensation and intellection. Had they made an 
ab olute dis Lin ti on between the. e two correllatiYe n pect 
of every act of perception, their po ition would be tha of 
the third Yiew; but making- only a relative di. tinction, 
based on organic action. their di ·tinction i Yaluele.-~ while 
their p ycholoii-y i ound. 



CHAPTER III. 

CRITICIS~ OF THE COMPONEXT THEORY. 

~1. Fir t Form.-This view, as it originated in Kant, 
rested on the onlvbasis that made an absolute distinction . 
between sensati~n and intellection possible, namely , the 
difference between the variable and the invariable aspects 
of consciousness. In making this distinction and in dem
onstrating its absolute validity, Kant rendered to psy
chology a la ·t.ing and invaluable service. He erred in not 
making ensation the sole function of sensibility, and in 
not as igning all a priori functions to the intellect. This, 
doubtle , more than anything else, prevented his distinc
tion from being generally adopted. Sensation, however, 
i not a ready-made matter given to a passive mind, as 
Kant uppo ed, hut a necessary aspect of every form of 
the activity of a finite consciousness. 

Reinhold made one nominal, but not real, advance 
upon Kant. He united ensibility and understanding as 
two functions of one faculty, but he still considered the 
en uou function a passive receptivity of impressions, 

and o made no real advance. :.\Ioreover, he failed to em
phasize the distinction between sensation and intellection 
a re ting on an a priori basis, and hence lost more than 
he gained. 

:2. Second Form.-:.\1r.Spencer's use of the term "ner
vou hock" is not free from ambiguity, since it might 
refer to sudden unconscious movements in the physical 
oro-anism, mere reflex actions, or to sudden conscious 
movement . The former, not entering consciousness, can
not be considered en ations anv more than can the sud
den mov ment of the sensi~ive J~lant. The latter, in so 

.. 
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far as the mo...-ements precede consciousness, are, like the 
former, mere reflex actions; but in so far as consciou ne s 
precedes movement, in so far as t.he hock is p ychical, it 
not only follows, but also results from the perception of 
danger, sometimes vague, sometimes distinct. One may 
touch an object, either hot or cold. and shrink from it be
fore perceiving which it is; yet, previous to this recoil, there 
is a perception apprehensive of nanger. An apprehen ion 
of this kind may be de\•elopecl by the experience of the 
individual or by the experience of the race, and tran -
mittecl through heredity; it result , howeyer, in either 
case, from experience of danger. All nen·ous shocks of a 
psychic nature result from perception apprehensive of clan
ger, and to identify them with sensations as units of con
sciomme s preceding all perception, is to rever e the real 
order of facts. 11r. Spencer's use of the term nen·ou 
shock is so entirely based upon physical analogies that a 
thorough criticism of it require the analy i of the condi
tions involved in nen-e stimulation. 

The term might refer merely to the phy ical timulu 
were it not identified with the" ultimate unit of consciou -
ness." His di cu sion refers to normal state of consciou -
ness in the perception of ound \vhose phy ical tirnulus 
consists of "equal tap or blow '' "not exceeding ome 
ixteen per second." Further analy i will show that the 

"nervou hock" attributed to the effi ct of one of the ·e 
blows cannot he imple, even accordinrrto. Ir., pencer's line 
of argument. For not only·• the unlikene · es among t.he 
sensations of each class," hut also "the much greater un
likene , es between the ·en ations of each cla s and tho e 
of other cla se " are "due to unlikene se among the 
modes of aggregation of a unit of consciousne · common 
to them all;" "and the coun tie s kinds of consciou ne 
may he produced by the compounding of this element with 
itself and the recompounding of it compound with one 
another in higher and hirrher degree . " Accordin"' to thi , 
the ultimate" unit of consciou ness" cannot be the re ult 
of one of the "equal tap or blows" at a rate of " ixteen 
per econd ;" for in sound of the highe t pitch audible, the 
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ound-waves trike the drum of the ear at a rate of 
3 ,000, or more, per second, each of which must produce 
a 11 nervou shock" and a corresponding "unit of con
sciou ne s." But even this unit, less than one two-thou-
a11dth part of the one ).Ir. Spencer cites, must be an 
aggre~ation. For, in referring to" tastes," "odors" and 
11 colors," he says, 11 shall we not regard it as probable that 
there i a unit common to all the e sharply contrasted 
elm; es of ensations ?" In the perception of violet the 
undulation of ether impinae upon the retina at a rate of 
over 700,000,000,000,000 per second. Can each of the e 
produce a" nen·ou shock" which will re ult in an u1ti
mate 11 unit of con ciousness ?" Can 700,000,000,000,000 
unit of consciousness be compounded per second? If not, 
if the e undulations taken separately cannot be counted 
a nervous hocks, if they mu t be summed together in 
order to o-ive rise to a "unit of consciousne s," how can 
the number which mu t be ummed together be deter
mined? If this number be determined by the uumber of 
con ciou change that can be discriminated per second, 
the number mu t be different not only for different persons 
hut for different en e-organ in the ame person. Either 
over 700,000,000,000,000 11 units of consciousne s" must 
he compounded per second, or stimuli mu t be summed 
together in the production of conscious states. If the 
number of "ultimate unit of con ciousne s" cannot ex
ceed 11 ome ixteen per second," the number of stimulat
ing di turbance · represented by each must exceed 40,000,-
000,0 U,000. But ina much as the number of percepts 
di ·criminated per ·econ<l varies with the person, with the 
, ense-organ, and with the practice of the individual; it 
mu t be concluded that the number of nerve disturbance 
invoh·ed in the timulation of the nerves has no intelligi
ble bearing upon the number of states of consciousness 
resulting from such timulation. 'pencer's position is 
..,imilar t~)that of Hamilton, wh in the following pas
sa,,.e argue that con cious states are composed of uncon
..,ciou tate : "\Yhen we look at a distant fore t, we perceive 
a certain expan!'e of 0 -reen. Of this, as an affection of our 
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organism, we are clearly and distinctly con ciou . Now, 
the expanse of which we are conscious, is evidently made 
up of parts of which we are not conscious. No leaf, per
haps no tree, may be separately visible. But the rrreen
ness of the forest is made up of the rrreenness of the 
leaves,; that is, the total impression of which we are con
scious, is made up of an infinitude of small impressions of 
which we are not conscious. " 1 

·whatever force this argument may seem to have must 
be claimed from the stand-point of natural reali m, the 
position maintained by both Hamilton and pencer. But 
from this very point of view the argument can be di -
proved on both empirical and a priori grounds. cientific 
experiments show that the impression made by the 
sight of a word is not composed of the several impre -
ions made by the sight of the letters eparately, for 
words can be distinguished in consciou nes nearly a 
rapidly as can letters. Again, if a certain force will move 
a body at a certain velocity, then, according to Hamil
ton's argument, a part of the force would impart a cor
responding rate of velocity. But a part of the force may 
not overcome the inertia, and o may not impart any 
velocity to it. In like manner, a certain stimulation may 
awaken consciousne s when a part of the timulation 
will not. This can be verified by anyone at pleasure. It 
is much more rational to suppo e that a timulu below a 
certain limit fails to awaken consciousne sat all than to 
suppose that it a\Yakens an unconscious tate of con
sciousness. To suppo ea con cious state to he composed 
of unconscious states i just as ab urd a to suppo e an 
extended object to be composed of non-extended part·. 
When quantitative zeros can be summed together and 
made to produce extended quantities, then it may do to 
argue that unconscious zero may be ummed torrether 
and made to produce con cious states; but not before. 

The "deceptions," or "mistakes," mentio11ed in Fick' 
experiments, are ha eel not upon an uncertain compound
ing of "units of feeling," but upon the refer nee f a com-

1 :\lill'• "l'hilo•Oph~· of Sir \\"illinrn Hamilton," \ol.11., p.111. 
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plex state of feeling to that cause which would seem most 
likely to awaken the feeling. Sensations of touch and 
temperature are so intimately connected that, in pormal 
experience, neither one is felt without the other. Sensa
tions of temperature can be located only by means of re
late(! tactual sensations. That there should be four de
ceptions out of se,·en stimulations "on the lumbar spine," 
a region of little discriminative powerforeithersensation, 
is not surprising, especially when the attention is adjust
ed for the perception of both. Four mistakes "in a series 
of 60 stimulations" on the back of the hand is better 
than could be expected. But when it is rememb~red that 
"there was never any deception on the entire palmar side 
of the hand or on the face," it seems to he evidently a 
matter of cle,·eloped discrimination and association, and 
not of a mixture of "units of feeling." 

~Ir. G. H. Lewes carries the analysis of the physical 
conditions of sensation far past anything reached yet; but 
even he can not claim to have reached ultimate elements, 
since he topped with "themovementsofthepsychoplasm" 
which "constitute sensibility." These "tremors of the 
Psychoplasm," which he terms "neural units, the raw 
material of consciousness," must be exceedingly numerous 
and minute; yet they cannot be either ultimate or raw. 
\Vhatever the "Psycho plasm" may be, these "tremors" 
mu t contain all the disturbances of all the end-organs of 
all the nerves of all the sense-organs in all the various 
forms of timulation. In each retina there are estimated 
to be 1,000,000 end-organs. Undulations oflight impinge 
upon these at rates varying from 400,000.000,000,000 to 
700,000,000,000,000 per second. A fair average would 
be at least 500,000,000,000,000 per second. Multiplying 
the number of end-organs in both retinre by this average 
would give 1,000,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo.ooo,ooo retinal dis
turbances per second. But each of these "tremors" in
volves •ery many ''molecular movements;" and so, to 
reach the ultimate component disturbances of the "Psy
cbopla m," another large multiplication must be made. 
Yet even this inconceivablv o-reat product will o-ive neither 

- 0 
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ultimate "neural units" nor "raw material." These 
molecular" neural units" are not only compound, being 
resultants of atomic movements, but ina much as heat is 
always evolved in chemical synthesis, this "material of 
consciousness" must have been cooked in the proce s. To 
reach the ultimate "raw material of consciousness,'' it is 
neces ary to compute the attracting and repelling force 
of the atoms. This, however, is the uitimate "ra"· ma
terial," not of ense, but of nonsease. 



CHAPTER IV. 

CRITICJS)l OF THE CORRELATIVE THEORY. 

:i. Reriew.-Green's position is most positive and ex
plicit in denying the existence of "such a thing in the 
world of phenomena" as "mere sensations antecedent to 
any action of the intellect; but he uses the term sensation 
whenever it suits his convenience to do so. Yet be not only 
fails to give a clear distinction hetween sensation and 
"action of the intellect;" but the following state
ment indicate that such di tinction was not clear in his 
own mind. "\Ve conclude, then, that facts of feelings, as 
perceived, are not feeling as felt; that, though perception 
pre upposes feeling, yet the feeling only survives in per
ception as transformed by a consciousness. other than 
feeling, into a fact which remains for that consciousness 
when the feeling has passed."1 "Only because we do 
more than feel-only hccau e >Ye think in feeling, and thus 
feel objects-have we an_· need of words. Hence we have 
talked of eeing and touching things long before we have 
reflected on the 'isual and tactual feelings which are the 
condition of our seeino- and touching them. When we 
come thus to reflect, we have no words for the feelings, 
but the same which we have applied to the perceptions 

• conditioned by but essentially different from them; and 
under the illu ion cau ed by this usage, we are brought to 
think that the visual and tactual sensations are equiva
lent to the perceptions which we call by the same names. 
It, requires, therefore, a certain effort to convince our-
elve that it is possible to have a visual sensation with

out eeing anything, and a tactual sensation without being 
con ciou · of touchincr anything; and, conversely, that 

1 . " W o rks," Vo l . T, p. 412. 
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what I am said to see never is or include a visual sen a
tion, norwhat I am said to touch a tactual sensation."1 

These passages imply that "a consciou ness other than 
feeling" might exist apart from feeling; "that •facts of 
feeling' as perceived" might be devoid of "feelings as 
felt;" that "feeling as felt" might be unperceived; and 
that feeling might be "transformed by a consciousness other 
than feeling into a fact that remains-when the feeling is 
passed." Green tates "that it is possible to have a vis
ual sensation without perceiving anything - and con
ver ely, that what I am said to ee never i or includes 
a sensation." Again he states "to feel warm then is not 
the same as to perceive that I am warm,"~ and "Hence 
our habit of overlooking the e ential difference between 
the 'phenomenon' as it is ue from the proce of atten
tion-the proper object of perception-and the sensation 
which precede that process, or of any of the en ations 
which accompany it."' 

In ome of the e tatement Green eems to a ume 
Hamilton' position, making ensation a perception of 
econdary qualitie . In making en. ations precede the 

"proce of attention," he seems to take J. . ::.\I ill po i
tion. But hi own po itive tatement r pudiate both of 
the e view . Hence by "feelino-s as felt" be mu t have 
meant en ation ; and by "con ciou ne other than feel
ing," "action of the intellect." Feeling cannot be "tran -
formed" into anything" other than feeling," and the "fact 
that remains for that con ciou ne s" i the fact that the 
elf remember and continue to feel. Feeling i fluent, 

fact. are fixed. There can be no fluent feeling that i not 
perceived a a fixed fact, neither can there be fixed fact , 
the perception of which does not involve fluent feeling. 
Fluent feelino- could not be tran formed in the act of per
ception and still be perceived as fluent. Again it is impo -
ible "to have a visual sen a ti on without eeing any

thino-," unle s the "seeing" be restricted to di~criminate 

1 op. cit., p. 414, 
z id, p. 414,. 
3 id, p. 415. 
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perception; and when it is so limited it should be so 
tated. The statement," what I am said to see never is or 

includes a visual sensation," is true, but misleading. No ob
ject perceived is composed of mere sensations; it is a product 
resulting from aeon cious activity of which sensation is but 
an inseparable function. To say that an object of percep
tion "never is or includes sensation" is equivalent to say
ing that a fixed identity objectified under a priori categor
ie in unchanging relations never is or includes change. 
Green's statement is, in reality, a sort of figure of speech; 
a figure confusing, yet frequent in that part of psychologic
al literature which treats of sensation. The figure really 
involves two pairs of correlatives, yet the contrast is made 
between two terms, one of which belongs to each pair. 
Chanrre and identity are correlative aspects of every object 
of perception, and sensation and intellection are corres
ponding correlative aspects of every act of perception. 
In speaking of ense-objects it is customary to refer to the 
aspect of identity alone and to regard the aspect of change 
as characterizing only the perceptive process . In this way 
the object, spoken of as "what I am said to see," is repre-
ented as a fixed identity independent of its correlative 

change; and in contrast with this object, misrepresented 
in this firrure of speech as unchanging, is placed the term 
sensation, misrepresented also as being independent of its 
correlative intellection. It is unfortunate to use techni
cal terms in a figurative sense, or in a loose popular 
way, or without accepting or giving any definition of 
them; al o to make statements general when they are 
true only in a restricted sense. And it is inconsistent, to 
say the least, to err in both respects, after having been 
severely critical of the same errors in others. 

But Prof. Green has carried the analysis of conscious 
phenomena farther than it had ever been carried before; 
and consequently, either new terms must be used, or old 
term must be used in a more restricted sense. He has es
tablished the fact that all classifications of the phenomena 
of con ciou ne must be based, not upon the principle of 
relativity, but upon that ofcorrelativity. This requires a 

• 
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con tant discrimination on the part of a writer, between 
the relative and the correlative ignification of rnch term 
as feeling and sen ation, and a corresponding qualification 
of tatement, both of which are all but impossible to those 
who first make the distinction. The criticism to which 
Prof. Green has left himself open is that his statements 
fail to do justice to his thought. 

Dr. Dewey di tinguishes very clearly between feeling 
and thought, making the former the individual a pect and 
the latter the universal aspect of consciousness. He does 
not, however, define ensation so as to show its relation 
to feeling. This will he done later. 

Prof. Ladd emphasizes the fact that "there are no sen
sation (whatever phy ical occa ion of ensation may ex
i t) except tho e that exist in consciou nes ;" that "the 
imple sensation is a nece sary fiction of p ycho-physical 
cience. ;"and thatp ychology "analyzes whatisrelatiYely 

complex into what is relativelyvery simple and elementary." 
Thi precludes the view which hold to uncon cious in
finite imal en ation , al o the view that eusation may 
be given independently of all intellectual acti,·ity; anJ it 
at the ame time ju tifie the u e of the term cnsation in 
p ycholog1cal analysi . 

.'2. Definition and lllustration.-In every form of con
, ciou ncs ' there are involved, a before tated, both a 
priori categorie , and fluent ~tate f feelin<Y. \Vhen the 
perccptiYc proces is dominated principally by the a priori 
categories, the percept a ume the form of quantitative 
relations of force, ·pace, and time; but when dominated 
principally hy the flo, · of feeling, o-called ubjcctive per
cepts of ·ouncl, color, taste, mell and feeling occupy the at
tention . In ho th case · of perception there are invoked both, 
categoric., or the uni ,·er ·al element, and feeling, or the in
dividual element. 1 he percept of force, space, and time 
have meaning on!_ · a · cau inO', containincr, and ordering 
the ubjective percept ; and the uhject.ivc percept can be 
defined only as they arc related cau ally, patially, and 
temporally. In illu trating thi difference between sen a
tion and intcllcction, it i cu tomary to refer to the ex-
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periences of earliest infancy, as being chiefly sensational. 
But since this early experience cannot be recalled in mem
ory, it becomes necessary to adopt some method of pro
ducing an experience which is supposed to be character
ized principally by . ensation. Thus, by inhaling anres
thetics, one can gradually reduce the whole field of con
sciousness through a series of indistinct, confused, and 
fading presentations, to a fluent blur, in which forms, col
ors, sounds, and all other percepts are dissolved in a 
flickering, vanishing continuum, which, so long as con
sciousness lasts, continues to be a changing, fading object 
of attention. Anyone disliking to follow this method can 
try another which, though not so effectual, will illustrate 
pretty well the same facts. By focusing the attention 
steadily upon a fixed point in the field of vision, the whole 
field may be gradually reduced to a glimmering sheen, in 
which forms and colors blend together, only to start forth 
again on the least. movement of the attention from one 
to another of the main points which are constantly van
ishing or emerging from the visual field. So soon as the 
focus of attention is moved from one point to another, 
the whole field assumes a new and distinct phase, which, 
if the attention be again held fixed, fades as before. In 
normal perception, the attention is allowed free move
ment; and the presentation, rapidly changing from one 
fixed pha e to another, is synthesized into an object, 
which, although constantly changing, is regarded as 
changed in appearance only, that is, the change is re
garded as subjective, and a fixed identity is ascribed to the 
object. The movements of attention emphasize the fixed 
phases of the presentation which are regarded as different 
appearances of an unchanged object. In this analysis of 
perception there must be noted (1) the constantly chang
ing, vanishing, and emerging aspects of the field of con
sciousness, giving way, under (2) the movements of at
tention, to (3) fixed phases of the presentation continu
um. The perceptive process is thus always both analytic 
and synthetic, that is, it differentiates the presentation 
continuum into analytic data under the movements of at-
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tention, and automatically and instantaneou ly synthe· 
sizes these analytic data into comple.· "presenta
tions of sense." The three facts, changincr aspects, 
movement of attention, and fixed phases, are in
volved in every state of finite consciou ness; and, 
though it may at first seem impossible, they are 
simultaneou . It at fir t seems that the changing 
aspects precede the movements of attention and cause 
them, al o that the movement of attention consist in a 
series of starts and !'tops, and that each stop is followed 
h} a fi. ·cd pha!'e of tile presentation. l\Iore careful ob er
vation, however, will sho\v that the attention is in con-
tant movement, moving more or less rapidly at times, 

and hence appe.:tring at times more or less fixed, but never 
absolutely fixed. Moreover, the movements of attention 
may be con idered the cau e of the changing aspect ju t 
a locrically as the effect of them. The eye move volun
tarily and iwrnluntarily, and voluntary movement fre
quently eems to be composed of starts and tops; yet 
the eye cannot be held ab olutely fixed, as anyone can 
verify by trial. The attention move in harmony not with 
the action of the eye alone, but with the action of every 
en e-organ, both voluntarily and involuntarily. Like the 

movement of the eye, the voluntary movement of atten
tion eem compo ed of starts and stops . \Vhen,however, 
any apparently ingle and separate movement of atten
tion i carefully examined, it prove to be, like every other 
pre entation, a continuum of till lower analytic data; 
and thi fact hold true indefinitely. Thi how not that 
a con ciou tate can be held under the focu of attention 
and ubjected to an infinite proce of divi ion into 
infinite imal element approximating to zero of con-

ciou ne ; but that no fi.·ed tate of con ciou ne 
exi t, and that the so-called analy is i a proce of con
tant chancre in which the component element are but 

moment . Thevanishincrand emerging a pect of the pre
entation may precede certain voluntary movement of at

tention, but they cannot precede all movement of atten
tion and be in con ciou ne at all. The changin<T a pect , 
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the movements of attention, and the fixed phases of the 
presentation are simultaneous and correlative factors of 
every state of finite consciousness, in which consciousness 
there are no absolutely fixed, unchanging elements separ
ated in time. In the process of perception, consciousness 
constructs fixed object of sense upon the differentiations 
of the continuum, regarding each object as a synthesis of 
fixed component elements, each of which in turn is again 
regarded as composed of still lower analytic data, and so 
on ad infinitum. Every possible sense-object thus becomes, 
under the movement5 of attention, according as the move
ment i synthetic or analytic, either an analytic compon
ent element of a higher continuum, or a synthetic contin
uum of lower analytic data. Thereis noultimatestopping
place in consciousness where the aJ;Ialytic data can be, or 
correspond to, simple ensations or ultimate units of con
sciousne s. The three characteristics of consciousness, 
chan!!inO' aspects, moYements of attention, and fixed 
phases of the presentation, correspond to the (1) individ
ual element related through (2) functions of the will to (3) 
the universal element. Thus, corresponding to the indi
vidual and the universal elements, are the two aspects of 
the sentient phase of consciousness termed, respectively, 
feeling and thought; and these two phases are related to 
each other through the motive phase, the will. Each of 
the e factors of con ciou ness, feeling, thought, and will, 
according as it is referred to the ego or the non-ego, as
sumes a subjective or an objective form. The subjective 
form of the will, the adjustment of the ego to the non-ego, 
is attention; the objective form, the adjustment of 
the non-ego to the ego, is volition. The subject
ive form of thought is self-consciousness, the ob
jective form is intellection. The ·subjective form of 
feeling is, a yet, without a name, except as it 
is referred to as pleasure and pain. A very appropriate 
and convenient name for it would be pat.11y, by which 
name it will be designated hereafter in these pages. The 
objective form offeeling is sensation. Prof. Bain expresses 

• 

• 

.. ... 
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this fact very neatly as follo\\' : "A sensation i , prop
erly peaking, a ensum, a phase of our objective conscious
ness. " 1 This, of course, as ha been repeatedly stated, does 
not mean that so-called subjective percepts, uch as colors, 
ounds and tastes, are sensations; for all such percepts in

voh-e the a priori principles of intellection a well as en-
ation. In o far as such percepts can be de cribed in 

terms of universal application, giving causal, spatial and 
temporal relations, they involve the a priori principles of 
intellection; and in so far as their character is variable for 
each individual perceiving ubject, in so far as they can 
be de cribed only by comparing them with one another, 
when such compari on i not known to be identical for all 
perceivina subject , they involve ensation. en ation and 
intellection cannot be regarded as component elements of 
en e-object . In o for a ense-objects can be analyzed, 

they are compo ed of les er sense-objects; and their differ
ent qualitie , uch a fonu, color, taste, etc., ar but their 
appearance to different en e-organ , singly or in group , 
each of which appearance. inYolves both sen ation and 
intellection. Consciousne sis a unity; and the sense-world 
i a continuum, complex in it differentiation . Yet each 
object <Tets meaning only as it i related to the whole con
tinuum. Con ciou ne cannot begin in di onn cted 
tate of any kind. To be con cious i · to be a unity, con
ciou of a continuum; and the presentation continuum, 

in it earlie t ta<Yes, i a complex unity pre enting 'both 
a pect , ensation and intellection . 

In giving final definition to p ychological term , it is 
11ece sary to notice the double u e made of many of them. 
The ame term i used to denote either an activity of con
ciou ne s, or the product re ulting from , uch activity. 

In ome cases kindred term are used, such a conception 
and concept, perception and percept. The nature of 
en e, sen ation, intellect and intellection, and al o their 

relation to each other and to con ciou ne s a a \\'hole, 
can be·t be hown hy the following tabulation: 

1 ''The ~en-. · an cl IntclJcct, •• 3d E<l., p . 3 ~-
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I lNFIXITE. 

--
Motive Phase, or Will. 

I ;... >.; (f) < >.; 0 "li ..... c: ..... 0 ~ 
0 .g: 

I ~ 
() .., .:::. .., ,., 

..; !:! 3 
..., ..,. s ..., ..... ..., ..,. 

CJ o· .... o· :;;-c: 0 :_:;· ? 0 !" 
ui "' 

c .., ,.., .... rl> 

rn t.o w :.= - s... Active State, z ;; I c:: o ~ 

I ~ 
rn 'i:l ~ _,- .!: or Sense. ;;, 

t:i Pathy . Sensation. 0 ........ · • CJ- -

u t ... g_ "' . s 
rr. :::: 

~ :; ~ Passive tate 
z II; ~- .:; !: or Sensibility'. 
0 

0 

u J1 I ~ ~ -!:! I .\.clive State, 
Intellection. 1 ~ i:... ~ ...,- et or Intellect . Self-Con-

.µ VCJ;l 

~ ·a ~] Passive St., or sciousness. 
·.g ::i < r Intellectuality __ I 

I 
"' (f) 

Cause. Effect. 
I --

In the above tabulation, every term represents con
sciousne as a unit_-, viewed in some correlative phase, 
aspect, form, or state; e.g., "Sensation" represents con
sciousne sin the objective form of the individual aspect 
of the sentient phase. 

In addition to the generic meaning of the term sensation, 
as indicated in this tabulation, it has two specific mean
ings which are of frequent use. In psycho-physical meas
urements, it is used to designate a simple percept of any 
single sense; and in p ychological analysis it is used to 
designate any least possible change in the sensational as
pect of the presentation continuum. It would be well if 
the term percept could supplant the use of the term sensa
tion in all psycho-phy ical measurements, for then the 
term ensation would have but one generic and one spe
cific meaning, and all ambiguity would thus be avoided. 
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PART III. 

PHYSICAL CONDITIONS OF SENSATION. 

CHAPTER I. 

PRELIMINARY 0 TLL'iE. 

~ 1. Limits to Physical Analysis.-In pa ina from 
the mental to the physical conditions of en, ation, one 
might at first expect to pa s from the changeable to the 
fixed. uch expectation, however, if entertained, oon 
vani he . In a certain sen e the phy ical i more fixed 
than the mental ; but in the phy ical condition of en a
tion there i such an endle complexity of detail, forever 
di olving beforeacriticalanalysi intostilllowerminutire, 
that no fixed limit can be named from which to start 
definition and cla ification. The only ultimate tartino-
place would be the atom of matter and the undulation of 
force; but the e are entirely beyond empirical analy is, and 
so are even le ati factory than the ever chamnng pre
sentations of consciou nes . 

: 2. Doubtful Problems.-Doubt exi t concerning the 
number of sen es and the character of the function of 
ome of them. The so-ealled en e of touch include 
everal sense , the number and character of which are 

still undetermined. The exi tence of three, the tactual, 
the muscular, and the thermal, appear to be e tabli bed 
beyond rea onable doubt. Two other , the ense of the 
articular cartilage and the en e of innervation, are till 
in di pute. 

oubtful point concerning the exact nature of nerve
stimuli can probably never be determined. The nature of 
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the photo-chemical process, by which the rods and cones 
of the retina are supposed to be stimulated, is beyond the 
reach of even intelligent guessin . In what manner we 
perceive the direction from which sounds come, is a ques
tion involving complex difficulties. The differences be
tween normal and abnormal tirnulation cannot always 
be determined. Every problem of physiological psychol
oay involves undetermined factors and indeterminable 
coHdi tions . 

.'3. Changes of ~ 7ervous Tissue.-Chemical change is 
constantly taking place in all the tissues of the body; but 
there is reason to believe that in nerve-stimulation such 
change i unusually rapid in both brain and nerves. "On 
rreneral principles of physical science there can be little 
doubt that the excitation and conduction of nerve-com
motion is dependent upon a chemical change in the ner
vous tissue itself. Moreover, we know that the process of 
conduction in the nerve requires each of its molecules to 
act upon the neirrhhoring elements as the condition of the 
process continuing. Nor can this process itself be a mere 
impartation of motion, from molecule to molecule; on the 
contrary, the phenomena of electrotonus seem to show 
that it mu t also con ist in the setting free of energy 
which exists latent within the molecules of the nerve-sub
stance." Accordingly, we should be tempted to describe 
the process of progressive excitation of the nerve some
what a follow : Every element of the nerve, by reason 
of it highly complex and unstable chemical constitution, 
contains a large store of energy; the excitement of the 
nerve consists in the explosive decomposition successively 
of these elements of the nerve; and the result of the de
compo ition is the settinrr free of the stored energy to be 
expended in part in the excitation of the next adjoining 
elements. The proce s, then, is not altogether unlike the 
burning of a line of powder grain . uch an hypothesis, 
however, would at once have to answer several difficult 
que tions. Why does not the whole of the explosive sub-
tance burn up in tead of only an amount of it approxi-

.. 
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mately proportional to the strength of the stimulu which 
sets the process agoin0'?"1 

§4. The Psyco-ph_ysical Lan·.-The relation between 
strength of stimulus and intensity of sen ation is deter
mined by actual experiment and stated in the so-called 
"psycho-physical la,v." The strength of the stimulus can 
easily be determined in regard to the senses of sight, hear
ing, and touch; but since the intensity of the sensation 
always involves a subjective e timate, no invariable law 
is po sible. The O'eneral law holds, that the ratio of in
crease in the stimulu is greater than the ratio of increa e 
in the intensity of the sensation. In general, the more in
tense the ensation, the less sensitive is the judgment to 
slight changes in intensity; hence (since intensity cannot 
be measured objectively, but can or.ly be e timated sub
jectively), it naturally follows that the ratio of ucce ive 
changes in inten ity i less than that of the corresponding 
changes in the trength of timulus. 

Prof. James uses the term, "elementary p ycho-phy ic 
law,'' to expres "the connection of thought and brain" 
when "stated in an elementary form." He says: "A the 
total neuro i change , so doe the total p ycho i 
change." "Every sen ation correspond to some cerebral 
action. For an identical en ation to recur it would have 
to occur the econd time in an unmodified brain.' "Before 
the connection of thought and brain can be explained, it 
mu tat lea t be stated in an elementary form; and there 
are O'reat difficulties about o ta ting it. To tate it in an 
elementary form one must reduce it to its lowe t term 
and know "\Yhich mental fact and which cerebral fact are, 
so to peak, in immediate juxtapo ition. We mu t find 
the minimal mental fact whose being reposes directly on 
a brain-fact; and "·e must similarly find the minimal brain
event which will have a mental counterpart at all. Be
tween the mental and phy ical minima thu ~ und there 
will be an immediate relation, the e.·pre sion of which, if 
we had it, would be the elementary p ycho-phy ic law."z 

1. Lncld's "Phys. Psy." pp. 222-3. 

2. 1'Princip1cs orPsycholo~y." YOl. I, pp. 243, 232, and 177. 
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The "minimal mental fact," in the form of an "ultimate 
unit of consciousness," proved to be a mere fiction; and 
the minimal "neural unit," in the "raw material of con-
ciousness," proved likewise to be a mere product of the 

imagination. But if it be true that "For an identical sen
sation to recur it would have to occur the second time in 
an unmodified brain" (and no one seems ever to have dis
puted or doubted the statement), it would require, in: order 
to fully state' 'the connection of thought and brain," a com
plete physical and chemical analysis of both brain and 
nerves, setting forth all conditions and changes for each 
successive sensation. This would be the "minimal brain
event" involved in "the elementary psycho-physic law" of 
which Prof.James speaks. 

Any psycho-physical law that pretends to express in 
mathematical terms a causal relation between the physical 
and the psychical involves undetermined factors, inde
terminable conditions, and unverifiable assumptions. 

, 
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CHAPTER II. 

CHARACTER OF THE SEVERAL SE. ·sE •. 

~1. The mu cular en e i so inseparably as ociated 
with the tactual, that its exact nature can probably never 
be determined. That it has a distinct character cannot 
rea onably be doubted, since the pre ence of both sensory 
nerve-fibrils and motor end-plates in themuscleswarrants 
the conclu ion that the ·en e of effort i dependent upon 
the mu eular ell e for it inten ive character. The sense of 
effort eem to be attributed by different p ychologists to 
at lea t four different sources, stimulation of tactual 
nerve , of afferent nerve in the mu cles, of the motor 
end-plates of the efferent nerves to the muscles, and to 
central innervation. Bain, \Vundt, Helmholtz and others 
claim the existence of a ense of central innervation; 
Ferrier, Ladd, James and other di pute the exi tence of 
uch a sen e, and claim that the en e of effort i due 

chiefly to kinae thetic tactual ensation. James argue 
the que tion very forcibly from threedifferentstand-points, 
the "a priori," the "intro pective," and the "circumstan
tial." The a priori argument is that uch a sen e could 
be of no value, inasmuch a the moyement causincr all de-
ired change in en ation are a ociated with the kinae -

thetic en ation aceompanyinCT such chanoe , and the e 
ensation fumi h the only cue needed for the proper con

trol of the nece ary movement . .\rguincr from the "in
tro ·pective" point of view, Jame ay. :-"There is no in
trospectfre evidence of the feeling of innen·ation. When
eYer we look for it and think we have gra ped it, we 
find that we have really got a peripheral feel
ing or image in tead-an image of the way m 
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which we feel when the innervation is over, and the 
movement is in process of doing or is done. +:· .,. •< There 
is indeed the fiat, the element of consent, or resolve that 
the act shall ensue. This, doubtless, to the reader's mind, 
a to my own, constitutes the essence of the voluntariness 
of the act. * * +:· No one will pretend that its quality 
varies according as the right arm, for example, or the left 
is used. "An anticipatory image, then, of the sensorial 
consequences of a movement (plus on certain occasions), 
the fiat that these consequences shall become actual, is the 
only psychic state which introspection lets us discern as 
the forerunner of our voluntary acts. "1 This same 
thought has been expressed by Dr. Dewey as follows: 
"Our experience consists in learning to interpret these 
sensations; in seeing what acts they stand for. Ha Y

ing learned this, knowing that a certain sensation 
means a certain movement, we control the movement by 
controlling the sensations. \Ve learn, in other words, not 
only the meaning of a sensation, but the connection of 
the variou sensations, and in what order sensations 
mu t be arranged in order to occasion other sensations."~ 
Anyoue can easily convince himself of the truth of the 
above tatements by noting facts in his own experience. 
For example, while one is reading, some spot on the sur
face of the body may suddenly give rise to sharp, stinging 
sensations; ·when, without thought of a muscle or a move
ment, the hand will find the spot and relieve the pain. 
What is willed in such cases is not an innervation, not a 
movement, but a change of sensation ; and this causes 
the movements necessary to make the desired changes. 

From the "circumstantial" point of view it is argued 
that in all examples cited as cases of innervation, the feel
ing in question proves to be a complex of peripheral sen
sations; and that there are conclusive reasons for believ
ing such to be necessarily aiways the case. Wundt argues 
that, were the feeling of effort of peripheral origin, it 
ought always to be proportional to the work actually 

1. "Principles of Psychology," \'ol. II., pp. 499-501. 
2. Psychology, p. 375. 
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done, and lhat thi i not the case. A person may feel 
great effort in trying to move a limb partially paralyzed 
when but little or no movement follow . Tbe e facts, he 
claims, show a central origin of the feeling. Against these 
argument , it is claimed that in all such ca e where a 
sen e of effort i felt, there is actual mu cular contraction 
of the re piratory muscle , especially of the alottis, and 
that the feeling of effort always accompanies uch con
traction; but that if this be prevented, and no other mus
cular contraction occurs, no en e of effort can be felt. It 
is Yery natural to contract the respiratory muscles in all 
cases of absorbed attention. In Ii tening intently one i 
apt to top breathing, and this occasions a sense of effort; 
hut if natural breathing be maintained while Ji ·tening, no 
such en e of effort will be noticed. The only hi tological 
evidence of the existence of a en e of innen·ation i the 
motor end-plate in the efferent nerve ; but this would 
arg-ue for a peripheral not a central ense. A peripheral 
sen e of thi · nature might ari ·e, but it would alway be 
inseparably a ociated \vith tlJe efferent mu cular en e. 
And as Prof. Ladd say , "we seem warranted in a um
inrr that there i no uch pecific difference in the function 
of the two kind of nen•e a i dependent upon the pecu
liar tructure or molecular proce e of each kind. Both 
afferent and efferent nerve are probably capable of the 
ame kind of molecular commotion called nervou excita

tion, and of conductin thi commotion in either direc
tion. The marked difference in the re ult of the exerci e 
of thi function in the two ca e i probably due chiefly to 
the difference in the organ from which the excitation of 
the nerve tart ,and into which it i di charged."1 From 
all the fact tated it would eem mo t rational to up
po e that the ense of effort i , in o far a it in ten ·ity i 
concerned, dependent upon the mu cular en e, which i 
peripheral in origin and connected with the timulation of 
both afferent and efferent nerve . In o far a. patial re
lation: are a ociated with the en e of effort, thi en e 

doubtle dependent upon the tactual en e. 

1. "Phy•. p,y," pp. :;.i.-5 . 
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~2. The sense of touch seems to be the next sense in 
the order of development. Aside from its relation to the 
mu cular sen e, there seems to be little doubt regarding its 
character. It is sharply distinguished from the sense of 
temperature; and theonlyremainingsourceof doubt seems 
to be its relation to the sense of the articular cartilages. 
Although histology has done nothing as yet to de
termine the pre ence of nerve end-organs in these carti
lages, the sen e of feeling connected with them is proba
bly a form of the tactual sense connected with the 
syno\•ial membrane reflected upon the marrrinal surfaces 
of the joints. . 

§3. The ense of temperature has been represented a 
a double en e, having both "heat-spots" and "cold-spots." 
The separate existence of such spots possibly depends upon 
the fact that some regions of the skin come more frequently 
into contact with objects warmer than themselves, while 
with other rerrion , the reverse is true. "Sensations of 
temperature have apparently, a certain dependence on the 
temperature of the thermic apparatus itself. This law has 
been elaborated and defended in detail by Hering in the 
following form: 'As often as the thermic apparatus at 
any spot in the kin has a temperature which lies above 
its own zero-point we have a sensation of heat; in thecon
trary ca e, a sensation of cold.' By the 'zero-point' of any 
part of the skin i meant the exact objective temperature 
which at that part will produce no sensation of eitherheat 
or culd. uch zero-point is, of course, different for different 
µarts of the body, according as they are or are not ex
po ed, andareorarenot well supplied with arterial blood.''1 

~4. The sense next in order of differentiation is taste. 
It is definitely located and has special nerve-branches and 
specific nerve-endings. Since the tongue is the chief organ 
of taste, and al o well adapted by its form and situation 
to act a an organ of both touch and temperature, it nat
urally follows that sensations of touch and temperature 
are often confu ed with ensations of taste. So-called pun
gent taste are tactual affections; and cooling tastes, like 

1. !,acid'• "Phys. Psy." p. 350. 

____________________________ ...... 
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that of peppermint, are greatly modified by the en e of 
temperature. From the close proximity and kindred 
nature of the sen e of taste to that of smell, odors are 
frequently confu ed with taste . 'o-called flavor· are 
principally olfactory affections . 

.' 5. In t.he sense of smell a deg-ree of differentiation i 
reached which is characterized by a separate cranial nen-e 
and a eparate sen e-or<Yan. The only confu ion in regard 
to the function of the sense of smell is the po sible con
fu ion with the ense of taste. 

~6. The sen e of sight ha its own special cranial nen·e 
and it own ·cparate en e-organ; but a this OrO'an ha 
al o a very finely discriminatin<Y en e of moyement, reti
nal sen ·ation are greatly m dified by the concomitant 
tactual and mu cular sen ation . 

.'7. The audit ry ense-organ i ' the mo t completely 
differ ntiated and i olated of all, being enclo ed in a bony 
cavity and remo\ed from all the disturbing influence to 
which the other en e are liable. And yet even thi en e, 
shut in a it i , i modified in its function by change 
in its stimulu · re ulting from the varying condition of 
the urrounrling ti ue and fluid . Re piration, pul ·a
t.ions of the heart, and the varying pre ure of blood-ve -
. el and air pa: ·acre ·, both normal and abnormal, affect 
the undulation· that ti mu late the auditory encl-oraan . 

: . The en e thu entitled to scientific reco!!tlition a 
primary, pecial en e , are the mu cular f>en e, and the 
en es of touch, temperature, ta te, mell, eeincr and hear

ing. The pecific quality of the en ation of four of the e 
en e , and the Yariation of uch quality, are noted and 

named. , ound are high and low; color are violet, indigo, 
blue, green, yellow, orancre and red; ta te are weet, our, 
salt and bitter; temperature are warm and cold. In thi 
re pect the other three en e are le fortunate. Odor. 
and tactual and mu cular . en ation are o clo ely a o
ciatecl with corre ponding phy ical object that they can 
be named only in connection with th e ob.ie ts. Thi doe 
not le en their practical value, howeye1·, ,.;!11 ·c con ciou -
ne recognize them and pa e to their i2'nificate a 
readily a thou<Yh each had a eparate name. 



CHAPTER III . 

).loDIFYING CmrnrTIO:'\S. 

;i. .Mental.-Attention is an important factor in de
termining the character of sensation. A listener to music 
may follow the oprano, tenor, alto, or bass separately; 
or he may follow the combined result, regardless of the 
different parts. But what he hear in the latter case is 
not a mixture of what he might have heard, following the 
part eparately. One having no knowledge of music 
cannot follow the part separately; while one skilled in 
mu ic can hardly help doing so more or less, can, in fact, 
hardly hear musi as he did before he lrnd learned to ana
lyze it. Again, a person listening intently cannot see so 
well, or looking intently, cannot hear so well; l1is sensa
tion are, in either ca e, different from what they would 
be were his attention not pre-occupied. At every move
merit of the attention, the whole presention changes, new 
elements being constantly differentiated and as rapidly 
synthesized. This is not a mere division of the same pre-
entation into new parts, but every such differentiation 

renders the whole presentation new. 
Expectation reatly modifies the differentiation and 

the ynthesis. When change are expected, they frequently 
appear without objective causes, or with none sufficient to 
aive ri e to them as seen. In twilight, people frequently 
ee, not real objects before them, but creations of their own 

imagination. 
A priori principle , uch a substantiality, causality, 

identity and the various spatial and temporal categories, 
dominate all minds alike in ascribing to the presentation 
an independent reality fixed in permanent relations of 
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force, pace, and time. '·Thing are known only thrnucrh 
the sen ation which they produce in u ; and ho\v can we 
pass from the e ensations to the notion of thing ex
tended in pace? :\1oreoyer, sensations are in perpetual 
flow; how can we pass from their constant change to the 
changele relation of pace?"1 In order to maintain the 
conception of thincrs as unchanged in space, in oppo i
tion to all the testimony of the sen es that the objecti,·e 
world in eYery part is in constant change, inte1\ection, 
especially with the a prinri categories of identity and sub
stantiality, account for all chancre as effecting appear
ance only and not ub tance. \Vhen things di appear en
tirely from vie,. and reappear again, con ciousne 1111-

avoidably conclude that there is omethina super en i
ble, either marrnitudes or substances or force . The e 
metaphy ical po tulate are then regarded a uncha1wing, 
and a con titutincr the ba is of all fixed object related in 
time and space. 

:2. Phy ica/.-" A the total neuro i- change , so doe 
the total p ychosi change." The phy ical onditions in
volved in the "neuro i "may he analyzed into component 
element more or le fixed, and thi naturally gives ri e 
to the impr s ion that the con.·ciou data invoh·ed in the 
"p ychosi " may al o be analyzed in a imilar manner in
to fixed component element . \\'hi le there is a certain 
corre ·pondence between the analy e of the neuro 1s and 
of the psycho is, there i an e ential difference 1 etween 
the two. A certain en ation may follow the stimulation 
of a ense-organ. Both the stimulation and the en e-organ 
may be analyzed into eparate component element . and 
a different en ation may re ult from a partial ·timulation 
of the en e-organ. The latter sen ation, however, i not 
a component element of the former. Con ciou ne i a 
synthetic unity of analytic data, but the data can e.-i t 
only a correlated in the unity; and each datum, in tead 
of being a component part of the unity, i the unity it elf, 
viewed in ome correlative a pect. A careful comparative 
tudy of con ciou change , and of the cone pondin 

cha1we of the neuro i , crive ground for valid inference 
1. n o wnc's ·•tntroductioa to P. ~-ch logical Theory," p. 133. 
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concerning the classification of sensations. In this way, 
histology has helped to decide the question as to the ex
istence of the muscular sense, and may yet throw more 
light upon the nature of the sense of innervation and the 
en e of the articular cartilao-es. 

~3. Metaphysical Assumptions.-Tbe physical stimu
lus of sensation, so long as it is characterized in terms 
denoting sensible objects, may properly be considered as a 
cause of sensation; but when so characterized, it is not 
antecedent to, .or independent of, sensation. This leaves 
the causal agency, not without, but within, consciousness; 
that i , in perceived objects, the perception of which is 
alway dependent upon ensation. When the physical 
stimulus i characterized in terms of atoms and molecular 
forces it passes beyond the range of sensibility, and hence 
beyond the scope of empirical science; and becomes meta
phy ical. To say that sensations are mechanically de
termined by physical stimuli, can have no possible meau
ing for empi1;cal science except that one conscious state 
follows another in causal relations. While empirical 

cience must stop here, no rational mind will or can do so. 
The nature of th::i.t which lies beyond the changing phe
nomena 'vith which empirical science deals \vill and must 
be postulated, and uch postulates are useful in guiding 
empirical re earcbes. uch postulates, however, should not 
be confu. ed with atoms and undulations, which are sup
posed to be actual components of sensible objects, but 
they should be recognized and acknowledged, and able to 
meet thorough criticism. The only postulate that can 
uccessfu11y meet such criticism is that of an infinite 

con ciousness, regarded as the source of individual, 
or finite, con ciou activity. All psychologists must 
admit that all objects of perception are products con-
tructed in the perceptive process. To make any 
uch product of perception, or any object inferred 

from an analysis of such product, the cause of 
the conscious activity that constructs or infers it, as 
eyery form of natural realism does, is to reverse the real 
order of facts. To make an acknowledged creation of 

I 
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con ciou ne s the cau e of the con ciousnes that creates 
it, i an absurdity; but to refer all finite consciou ne to a 
correlative infinite consciou ness as its source, is not only 
a logical, but a nece sary conclusion; sincefiniteconscious
nes , in all individuals, is in perfect harmony with the 
ame a priori principles. Thi means that the real, which, 

in contrast with the ideal, is recrarded as existincr indepen
dently in quantitative relation of force, space, and time, 
is a trict correlative of the ideal; and hence. that both are 
es ential factor of every state of finite consciousness. 
The discus ion of thi que tion will appear in the econd 
book of thi the i . 



BOOK II. 

Th Function of en ation and Intellection in 
the Cognition of the Real and the Id al. 
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PART I. 

COGNTTIO OF THE REAL. 

CHAPTER I. 

DISTU\CTIOX BET\\'EE •. THE REAL AXD THE !DE.\.L. 

This distinction rests upon thecate,,.ory of the absolute. 
\\"hatever i supposed to he ab olute and unchan •cable in 
it elf i naturally regarded a exi ting independent of all 
finite . con ciou ·ne. s, and i · hence termed real, in di tinc
tion from the relative, or ideal, which i referred to finite 
con ·ciou ·ne- a a cau al a,,.cncy. Thi di tinction form 
t he ha is of natural reali m which give ri e to metaphy -
ic . -:\Ictaphy ical reality is usually repre ented a tran -
cenrling the range of all pos ible experience, yet a being 
an object of pur thoucrht. The doctrine of metaphy ical 
reality thu · represent an object of thought, and con e
quently the act of con:ciou..,ne.: by which it i apprehend
ed, a· entirely free from empirical or en ational condi
tions; and in o doing, violat the law of correlation. In
finite con ciou ne · · , of cour e, contain that which tran -
cend the limifation of finite con ·ciou ne .. ; but no object 
of finite con ·ciou ne:s, even though it may be called an 
object of pure thought, can he free from either of the cor
relative a pect of cognition, ensation and intelleciion. 
A metaphy ical reality i thu a mere ab traction; ince 
all po- ible object of finite con ciou ne mu t pre ent 
both a pects, the pun: and the empirical. 

The distinction between the real and the ideal, how
ever, i nece ary; and hence mu. t re ton a univer al pro
ce of thou ht, for only thu could it be clear or tenable. 
The ambiguity ari in<T from thi di tinction, as made by 
different per on , come from being carried too far. All 
agree in ba incr it upon the cate<Tory of the ab olute, ome 
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include in it the category of substantiality, and still 
others include, in addition to this, the category of causality. 
Since only a relative distinction can be maintained, it 
would matter little, provided all persons were agreed, 
whether it was based one of the a priori categories or on 
more than one. For convenience of classification, the dis
tinction, a made here, will rest on the category of the ab
solute; and the categories of substantiality and causality 
will be used to make subordinate distinctions in both the 
real and the ideal. The real, according to this distinc
tion, is any object of consciousness viewed as absolute and 
unchangeable in it elf; and the ideal is the same viewed as 
relative to the functions of consciousness. 

A indicated in the classification of deductive concepts 
given on p. 54, both the self and the not-self of finite 
consciousness may be differentiated into the real an'd the 
ideal. The ideal self is further differentiated into the 
primary faculties of consciousness, viz., will, feeling, and 
thought. The real appears, when viewed under the ca te
gory of activity, as force; when under the category of 
ubstantiality in the individual aspect, as mind; when in 

the universal aspect, as matter. The real is cognized in 
mathematical relations of force, space and time, according 
a it is referred respectively to the will, to thought, or to 
feeling . The ideal not-self become , when similarly refer
red to the will, to feeling, and to thought, the good, the 
beautiful, and the true. Finally th~ ideal-real, or infi
nite consciou ness, although it must, in accordance with 
the law of mutual limitation, be regarded as in itself free 
from all finite qu~lification; must also, when viewed in 
<:orrelation to ~nite consciousness, assume aspects corres
ponding to the primary functions of finite cognition. 

Accordin° to the correlative distinction between the 
real and the ideal, the cognition of each is dependent upon 
the function of sensation as well as upon that of intellec
tion. To make the truth of this statement evident the 
<:ognition of each mu t be analyzed. 

" 

------------------------------111111 
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CHAPTER II. 

C0Gx1r1ox OF :\Ir,·n, ~IATTER AXD FORCE. 

~l. Cognition of J1ind and Afatter.-~Iind i coo-
nized whenever any ense-object viewed under the cate
rory of ·ub. tantiality a ume the individual aspect; 
when such obj<'Ct a ume the univer·al a pect, matter is 
cognizecl. Individuality of ub tance mu t not be con
fu. ed with unity of sub tance or with indivisibility of 
ub tancc. pinoza' ub:tance wa a unity, but in it all 

individuality wa lo t. An atom i suppo ed to be an in
divi ible ub tancc, but no indiYidual characteri tic i a -
cribed to an atom to di tino-ui h it from other atom of 
the ame kind. 'nity and indivi ibility are both es en
tial to individuality, but' they do not con titute it. Indi
viduality i that which cli tingui he one indivi ihle unity 
from all other . Individuality of ·ubstance is coo-nized 
not in pace, hut in time. , ub tance, in time only, i 
mind, in pace only, i · matter. • lind and matter are 
thus correlative a p ct of uh tance. \Vhen thi correla
tion is overlo keel, and the two are contra ted under the 
la\Y of contradi tion, it i quite natural for matter to 
a ume the a pect · of ub tance and cau ality, and for 
mind to a ume the correlative a, pect of phenomenon and 
effect. }.Iateriali mi thu a natural outgrowth of dual
i m. But ub tance, i olated from it correlate, phenome
non, i ·an ab traction; and matter and mind, when again 
i olated from each other, are but ab traction fr m ab-
traction . To cognize either mind or matter, one mu t 

recrard ome object und r the cate ory of u b tantiality, 
and empha ize, under the focu of attention, either the 
individual or th uni\•er al a pect of that ub tance. In 
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this act of cognition, both aspect of the object, sub
stance and phenomenon, are inYolved, but the emphasis 
must fall on the former. To cognize either mind or mat
ter thus requires all three of the primary functions of con
sciousness. The will is represented by the movements of 
attention; sensation is involved in the cognition of phe
nomena; and intellection, in the form of a priori cate
gories, dominates the entire process. 

§2. Cognition of Force.-Force is one of the primary 
phases of both the real self and the real not-self; and in 
either case it may be viewed in relation to either the cate
gory of causality or the functions of the will. 

The category of causality, when applied to physical 
change , a sumes either the subjective aspect of effort or 
the objective aspect of energy. Effort and energy are 
thus correlative aspects of force. Either term implies the 
other. Effort is the intensive, energy the extensi \"e meas
urement of force; that is, effort is the intensity of the feel
ing by which force is estimated, while energy is computed 
in patial and temporal terms. There can be no effort 
that is not put forth in time and space, nor can energy be 
conceived except a the effort of some self as a center pull
ino- or pushing some not-self. 

Force is thus cognized as a sensible object viewed under 
the aspect of causality; and it is measured only in units 
<:onsi ting of sense-objects which represent both the in
tensity of the effort and the relations of the energy to 
space and time. The unit of this measurement is the 
hor e-power, which is the elevation of 33,000 pounds one 
foot in one minute. To perceive this unit is to perceive 
the pound weight, the foot of space, and the minute of 
time. The pound weight is the weight of about 28 cubic 
inches of water. In order to perceive this weight one 
must lift the water and experience the effort required. To 
find its comparative weight by balancing it with a certain 
volume of some other substance, giv1::s no weight at all, 
unless the weight of the latter substance be known bv ex
perience gained in lifting it. This measurement of fo~ce is 
an estimate of effort put forth in space and time. 

• • 

. . 
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Another way of measurino- force is to find it equivalent 
in heat; but the mea urement of this heat involve both 
ubjective e timatPs of the feeling of temperature and ob

jective measurement of time and space. In like manner, 
force may be mea ured by finding its equivalent in light or 
electricity; but the mea, urement of these, again, involve 
both subjective e timate of in ten ity of certain feeling 
and objective mea urements of time and space. 

Every method of mea uring force thus involve both 
suhjectiye e tirnate of in ten. ity of feeling and objective 
mea urement of time and pace; and the subjective feeling 
mu t, in order to give any i!mificance to the mea urement 
of force, be that of effort. A.11 other mea urement are but 
comparison based upon the hor e-power. The ense of 
effort i essential to voluntary change. The intensity of 
the effort, or the effort as referred to the self, i the ba i 
of all estimate of the trength of force a the cau e of all 
chan e. The exten ity of the effort, or the effort a differ
entiated and ynthe ized in a priori relation ' to the not
self, i the ha i of all e timate of patial magnitudes. 
The inten ity of the effort re t upon mu cular en ation. 
The exten ity a will be more evident after pace-percep
tion ha been analyzed, re t upon tactual and retinal en-
ation. 

The cognition of force thus im·olve the function of 
will, feeling and thought. The will i invoh·ed in the 
objective fonn, volition; feelina- in the mu. cular and tac
ual en ation ; and thought, in the a priori cateo-orie. of 
quantity. 



CHAPTER III. 

PERCEPTION OF SPACE. 

~1. Classification of theories-Theories of space-per
ception do not necessarily depend upon the character as-

igned to space as metaphysical or empiricical. All psy
chologists a2Tee that all space-forms, as perceived, are 
products constructed in the act of perception. Dualists 
acknowledge that no extended data can enter the non-
patial mind to be elaborated and projected in space-form. 

-:\Iaterialists acknowledge that the undulations trans
mitted to the brain centers cannot carry with them the 
forms or mao-nitudes of the objects perceived, also that 
uch forms and magnitudes cannot be determined by the 

form, extent, or location of the brain-tracts stimulated. 
Dualists, materialists and idealists must all agree that all 
pace-form of consciousness are constructed in the act of 

perception, whateyer the nature of that act may be. 
A geometrical theory of space-perception was the only 

one ever definitely formulated before the time of Berkeley. 
Thi theory held space to be real and to be perceived by 
direct intuition in strict acco1d with the laws of the 
reflection and refraction of light. Various writers re
jected this theory, but no definite hypothesis in opposition 
to it appeared, until Berkeley wrote his "Essay Toward a 
~cw Theory of Vision." 

Attempts have been made to classify all theories of 
~pace-perception into two divisions, the "nativist1c" and 
the "empirical;" but such a classification is not only defec
tive but mi leading. A theory may be both nativistic and 
empirical, as was Berkeley's. A complete classification 
must include three classes: One ascribing all original 
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patial data to purely ensational ource , or the en a
tional Theory; another a cribing no patial ignificance 
whatever to en ational functions, but attributing the 
ori!!in of pace-form to an intellectual proces con i ting 
of a reproductive as ociation of succes ive, non- patial, 
en ational data, or the A ociational Theory; and a 

third, regardin<Y pace· form as a product of an intellectual 
yuthe is, a priori and hence automatic, of all such sen a

tional data as pre ent the conditions e ential to uch 
ynthe is, or the A Priori yntbetic Theory. 

The en ational theory wa fir t definitely formulated 
by Berkeley. It makes en ation the ole origin of all 
patial data, from which, by proce e of analy i and a -
ociation, all patial relations are developed. A ad

vanced by Berkeley, tbi theory made no di tinction 
between en ation and intellection, and hence failed to 
!!ive any univer al validity to patial relation . The 
theory, omewhat modified in form, i till upported by 
prominent p ychoto!!i t , e p cially by Dr. Ward and 
Prof.Jame. 

The a ·sociational theory has many advo ate amon<Y 
both the German and the En<>"li h a . ociational chools, 
the former heinrr principally ideali t , and the latter, real
i t . Lotze al o mu t be cla ed amon the upp rter of 
the a ociational theory, not\vith tanding the fact that 
hi theory of" local ign "i pure en ationali m. 

The a priori ynthetic theory ori!!inat din Kant' di -
tinction between the empirical and the a priori function 
of con:ciou ne ·; and, a Kant stated it, the empha ·is 
wa placed almo t entirely upon the latter. The theory 
so modified a to place rrreat empha ·is upon en ational 
condition , i ably ·upported by Prof. \\'undt. 

:2. tatement of the Three Theories. 
(1.) T/Je i.!n ational Theory.-BERKELEY tate the 

principal point· of thi · theory a follow : "But tho e 
line and an<Yle by mean ·whereof ome men pretend to 
e.·plain the perception of di tance, are them eke· not at 
all perceived nor are they in truth ever thourrht of by 
tho e un killful in optic . I appeal to anyone' experi-
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ence, whether, upon sight of an object, he computes its 
distance by the bigness of the angle made by the meeting 
of the two optic axes? or whether he ever thinks 
of the greater or lesser divergency of the rays which 
arrive from any point to his pupil? * ,,. ,,. Since, 
therefore, those angles and lines are not themselves per
ceived by sight, it follows, from sect. 10, that the mind 
does not by them judge of the ctistance of objects. 
Secondly, the truth of this assertion will be yet further 
evident to any one that considers those lines and angles 
have no real existence in nature, being only an hypothesis 
framed by the mathematicians, and by them introduced 
into optics that they might treat of that science in 
a geometrical way. The third and last reason I shall 
give· for rejecting that doctrine, that though we should 
!!rant the real existence of those optic angles, etc., and 
that it was possible for the mind to perceive them, 
yet the e principles would not be found sufficient to ex
plain the phenomena of distance, as sha11 be shown here
after. * * * And, first, it is certain by experience, that 
when we look at a near object with both eyes, according 
as it approache or recedes from us, we alter the disposi
tion of our eyes, by les ening or widening the interval 
between the pupils. This disposition or turn of the eyes 
is attended with a sensation, which seems to me to be 
that which in this case brings the idea of greater or lesser 
distance into the mind. Tot that there is any natural or 
necessary connection between the sensation we perceive 
by the turn of the eyes and greater or lesser distance. 
But-because the mind has, by constant experience, found 
the different sensations corresponding to the different 
disposition of the eyes to be attended each with a differ
ent degree of distance in the object-there has grown an 
habitual or customary connection between those two 
sorts of ideas; so that the mind no sooner perceives the 
sensation arising from the different turn it gives the eyes, 
in order to bring the pupils nearer or further asunder, but 
it withal perceiYes the different idea of distance which 
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\'a wont to he connected with that ensation.''1"Secondl;-, 
an object placed at a certain di tance from the eye, 
to which the breadth of the pupil bear a considerable pro
portion, being made to approach, i seen mor~ confu edly. 
And the nearer it i brought the more confused appearance 
it make . And, thi being found constantly to be o, there 
ari e in the mind an habitual connexion between the 
. eyeral degree of confusion and di tance; the greater 
confusion till implyin<Y the les er di tance, and the le er 
confu ion the greater di tance of the object. Thi con
fu eel appearance of the object doth therefore eem to he 
the medium \Yhereby the mind judge distance."2 "Tbird~v, 

an object hein<Y placed at the di tance above pecified, and 
brou<Yht near to the eye, we may, neyerthele s preyent, at 
lea t for ·ome time, the appearance growing more con
fu eel, by trainin<Y the eye. In which ca e, that sen ation 
upplie ·the place of confu ed vi ion, in aiding the mind to 

jud e of the di tance of the object; it being e teemed o 
much the nearer by how much the effort or trainina 
of the eye in order to di tinct vision i greater."3 

"In the ·e and the like in ·tance , the truth of thematter, 
I find, tand thu. : Havinrr of a long time experienced 
ertain idea· p rcci,·able by touch, a' di tance, tan!rible 

fi!!Ure, and olidity, to have been connected with certain 
idea· of ·ight, I do, upon perceiving the e idea of ·i ht, 
forthwith conclude\ ·hat tan!rible idea are, by the wonted 
ordinary cour. e of nature, like to follow. Lookinrr at an 
object, I percei ,-ea certain vi ible figure and colour, '•ith 
ome deo-ree of faintne and other circum tance , which, 

from what I have formerly ob. en·ed, determine me to 
think that if I advance for\\·ard a many pace , mile , ~c., 

I hall be affected with uch and such idea of touch, o 
that, in truth and trictne of speech, I neither ee di -
tance itself, nor anythin that I take to be at a di tance. 
I ay neither di tance nor thing· placed at a di ·tance are 
them eh·e , or their idea , truly perc ived by sight. "t 

1 .. h ..... a. To\ nrd n ... ·cw Tht:o~· f Yi .. iou. .. "l:ti n 1 ~ 1 ~-
~ id., .. ction 21·:.!. 
3 id., ~cc:tiou ~;. 
4 10. '-=· 4j. 
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DR. \V.\RD supports the sensational theory in the fol
lowingstatement ·: "That space is a priori in the epistemo
logical sense it is no concern of the psychologist either to 
assert or to deny. Psychologically a priori or original in 
such sense that it has been either actually or potentially 
an element in all presentation from the very beginning it 
certainly is not. * * \Ve do not first experience a succession 
of touches or of retinal excitations by means of move
ments, and then, when these impressions are simultan
eously presented, regard them as extensive, because they 
are as ociated with or symbolize the original series of 
movements; but, before and apart from movement alto
crether, we experience that narrowness or extensity of im
pressions in which movements enable us to find positions, 
and also to measure. But it will be objected, perhaps not 
without impatience, that this amounts to the monstrous 
absurdity of making the contents of consciousness extend
ed. The edge of this objection will be best turned by ren
dering the conception of extensity more precise. Thus, 
uppose a postage stamp pasted on the back of the hand; 

\Ye have in consequence a certain sensation. If another be 
added beside it, the new experience would not be ade
quately described by merely saying that we have a greater 
quantity of sensation, for intensity involves quantity, and 
increased intensity is not what is meant. -:• ·:+ Attributing 
this property of extensity to the presentation -continuum 
a a whole, we may call the relation of any particular sen-
ation to this larger whole its local sign, and can see that, 

so long as the extensity of a presentation admits of 
diminution without the presentation becoming nil, 
such presentation has two or more local signs; its parts, 
taken eparately, though identical in quality and inten-
ity, haying a different relation to the whole. Such differ

ence of relation mu t be regarded fundamentally as a 
ground or possibility of distinctness of sign-whether as 
being the crround or po ibility of different complexes or 
otherwise-rather than as being from the beginning such 
an overt difference as the term 'local sign,' when used by 
Lotze, is meant to imply. From this point of view we 

. . 

.. 
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may ay that more partial pre entation are concerned in 
the en ation cau cd by two tamps than in that cau ed 
by on . The fact that the e partial pre entation , though 
identical in quality and intensity, on the one hand are not 
wholly identical, and on the other are presented only a a 
quantity and not a a plurality, i explained by the dis
tinctne s alonCY with the continuity of their local signs."1 

PROF. J.urn · upport the doctrine of "extensity" of 
ensation ; but ascribes it, not to the pre entation a a 

whole, but" to each and every sen ation" of every sense. 
He tates his own po ition as follows: "Now, m_v first 
thesi is that thi element, di cernible in each and erery 
en ation, though more developed in some than in others, 

i the original en ·ation of pace, out of which all the 
exact knowledge about space that we afterward come to 
have is wo\·en by proce es of di crimination, a ociation 
and election. · Exten ·ity,' as ... fr. Jame Ward call it, 
on this view, become an element in each ensation ju ta 
inten ity i . The latter every one "·ill admit to be a di -
tingui hable though not eparablc i11<Yredient of the sensi
ble quality. In like manner exten ity, being an entirely 
peculiar kind of feeling inde'cribable except in term f 
it elf, and inseparable in actual e.·pericnce from some cn
· ational quality which it mu t a company, can it elf 
receive no other name than that of sen ational element. 
* * * It mu t now be noted that the l"a tne s hitherto 

poken of i a great in one direction a in another. Il 
dimen ion arc ·o va<Yue thzi.t in it there i no que tion a 
yet of surface a oppo cd to depth ; 'volume' bein<Y the 
be t name for the ensation in que tion. ensation of 
different order are roughly comparable, inter e, n·itb 
re :pect to their T·olume . "! "In the ensation of 
bearing, touch, ight and pain we are accu tamed to di -
tinguish from among the other element the element of 
voluminou ne \Ye call the revcrberatio11 of a thunder 
·tonn more voluminou than the queaking of a late 
encil. * * In the en ation of mell and ta te thi 

1. Ency. Ilrit .• Vol. • ·x. pp. ;;3.-1. . 
., Jame · "Principk of P. ychology," vol. II. pp. 135-6. 
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element of varying vastness seems le s prominent but not 
altogether ab ent."1 " .. row for the next tep in our con
.struction of real space: Ho iv are the various sense-spaces 
added together into a consolidated and unitary continu
um? For they are, iti man at all even ts, incoherent at 
the tart."! "How do we ARRA/\'GE these at first cha
otically gh'en spaces into the one regular and orderly 
'world of space' which we no iv know ?"3 " pace means 
but the aggregate of all our possible sensations. There is 
no duplicate space known aliunde, or created by an 'epoch. 
making achievement' into which our sensations, originally 
paceless, are dropped. They bring space and all its places 

to our intellect, and do not derive it thence.'" "The essence 
of the Kantian contention is that there are not spaces, 
but Space-one infinite continuous unit-and that our 
knowledge of thi cannot be a piece-meal ensational 
affair, produced by summation and abstraction. To which 
the obviom; reply is that, if any known thing bears on its 
front the appearance of a piece-meal construction and ab-
traction, it is thi very notion of the infinite unitary 
pace of the world."·5 •·Let no one be surprised at this 

notion of a space without order. There may be a space 
without order just as there may be an order without 
·pace. And the primitive perceptions of space are cer
tainly of an unordered kind. The order which the spaces 
fir. t perceived potentially include must, before being dis
tinctly apprehended by the mind, be woven into those 
space by a rather complicated set of intellectual acts. 
The primordial largenesses which the sensations yield 
mu t be mea ured and subdivided by consciousness, and 
added together, before they can form by their synthesis 
what we know as the real pace of the objective world. 
In the e operation imagination, association, attention 
and selection play a deci ive part; and although they no-

1 op. cit. p. 134. 

2 id. p. 181. 

3 id. p. 146 . 

• id. p. 85. 

5 i<J. p . !?75. 

' I 
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where add any new material to the pace-data of en e, 
they o huffie and manipulate the e data and hidepresent 
one behind imagined ones that it i no wonder if some 
authors have gone so far as to think that the sense-data 
have no patial worth at all, and that the intellect, ince 
it makes the ·ubdivi ion , also give the spatial quality 
to them out of re ources of its own. " 1 "lVe seem thus to 
have accounted for all space-relations, and made them 
clear to our understanding. They are nothing but sensa
tion of particular lines, particular an<Tfe , particular 
forms of transition or of particular out- tandingportions 
of pace after two figure have been uperpo ed."! 

(2.) The A ·ociational Tbeory.-LOTZE' doctrine of 
"local ign ,"a before tated, i an incon i tent combina
tion f hypothe c from both the a ociational and the 
·en ational theorie . The truth of thi tatement will ap
pear from the followinrr: ":Many impre ion exi t con
jointly in the oul, althourrh not patially ide by ide 
\vith one another; but they are merely torrether in the 
ame "\Vay a the ynchronou, tone of a chord; that i to 
ay, qualitatively different, hut not ide by ide with, 

above or below, one another. ... 'otwith tanding, the men
tal pre entation of a patial order mu t he produced 
again from the ·e impre ion . The que tion i , therefore, 
in the fir t place, to be rai. ed: How in general doe the 
·oul come to apprehend the e impre ion , not in the fonn 
in which they actually arc,-to-wit, non- patial,-but as 
they are not, in a ·patial ju.·tapo it.ion? The sati fac
tory rea. on obviously cannot lie in the impre ion them-
elve , but mu t lie olely in the nature of the . oul in 

which they appear and upon which they them elves act 
imply a . timuli. 11 thi · ac aunt, it is cu tomary to a -

cribe to the oul this tendency to form an intuition of 
pace, a an orirrinal i 1born capacity. * * Let it be 

a urned that the oul once f r all lie under the nece · ity 
of mentally pre enting a certain manifold a in juxtapo i
tion in pace; How doe it come to localize every individ-

1 o p . cit. p . 145. 

'2 irl . p.1:;2. 
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ual impression at a definite place in the space intuited by 
it, in such manner that the entire image thus intuited is 
similar to the external object which acted on the eye? Ob
viously, such a clue must lie in the impressions themselves. 
The simple quality of the sensation 'green' or 'red' does 
not, however, contain it; for every such color can in turn 
appear at every point in space, and on this account, does 
not, of itself, require always to be referred to the one defi
nite point. Accordingly we conceive of this in the follow
ing way: Every impression of color r-for example, red
produces on all places of the retina, which it reaches, the 
same sensation of redness. In addition to this, however, 
it produces on each of these different places, a, b, c, acer
tain accessory impression, a, {3, r, which is independent 
of the nature of the color seen, and dependent merely on 
the nature of the place excited. This second local im
pression would therefore be associated with every impres
sion of color, in such manner that r a signifies the same 
red in case it acts on the point a, r /3 signifies the same red 
in case it acts on the point b. These ::1.ssociated accessory 
impressions would, accordingly, render for the soul the 
clue, by following which it transposes the same red, now 
to one, now to another spot, or simultaneously to differ
ent spots in the space intuited by it. In order, however, 
that this may take place in a methodical way, these ac
cessory impressions must be completely different from the 
main impressions, the colors, and must not distnrb the 
latter. They must be. however, not merely of the same 
kind among themselves, but wholly definite members of 
a series or a system of series; so that for every impression 
r there may be assigned, by the aid of this adjoined 'local 
sign,' not merely a particular, but a quite definite spot 
among all the re t of the impressions. The foregoing is 
the theory of 'Local Signs.' Their fundamental thought 
consists in this, that all spatial differences and relations 
among the impressions on the retina must be compensat
ed for by corresponding non-spatial and merely intensive 
relations among the impressions which exist together 
without pace-form in the soul; and that from them in re-

______________________ ...... 
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ver e order there mu t ari e, not a new actual arrange
ment of the e impre ion in exten ion, but only the men
tal pre entation of such an arrangement in u .''1 

VoLI01A.'N formulates the a ociational theory from 
the ideali tic tand-point, as follow·: " ome of the more 
recent space-theories shift the basi of explanation of the 
pace-form of the en ations of the muscles, pres ure, and 

vi ion to tho e peculiaritie of the sen es which enable 
them to perceive imultaneou ly a multitude of serie . \Ve 
<:an, in this deduction, accept neither the premi e nor the 
conclu ion. From the mere imultaneity of sensation. we 
cannot obtain the perception of a ide by side arranoe
ment, nor from mere succe - ion that of a one after another 
relation. • • If the sen ation of pre ure A and B 
are perceiYed a ide by ide simply becau e they are tim
ulated at the ame time, then mu t the ound A and B 1 e 
perceived a ide by ide when the ear i truck by both 
waYe. of ound at the ame time. * * · To di tingui h 
two percept a uch ha a double meaning, the nerrative 
one of their non-identity and the po itiYe one of their du
plicity or tatc of ·eparation, or in hort, of contra t and 
oppo ition. • • * The formation of patial erie take 
place at a period which lead - from that of the negatiYe 
di tinction into that of the p itiv . • 'pace form 
i by no mean the prerogative of a certain cla of en a
tion , hut de\•elop uniformly wherever the condition for 
development arc ffered. • • * If after a ound erie 
a b c the erie b a follow , and our attention follow the 
ound qualitie of the ame, then the ound erie a b ca -
ume the form of a pace- erie ju t a exactly a if the 

letter repre enting them irrnified color , in which ca e, 
howc,·er, we do not claim the pace to be that of the outer 
world. * • * \Yithout doubt we con eive the cale 
thu formed a a real cale, i.e., a a pace eries in which 
the individual element a ume fi.·ed po ition . Where 
mu ·cular en ation co-operate, a with the inger who 
ing the scale, or with the player upon the piano, then 

the production of pace-fonn i - pecially favored. That 

I "l..ot,.c'. Outline!-! of P!oi.:n.:ho1og) ,"L3dc1'!" Tr., pp 50-j:l. 
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eries of ounds but eldom rise to pace-form is because 
the space-schemata of the sensations of the muscles, pres-
ure, and vision are pre-eminently somatic and the scale 

can only be construed by an act of comparison. Further
more, that the space-schemata of sounds is almost exclu
sively confined to the scale is easily explained, because out
side the scale the return of the series in a reverse order de
pends entirely upon accidental circumstances, since it is 
eldom caused purposely, for by a reversal of the sound

succe sion the tune would be destroyed, or in other words, 
because musical symmetry is very different from that of 
architecture. The same may be stated about smells, only 
that, as the organ becomes very rapidly blunted, the dis
tinct perception of successive and sufficiently strong ~ensa
tions of odor deflects the perception from space-series into 
time-series. " 1 

~IR. HERBERT 'rENCER upports the realistic form of 
the associational theory, as follows: "Extension under 
its everal modes is cognizable through a wholly-internal 
co-ordination of impressions; a process in ·which the ex
tended object has no share. Though the data through 
which its extension i known, are supplied by the object; 
yet, as those data are not the extension, and as until they 
are combined in thou<Yht the extension is unknown, it fol
lows that extension is an attribute with which body does 
not impres us, but which we discover through certain of 
it other attributes." 2 "There is good reason to think, 
therefore, that the consciousness of space is reached 
through a process of evolution." 8 "All that can be rea-
onably inferred is, that these correlations and equiva

lences, mainly predetermined by the structure of the or
ganism, are changed from their potential to their actual 
form by the experiences of the organism; and further that 
while the experiences disclose these latent connections be
tween certain nervous actions and between certain corre
lative states of consciousness, they further the development 

l "Lehrbuch der Psycho!." 3te Auflage, Bd. II, pp. 63- . 

2 "Principles of P~ycho1o~y,'' Vol. II, p. 164. 

3 id., p. 206. 

• • 
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of the structure and determine their details- ervinrr at 
the same time to rrive definitene to their actions and to 
the accompanying perceptions." 1 " pace, con idered as 
subjective, is derived by accumulated and consolidated 
experience from pace considered a objective."~ "A solid 
i decompo able into planes; a plane into lines; line into 
point ; and a adjacent points cannot be conceived a di -
tinct from each other, without being conceived as havino
relative po ition , it follow that every cognition of mao-
nitude is a cognition of relations of position. * * Relation 
of position are of two kinds: Those which sub ist be
tween ubject and object; and tho e whichsubsistbetween 
either different object or different part ofthesameobject. 
Of the e the la t are re olvable into the first. * * * All 
relative po ition may be decompo eel into relative po i
tion of ubject and object. * * * The e conclu ion -
that Figure i re olvable into relative magnitude ; that 
~Iagniturle i resoh·able into relative po itions; and that 
all relative po itions may finally he reduced to po ition 
of subject and object-will be fully confirmed on con ider
ing the procc e by which the space-at ribute of body 
become known to a hi incl man." 9 

"\Ve aw that our con ciou ne s of pace i an ab tract 
of all relation among coe.·i tent po ition ; that the ger
minal element of the con ciou ne s is the relation bet'1.·een 
two coexi tent po ition ; that eyery relation between two 
coe.·i tent position is resolvable into a relation of coe.·
i tent po ition between the ubjectandtheobjecttouched; 
that this relation of coexi tent positions between ubject 
and object, i equivalent to the relation of coe.·i tent po i
tions between two parts of the body when adju ted by 
the mu cle - to a particular altitude; and that thu the 
que tion-How do we come by our co!mition of pace? is 
reducible to the que·tion-How do we di cover the rela
tion of coexi tent po ition between two entient point 
on our surface?" 4 "The idea of space involve the idea of 

1 op. cit., p. 170. 

:? lrl. p. 1 2. 

8 id., pp. 174-5. 

' id., p. :n . 
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·coexistence, and the idea of coexistence involves the idea 
of space. +:· .,. ~· Two somethings cannot occupy abso
lutely the same position in space. And hence the coex
istence implies space. * .,. * If now it should turn out 
that in the first stage of mental development a relation of 
-coexistence is not directly cognizable, but is cognizable 
only by a duplex act of thought-only by a comparison of 
experiences, the theory of the transcendentalist will be 
finally disposed of. When it comes to be shown that the 
ultimate element into which the consciousness of space is 
decomposable-the relation of coexistence-can itself be 
gained only by experience; the utter untenableness of the 
Kantian doctrine will become manifest." 1 "It is the 
peculiarity alike of every tactual and visual series which 
enters into the genesis of these ideas, that not only does it 
admit of being transformed into a composite state in 
which the successive positions become simultaneous posi
tions, but it admits of being reversed. The chain of states 
of consciousness A to Z, produced by the motion of the 
hand over an object, or of the eye along one of its edges, 
may with equal facility be gone through from Z to A. Un
like those states of consciousness constituting our percep
tions of environing sequences, which do not admit of 
unresisted changes in the order of their components, those 
which constitute our perceptions of coexistences may have 
the order of their components inverted without effort
occur as readily in one direction as the other. And this is 
the especial experience by which the relation of coexistence 
is disclosed." 2 

(3.) The A Priori Synthetic Theory.-Kant stated the 
principal features of this theory, so far as he developed 
them, as follows: "Space is nothing but the form of the 
phenomena of all external senses; it is a subjective condi
tion of our sensibility, without which no external intuition 
is possible for us. If then we consider that the receptivity 
of the subject, its capacity of being affected by objects, 
must necessarily precede all intuition of objects, ·we shall 

1 op. cit., pp. 201-2. 

2 id., p . 273. 

' . 
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under tand how the form of all phenomena may be rriYen 
before all real perception , may be, in fact, a priori in the 
oul, and may, a a pure intuition, by which all objects 

mu t be determined, contain, prior to all experience, prin
ciples regulating their relations. It is therefore from the 
human tand-point only that we can speak of pace."1 

" pace and time are pure form of our intuition, while sen-
ation form its matter. \Vhatwecan knowaprioribefore 

all real intuition, are the forms of space and time, which 
are therefore called pure intuition, while ensation is that 
which cau e our knowledge to be called a po teriori 
know led e, i. e., empirical intuition. \Vhatever our sen a
tion may be, the e form are nece arily inherent in it, 
while en ation them eke may be of the most different 
character."! " en ation, therefore, being that in the phe
nomena the apprehension of which doe not form a 
ucce iYe, ynthe is progre ing from part to a complete 

repre entation, i without any exten ive quantity. * * * 
• Jere place or part that might be !riven before pace or 
time could never be compounded into pace or timc."3 "As 
the propo ·ition of geometry are kno\vn ynthetically a 
priori, and with apodictic certainty; I a, k, whence do you 
take uch propo ition ? and what doe the under tandin 
rely on in order to arri\·e at uch ab olutely nece ary and 
univer ally valid truth ? • * * If, therefore pace, and 
time al o, were not pure forms of your intuition, which 
contain the a priori condition under which alone thing 
can become external object to you, while without that 
ubjective condition, they are nothinO', you could not pre

dicate anything of e.·ternal object a priori and ynthet
ically. It i therefore beyond the reach of doubt, and not 
po<:<:ible only or probable, that space and time, a the · 
nece ary condition· of all c.·perience, external and in
ternal, are purely ubjective condition' of our intuition, 
and that, with reference to them, all thing are phenomena 

1 ••Critique of Pure Rc.:a on,'' tr. l>y _I 

~ id., pp. 37·'-. 

8 Id., pp .. 14- .:;u. 
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only, and not things existing by themselves in such or such 
·wise. "1 

W NDT's statement of the a priori synthetic theory, as 
will appear from the following quotations, places great 
emphasis on the sen ational conditions essential to the 
perception of space-form. "Concerning the perception of 
space we must draw from a priori principles the conclus
ion already reached by Leibniz and Kant, that space can
not, in objective reality beyond our consciousness, possess 
the form in which we see it. This conclusion follows from 
the stand-point now reached much more evidently than 
from the nativistic theory of space held by Kant. With 
an inborn form of perception which does not need to be de
veloped, we might also regard it as a form which did not 
exist objectively and independent of our consciousness. 
However, nobody can imagine that reproductive and as
sociative syntheses of impressions could exist outside of a 
reasoning consciou ness. Here, therefore, remains no 
doubt that space, as well as time, in the form in which we 
perceive it, can exist only in our intuition. * * A single kind 
of isolated sensation never possesses this character, but 
wherever spatial objects are perceived, different sensation
com plexes act together.* * Experience has also taught that 
the influence of motion becomes fixed so that the resting 
eye in measuring distances is influenced by the lav,'s of mo
tion. «· * The necessity of a reproduction points to a psycho
logical process mediating between the co-existence of sen
sations and the perception of space, and also establishes 
the fact that every spatially distinguishable point of the 
retina must be represented by a peculiar property of sen
sation possessed byitalonei. e., local colorization.* * Thus 
we reach that theory of space-perception which I call the 
theory of complex local signs, to distinguish it from other 
similar hypotheses of a more nativistic or empiristic ten
dency. This theory assumes two systems of local signs, 
whose relations to the eye may be represented as follO\vs: 
The first system, the fixed local signs of the retina, forms 
in each eye a continuum of two dimensions. Of the second 

op. cit., pp. 41<l. 
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y tern. which i connected with motion and which in the 
re tinrr eye act only a a reproducing factor, it is a urned 
that owinrr to the uniform condiLion and the inten ive de
gree of the ensation of space, it i a continuum of only 
one dimension. The proce of space-perception we can 
briefly de crihe a a mea uring of one manifoldly e.·tended 
sy tern of local ign of the retina by the uniform local 
ign of motion. As far a it psychological nature i con

cerned, thi proce is an a. sociatiYe . ynthe i ; it i the 
union of both sen ation-complexe into one product 
whose component element can no longer be isolated in 
our perception. A the e elements disappear entirely in 
the re ulting product they are no longer separable in con-
ciou, ne , which can perceive only the re ulting product, 
pace-form. There i a certain analoo-y between thi iry

chical syn the i and a chemical . ynthe is, which from im
ple element produce a compound which appear to our 
perception a a homo eneous whole with new propertie . 
The geueral que tion that might be a ked in rerrard to the 
latter can be an ·wered at once hy referring t the proper
tie a i!med to these two y terns of local igns. Of both 
sy tern we can ·uppo ·ethat they are uniformly graduated, 
and thus that the mo t important properly of pace, m-ad
uation, i found in them. In addition, we find two other 
propertie "·hich di ti1wui h pace from time; the fir t i 
co-e.·i tence, the other, uniformity f direction:. For the 
former property, the fir t y ·tern of local sirrn with it 
qualitative arrano-ement in two dimen ·ion., analogou to 
the y tern of color , form the basi,; the other i found in 
the econd sy tem, from which we can a :ume, on account 
of the merely inten ive graduation po ses ed by it, that it 
form for us the ne.·t motive to apply our idea of mea -
urementto pace. Intheoro-an offeelino- therelation ,cem 
to differ in o far that ach individual part of the body 
in motion give birth to a triple y tern of local 
sirrns, probably in con equence of the changing formation 
of fold in the kin produced by motion in different direc
tions. \Ye have al o to recoll ct that in reo-ard to local 
sign , as well as for pace it ·elf, the triplicity of mea ure-
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ments depends entirely upon a mathematical form of con
struction, which rests upon the elements to be found, or 
here upon the sign of a given locality.'\ 

~3. CRlTICISM OF THE THREE THEORIES: 

(1.) The Se11sational Theory.-The sensational theory 
fails thoroughly to analyze conscious phenomena, and 
therefore, to show the presence and function of intellection 
inp rimary stages of consciousness. Hence it bases the 
validity of spatial relations, not upon a priori, but upon 
sensational conditions. It assumes spatial sensations in 
its premises, and so explains nothing as to 'the origin of 
space-form. 

Berkeley earned lasting fame by disproving the geomet
rical theory of space-perception, and establishing in its 
place an empirical theory. The three data which he 
named for estimating distance, ocular "sensations corre
sponding to" the angle of convergence, "confused appear
ance of the object,'' and the "straining of the eye'' in ac
commodation, are all factors of visual space-perception. 
Berkeley's essay. however, is really concerned not so 
much with the origin of space-perception, as with visual 
e timates of spatial magnitude. 

Dr. Ward's doctrine of the "extensity" of sensations 
sen-es at best only to characterize, by a new name, space
perception in its early stages; it gives no explanation at 
all of its origin, His theory labors under two difficulties. 
It reduces the earliest form of the presentation-continuum 
to a pure sensation, and hence it must either make this an 
extended sensation, or else deny that spatial relations en
ter into the earliest experiences. The first alternative is 
to revert to Locke's sensational realism, the second is 
virtually to abandon the sensational theory for the asso
ciational. Dr. Ward expressly repudiates the first, and 
invents the doctrine of "extensity" to avoid the second; 
but in order to do this successfully two ureat difficulties , t"> 

must be overcome. The extensity ascribed to sensation 
must be void of all spatial magnitude, and the a priori 

1 "Logik," vol. I , pp. 457-60. 
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validity of patial relation mu ·t he e tabli. herl upon a 
en ational ba i . 

The doctrine of exten ity as illu trnted hy Dr. \\'ard, 
i based upon inference from uppo ed ca es which are 
ab olutely impo ible in actual e.·perience; it repre ent -
experience , which can come only from consciou state 
developed by both mental and physical activity, a carried 
back to a tate sup po ed to precede all uch activity. The 
"impre ion cau eel by a po ta<Ye stamp pa ted upon the 
hack of the hand" would be much more ignificant to a 
con ·ciou ne ·sin advanced tage of experience than to one 
in the earlie t tage . \\'hat that impre sion i to the de
veloped con ciou ness, i ea ilydetermined, and, ofcour e, 
ea. ilyinterpreted without re orttomotion. But ju twhat 
it would he in the fir t dawn of con ciou ne s, and ju t 
ho'· it would develop; in short, the whole problem of the 
origin of !'pace-perception, i a que ·tion ju ·t a far from 
being answer d a ever. 

• ·o con· iou ne . whatever can e.-i t "hefore and 
apart from movement alto<Yether;" but even if it could, 
there vou Id he 110 "ma frene ·s or ex ten ity f impres

ion. in which movement· enable u to find po ·itions and 
al ·o to mea ·ure." E.-tcn ity and po ·ition are trict 
corrclatin~s, and ·o are movement and mea ·ur . Thi 
doctrine of c.·ten ·ity thu ~eparate strict correlative and 
bring them into co1i_ciou ·ne ·s eparately. Hit hould be 
-o modified a· to repre ent the pre:entation-eontinuum, 
in it· earlie t ·tag-e , a differentiated under a priori cate
goric into an~lytic data which are imultaneously ynthe
·ized into .-pace-form, thu · involving not only en ·ation, 
but will, in the form f attention and intellccti n in the 
form of ·patial correlative , then it hecome tenable; but 
it al o cea e to be :en ational and become a priori 
·ynthetic. 

Prof. Jame explicitly declare· that no ab olute di _ 
tinction can be made between en ation ancl intellection, 
and ah cribe "all the cate<Yorie of the u"rlen•t' ndin<Y" 
to an" ab olutely pure'' en ation. .\ he u e the term, 
a eu ation i a concrete object of con ciou ne ; and 
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"Sensations of different orders are roughly comparable 
inter S", with respect to their volumes." This doctrine of 
sensation would render it impossible to analyze processes 
of con ciousness into their primary correlative factors, 
and woulrl thus represent as a simple datum what is in 
reality complex. This brings Prof.Jam es into conflict with 
Kant concerning the "piecemeal construction" of space, 
and with Prof. Ladd about the "eccentric projection" of 
ensations; but the disagreement comes not so much from 

difference of view as from difference of statement. 
The" Yantian contention" is not" that there are not 

spaces," but that non-extended data cannot be summed 
together tu produce extension. It has no bearing on the 
ensational theory; but it discloses the fundamental fallacy 

of the associational theory. Prof James is really in ac
cord with this position of Kant's. Kant says, "Mere 
places or parts that might be given before space or time 
could never be compounded into space or time;" and 
James says of his "sensations," "They bring space and 
all its places to our intellect and do not deri,·e it thence." 
James misunderstands and misrepresents Kant's view, 
confu ing it with the as1wciational theory. He asserts 
that in the Kantian view "there is a quality produced out 
of the in ward resources of the mind, to envelop sensations, 
which, as given originally, are not spatial, but which, on 
beinrr cast into the spatial form, become united and 
orderly. " 1 This again describes, not the a priori synthe
tic theory, but the associational theory. The a priori 
synthetic theory, as Kant expressly declares, represents it 
as impossible for the sensations of the spatial series to be 
perceived at all without being synthesized into space-form. • 

Prof. Ladd's "epoch-making achievement" does not 
repre ent" ensations originally spaceless" as "dropped" 
into an empty intellectual space; but it represents sensa
tional data and intellectual processes as simultaneously 
involved in the automatic analysis and synthesis of the 
presentation-continuum into space-form. 
_ _ In order to explain the process of space-perception, it is 

l "Principles of Psychology," vol. II, p. 272. 
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necessary to make an ab olute distinction between en a
tion and intellection, and to disclose the function of each 
in the percepti\•e proces . This Prof. James make no at
tempt to do; but he continually confuse concrete objects 
of sense with "absolutely pure" sensations, to which he 
a cribe "vastness," "voluminou ness" and "primordial 
largenesses." The fundamental fallacy of Prof. Jam es' 
argument is the repre entation of con ciou ness a begin
ning in an undifferentiated tate. ~ • o form of finite con
sciousness can exi t that doe not contain a elf and a 
not-self mutually related through function of en ation, 
intellection and volition. In the perception of space, a 
well a in other forms of perception, these three functions 
are simultaneou ly im·olved; anrl in an explanation of 
pace-J•erception, their character and mutual relation 

mu t be di clo ed. This, Prof. Jame make no attempt 
to do. 

'"'2. The Associational Theory.-The a sociational the
ory a ume the e.·i -tence of succe ive, non- patial en, a
tions; and makes pace-form a product arising from a 
reproductive ynthe i of the -e non-extended data. In 
doing thi , it nece arily commit one of hvo error ; it 
mu t either tart with non- -patial data in the premi ' e 
and end with only an a. um{-d pace in the conclu ion; or 
it must tart with spatial data smug<Yled into it prem
i e in uch term a "relation of po ition,"" en itive 
urface," etc. 

Lotze i one of the mo t incon istent writer on pace
perception. A difficultie ari e in the ''my of one theory 
he abandon it for another, eemin<Yly without being con-
ciou of doin<Y o, and o with the next; and thu he alter

nately advocate and abandon botbthea sociationaland 
the sen ational theorie . Accordingto hi premise , in which 
he claims that all experience ari e from non- patial, en-
ational data, and to hi method of deduction.which is by 

mean of a reproductive ynthe i of ucce ive, non
patial impre ion , he mu t be cla ed a an a ociation

i t; but accord in to hi doctrine of "local ign , the par-
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ticular feature which has rendered his theory noted, he 
must be classed as a sensationalist. 

Lotze's theory of sensation naturally leads him into 
confusion in the analysis of space-perception. Instead of 
a constantly changing presentation-continuum, he postu
lates a chaos of separate, non-spatial sensations in the 
soul, and hence finds it necessary for the soul "to appre
hend these impressions not in the form in which they act
ually are-to-wit, non-spatial.-but as they are not, in a 
spatial juxtaposition." He states that the cause of this 
spatial grouping "cannot lie in the impressions themselves, 
but must lie solely in the nature of the soul." This is pure 
associationalism. Again, when the soul comes to localize 
every individual impression, "a clue must be in the impres
sions themselves." This, however, cannot be the simple 
quality of the sensation," but must be the "associated ac
cessory impressions," by following which "the soul trans
poses the same red, now to one, now to another spot." 
This is pure sensationalism; and the two are in direct con
tradiction. Again, it would follow from the doctrine of 
"local signs" that each retinal element could see one and 
only one particular point in the objective "space intuited," 
and that the different retinal elements must be so arranged 
"that the entire image thus intuited is similar to the ex
ternal object which acted on the eye." This is not only a 
fantastic form of sensational realism, making every point 
of an extended object imprint a corresponding spatial 
point upon the non-spatial mind; but itiscontrarytofacts 
of experience. So long as it is possible to see with a grad
ually diminishing retinal area, the vision is of the whole 
object growing less clear. Rays oflight from all points of 
the object impinge upon certain retinal elements in or near 
the fovea, yet they are not intuited as coming from the 
same point in the object, as the theory of "local signs" 
represents. Lotze escapes from this difficulty, however, 
by abandoning the theory and appealing to the associa
tions formed between retinal and motor sensations of the 
eye. This is a return to the associational theory, which, 
although it can do much to explain visual estimates of dis-
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tance, can do nothing to explain the orif!iu of space-per
ception. Lotze' doctrine is thu seen to be based upon 
fiction of the imag1nation, to contain irreconcilable con
tradiction , to misrepre ent fact of experience, and to be 
based upon a sensationali m which would deprive spatial 
relation of all a priori validity. 

Volkmann 's distinction between the "contrast" and 
the "opposition," or the "non-identity" and the "duplic
ity" of percepts, may hold in a logical, but not in a chron
ological order. While the perception of non-identity is 
not the same as the perception of duplicity; neither per
ception can precede the other, hence it i meaningless to 
po it the origin of space-perception bet.ween the two, a 
Yolkmann doe . 

In makin all sen ation a ume a spatial order when 
they can be arranged in rever ible erie , bP i compelled 
to a cribe to ound , odor , and ta tes, the quality of 
pace-form; although he claim it to be not "the pace of 

the external world." A pace that i not the pace of the 
external world i no pace at all; but it i the only pace 
that the a ociational theory can account for. Sound , 
odor·, and ta te mu t, in connection with their cau al 
a encie enter into patial relations; but. this doe not 
mean that they form patial erie , or a ume pace-form. 
Volkmann i a good representative of that form of the as-
ociational theory which tart without patial data in 

the premi. e and end without pace-form in the conclu
ion . 

).fr. pencer' theory i the rever e of Yolkmann 's. It 
tart with patial data involved in the terms applied to 

the perceiving ubject, and the only patial relation ac
counted for are tho ea urned in the subjective orrrani m. 
It i · really not an explanation of the origin of ·pace-per
ception, but a theory of the evolution of an extended or
gani m con ·ciou. of its own ex ten ion. :\Ir. pencer 
derive " pace con idered as ubjective" from " pace con-
idered a objective;" and in doing o, be perform a feat 

a remarkable a it i impo ible. He divide a olid into 
non-e.·tended point , which be arrange into "relation of 
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position;" and then makes the perception of these rela
tions of position the origin of the perception of space. He 
makes the "germinal element" of space-perception "the 
relation between two co-existent positions" which "is re
solvable into a relation of co-existent positions between 
subject and object touched." Hence," the question-How 
do we come by our cognition of space? is reducible to the 
question-How do we discover the relation of co-existing 
positions between two sentient points on our surface? " 
The only logical result of this argument which reduces the 
origin of space-perception to the consciousness o f ''a rela
tion of co-existent positions between subject and object 
touched, •:· -r, .,. between two sentient points on our 
surface," is to identify one of the" two sentient points on 
our surface " with the perceiving subject, and the other 
with th~ " object touched." This is a form of natural 
realism, more realistic than Locke's; for it need not go be
low the "sentient points on our surface" while Locke's 
had to reach the tablet of the mind. 

Mr. Spencer is right in making the "germinal element" 
of the perception of space the process by which "we dis
cover the relation of coexisting positions between " " " 
points on our surface;" but he is wrong in limiting the 
number of the points to two, in making them sentient, and 
in representing the consciousness of our surface as preced
ing, in any way, the consciousness of the mutual relations 
of its parts. The consciousness of our surface is the con
sciou ness of the relations of its parts· it orio-inates in and 

' 0 
develops with a consciousness of such parts, not merely of 
two, but of all of them, so far and so fast as they are 
differentiated in consciousness. 

Mr. Spencer mistakes again in supposing that "the idea 
ofco-existence involves the idea of space." Sounds, odors, 
and tastes may be co-existent, and may be perceived to be 
so; yet :Mr. Spencer himself says "No one will allege that 
sound, as an affection of consciousness has anv space-at
tribu tes. " 1 In making a relation of c~-existe1;ce "cogniz 
able only by a duplex act of thought," he implies that it is 

1 " Principles of Psych o logy, " Vo l. II , p . 1 8 1. 

.. 

, , 
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po ible for an act of tbou..,.ht to he ah olulcly imple. 
Thi error eem to lie at the root of all form. of natural 
realism and it ha been ufficiently di cu ed already in 
the definition of en ation. o-exi tence and ucce ion 
are trict correlative in every act of thought; and hence 
~Ir. 'pencer, in dcri ving a con ·ciou ne of co-exi tcnce 
fr m a reversible 'erie · of ucce ive percept , commit the 
fallacy of bringing 'trict correlative into consciou ne 

ingly. 
In de cribin" ·patial percept a formin a Lrie in 

which the ·ucce ive order can he varied more freely than 
it can in a ·erie' of non- patial percept , :.\Ir. pencer in
vert the real fact in the case. unds can be arm "'Cd 
in a erie , the ucce ive order f which can be not only 
rever. ed, but varied at will; but everv erie of patial1 er
cept' i, limited to a fixed order of ucce ion, the only po -
'ible variation of which i an e.·act rever·al. Thi' fi.·ed 
serial order i the fundamental characteri tic of sen a
tional data invoh·ed in pace-form. 

The only :pace ace unted for by ).Ir. pencer i that a -
umed in the c n lition · a crib cl to the p ·rceh·ing • ub-

ject. \Yhen, hy "a proce f evolution," "corr la tion 
and equivalence mainly I re-determined hy the tructure 

f the or,.,ani m are chan,.,ed fro:.n their potential to their 
actual form by the e.·perienc f the or ani ·m," it i plain 
that the" tructure of the rgani m" i already patial, 
and that the "correlation and equivalence· ' are a· 
"actual" in "their potential 'form a in any other but it 
i not quite ·o clear ju t what i · the ·uhj ct of the "e.·
perience f the or ani ·m,"unle it be the" entient point 
on our uface." It i plain, however, that . Ir. penc r' · 
analy i · of • pace-percepti n, when carried t it lo!rical 
outcome, reduce to an exa..,.gerated form of natural 
reali m, which rcpre ent the p rceiving ubject a c. tend
ed in pace and a perceivin it own pace-form. 

(3.) The A Priori ynthetic Theory.-Kant outlined 
the fundamental principle. of thi theory, which may be 
tated a ~ llow :-The univer al validity of patial rela

tion mu t re t up nan a priori ha i ; • pace cannot orig-
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inate from an association of successive, non-spatial data; 
both sensation and intellection are essential to the percep
tion of space; space-form is a product arising from a syn
thesis, a priori, and hence automatic and instantaneous, 
of all sensational data that present the conditions essen
tial to such synthesis. In the main, Kant correctly set 
forth these principles, although not so clearly as might be 
wished. Two marked peculiarities of his philosophy con
fused not only his statements, but his own views as well. 
His radical dualism, appearing in his antitheses of pure 
and practical reason, sense and understanding, pure and 
empirical sensibility, concepts of understanding and ideas 
of reason, and phenomena and noumena, necessarily dis
torted his view of the character and relations of the func
tious of consciousness. Again, the special emphasis 
which he laid on the intellect made him appear to repre
sent space as existing in a pure form of thought previous 
to all sensation. In spite of the confusion of his views 
and statements, however, it seems evident that he meant 
to represent this pure form of space as merely a funda
mental process of thought, and to make both sensation 
and intellection essential and simultaneous functions of 
space-perception. 

Prof. Wundt accepts Kant's doctrine of space, founds 
it upon a basis both sensational and intellectual, and as
cribes to pace perception both an origin and a develop
ment in experience. He corrects Lotze's doctrine of" local 
igns" by making it necessary for sensations to be sharply 

differentiated qualitatively in order to be localized in space
form. Wundt is right in ascribinrr to sensations an ac-

• b 

quired tendency to suggest associated sensations of an-
other ~ind, and in making this tendency an important 
factor rn developed space-perception; but the importance 
of this factor lies in its usf! in estimating spatial magni
tude , not in orginating space-form as he supppses. This 
error is doubtless responsible for the.fallacy of the advo
cates of the associational theory-they fail to discriminate 
between the origin of space-form and the estimate of its 
dimensions after it has been perceived. The processes are 
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not entirely eparate; yet, in e.·plainin pace-perception, 
there mu t be an absolute di tinction between the two. 

ne i automatic and in tantaneou , the other develop in 
experience; hence, while Wundt i right in po iting a yn
the i · of en ati nal data a mediating between the per
ception of uch data and the perception of pace-form, it i 
a productive ynthe is, a priori and in tantaneou , a 
Kant tated, and not a reproductive ynthe·i as held by 
\Vundt . 

.\ Wundt maintain , lhi . yuthe i i of a mathematical 
nature, -imilar to a ynthe i of cometric coordinate ; 
hut hi chcmc of making a c ntinuum of one dimen ion f 
mu. cular ·en ·ation, with whi h to mea ure th retinal 
c ntinuum to which he a cribc· tw dimen ion , i not 
only hi hly imaginary but really ab·urd. A patial con
tinuum of only one dimen ion, or f only two, i a mere 
ah -traction havin noµ --ibl meaning, except a referred 
to a continuum having all th re dimen ·ion . Be ide , the 
idea of mca uring one en ational c ntinuum by another 
is mi leading. There can h hut ne pre:entation-contin
uum, which, when it 1 e om . patial, mu t a. ume all 
three di men ion - at once. , l atial e -timate · of the prc-
entation-continuum are all ba ed on tactual J erception; 
o-call •d m a -ur mcnt · re ultin from vi ual c timatc al

way · refer to corre ·ponding tactual experience. 
In pa -.-in from a g ·ometric . ynthe i of en:ation · to 

their fu ion into a new comp und, \Yundt ommit. a 
gr -· error. A en ati nal continuum may b differenti
ated into analytic data, and each datum held in a yn
thc i ; hut their fu ion into a new comp und 111 an their 
annihilation, and a -udden tran ition to an ntircly differ
ent ontinuum, a ontinuum rapidly fadin fr m con-
ciou ne . Prof.\\ undt' treatment of pace-perception 

i very u ..,.e ·tivc, and doc more to explain the problem 
than any other it d above; but it involve untenable a -
umption which mu t be eliminated hefore it can be 

accepted . 
.'4. RELATIO. ·s F THE :\IE.'T. L F ·. ·cTI . ·:. 

(1.) The H'i/J.-Both form of thi function arc promi-
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inent in the perception of space. Spatial distance is but 
a limitation to the effort of a finite consciousness, and 
effort involves Yolition; hence volition is essential to the 
idea of distance. Again, spatial position implies serial 
order, and serial order involves movement of attention; 
hence attention is essential to the idea of position. From 
this it follo\vs that the experiences in which the sense of 
effort is greatest, give emphasis and fixedness to spatial 
distances, while experiences in which it is least, give great 
freedom to movements of attention, and a corresponding 
facility to the discrimination of positions. 

No one can doubt the above statement concerning the 
attention; but some doubt might be felt concerning the 
dependence of the sense of effort upon Yolition, on account 
of the distinction which psychologists make between ac
tive and passive effort. When the muscles are stimulated 
artificially, the resulting affections are rightly enough 
termed, by way of contrast, passive sensations of effort; 
but if in this experience there were no associations recall
ing volition, as the natural cause of such affections, they 
would have no meaning as sensations of effort. Unless 
differences of sensational quality discriminated under the 
movements of attention ·were ascribed to corresponding 
volitions as causes, there could be no spatial distance be
tween them, and hence they would be separated, not in 
space, but in time. 

(2.) Feeling.-Since subjective feeling is a correlative of 
objective, both forms must be involved in space-percep
tion; but objective feeling, or sensation, is much the more 
conspicuous. Only in the sense of weariness does subjec
tive feeling become prominent, in ·which form it influences 
the estimates of distance. Sensation is essential both to 
the estimate of distance and to the discrimination of po
sitions. Only as referred in causal relation to effort, can 
sensation give rise to distance· and onlv as voluntarily 

' -differentiated into qualitative contrasts, which sustain 
fixed mutual relations, can it give rise to positions. Only 
muscular and tactual sensationsareinseparablyconnected 
with the sense of effort, and hence, with the perception of 
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pace. In addition to the e, only retinal en ation can be 
varied in e.·act corre pondence with voluntary change in 
the sen e of ffort; and hence, only the percept of the 
mu cular, the tactual, and the retinal sen e can a ume 
pace-form. All other percepts a sume spatial relation 

in connection with their cau al agencie ; but in tead of 
appearin<Y a things occupyin<Y _pace, they seem to be only 
the effect· of the I ercept of the mu cular, the tactual and 
the retinal en e which percept appear a thin()' occu
pying pace. 

The depend nee of patial order upon voluntary 
change in the en. e of effort, can be illu trated by com
parin a en_ational continuum of eight tactual percept 
with one of the eight tone of the cale. The succe ive 
order in the latter can be varied o as to pa s throu<Yh 
each tone in direct or rever e order, through only each al
ternate tone, or throu h them in any order what oever. 
The uccc · i,·e order in tactual p rcept. i. fixed, o that 
the only po ·ible variation i an exact rever ·al. In ound, 
one can choo ·e hi tarting-point, direction, ucce . iYe or
der, and stopping-place; but in tactual and retinal percep
tiou the ucce · ·i,·c order i · fi.·ed. The cau ·e of thi fixed 

rder lies in the e.·act con-esponclence of all v luntary 
chano- in tactual and retinal n ·at.ion to the accom
pauying voluntary change. in the sen ·e of ffort . 

The mu cular ·en e, ince it i · e ential t all ense of 
effort, mu t be re arded a fundamentally involved in the 
perccpti n f pace. The tactual al incc 1t 1 m epara
bly connected with voluntary mu cular en ation, mu t 

be reo-arded a· imilarly im·oh·ed. The retinal, en e, a 
I efore tated, cannot be o re arded. It i. not e ential 
to the en e of effort, and be ide , people blind from birth 
have acquired con iderable knowledge of ·pace. But ince 
all voluntary chan e in retinal en ation are im·olYed in 
a fi.·ed serial order of relati n , c n-e ponding exactly to 
that of the chanrre of effort a ociated with them a. their 
cau e , and ince the en e of effort connected with them i 
comparatively in irrnificant, it become the mo t efficient 
en e for discriminating patial po ition ; and, when o-uid-
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ed by tactual associations, an efficient means for estimat
ing di tances also. 

(3.) Intellectio11.-The a priori analysis and synthesis 
involved in space-perception consists in an automatic dif
ferentiation of the presentation-continuum into the correla
tive contrasts, vertical and horizontal, the former of which 
assumes the correlative aspects, up and down, while the 
latter is again differentiated into the correlative contri;tsts 
lateral and longitudinal, the former assuming the correla
tive aspects, riaht and left, and the latter those of back and 
forth. Being strictly correlative, these three pairs of as
pects must simultaneously appear in the presentation-con
tinuum, hence the analysis and synthesis are simultan
eous. The presentation-continuum thus becomes spatial, 
not through a piece-meal process of reproductive associa
tion; but through an a priori process, automatic and in-
tantaneous, in which the correlatives, position and mag

niturle, motion and measure, up and down, right and left, 
back and forth, all originate and develop together. 

Only as referred to voluntary changes in the sense of 
effort, have these correlative terms any meaning; only 
a connected with qualitative changes in sensation, can 
they be perceived; and only as held in an intellectual syn
thesis preserving all their mutual relatiO!\S, can they give 
rise to space-form. These three functions of conscious
ne s, volition, sen ation, and intellection, characterize all 
tages of finite consciousness. Intellection is identical in 

an perceiving subjects, and thus gives to spatial relations 
their a priori validity; sensation varies in each subject, 
and thus occasions the variations of individual perspec
tive. To base local ignificance upon sensational quality 
annuls all universal validity of spatial relations; but to 
base it upon an intellectual synthesis of an invariable order 
of relations which qualitative changes of sensation sus
tain to the movements of attention, makes the validity of 
spatial relations universal. The sensational differences are 
necessary, for no intellectual synthesis of relations can exist 
unle s supported by sensational differences. Hence to fuse 
en ational differences into a new compound, as vVundt's 
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theory doc-, de·troy· hot.ht.he analytic clata and the yn
thetic continuum at once. 

That ·pace-form i a product ari ing from an intellect
ual svnthe is of the relation· which sensational data u -
tain - to volition, i evident from the following facts, 
'ound , odors, and ta ·te , in which the ucce ive orcler 

of qualitative change. does not vary in conformity to 
change of effort, do not as umc . pace-form; but are 
regarded a merely. ubjectivc affoet.iun ·caused by tactual 
or vi ual percept . In visual perception, where the en e 
of e~ rt i reduced to a minimum, all e timate of di -
tance rest upon tactual a sociation-.. \'i ual . pace-form 
i re •arded a· real only a· it reprt•sent tactual condition ; 
and it varie · automatically in strict accord with all varia
tion., real or . uppo ed, in uch conditions. \'ariation 
can he voluntarily introduced into visual space-form, cor
rc pondin to chanrre. merely supposed in tactual condi
tions. Thu:-; a con ave urface can be made to appear con
vc.·,andconvcr cly. The same set of eometri al line can 
be made to as;umc different form corre ponding to object· 
viewed from different directions. The principle of per pec
tivc rc;t entirely upon the tenckney to iutcrpret Yi ual per
ception a· merely rcpre:entative of tactunl. Thi· tendency 
become o ·trong that it cDnnot. he entirely overcome. 

tudent of free-hand drawing haYe great diffi ulty in 
e timating it properly, and in repre.entinrr obje t ·a they 
would appear if projected on a plane surface. Tr at error 
in the e timate. of form and distance in vi ual percep
tion re ult from mi ·interpreting the tactual condition in
volved; but when ·uch inference are corrected, the error 
in ·patial e. timate di ·appear. 

Again, in tactual perception, when the . erial order f 
ucce · ive percept~ i abnormally chan ed. the p r eption 

of patial relation i corre!,;p ndingly chanrrecl. It even 
become nece ary, in uch ca e ·, to correct one' infer
ences from pre ent tactual condition · by comparinrr tact
ual perception with vi ual, and by coordinatinrr the r -
ult· of the two. Prof. Jame well illu t:rate thi with 

facts which he quote from well-known ca e of anae the-
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sia. His own words are as follows:-"\Ve get such results 
as are given in the following account by Professor A. 
Striimpell of his wonderful anresthetic boy, whose only 
ource of feeling were the right eye and the left ear; * * 

* * 'He had no feelings of muscular fatigue. If, with 
his eyes shut, we told him to raise his arm and to keep it 
up, he did so without trouble. After one or two minutes, 
however, the arm began to tremble and sink without his 
being aware of it. He asserted still his ability to keep it 
up. Passively holding still his fingers did not affect him. 
He thought constantly that he opened and _shut his hand, 
whereas it was really fixed.' "1 In speaking of another 
case, Prof. James continues, "Or we read of cases like 
this: 'Voluntary movements cannot be estimated the 
moment the patient ceases to take note of them by his 
eyes, if one asks him to move one of his limbs either 
wholly or in part, be does it but cannot tell whether the 
effected movement is large or small, strong or weak, or 
even if it has taken place at all. And when he opens his 
eyes after moving his leg from right to left, for example, 
he declares that he had a very inexact notion of the ex
tent of the movement.' n! In explaining such facts, Prof. 
James makes the following significant remarks: "It is, 
in fact, easy to see that, just as where the chain of 
movements is automatic, each latermovementofthe chain 
has to be discharged by the impression which the next 
earlier one makes in being executed, so also, where the 
chain is voluntary, we need to know at each movement 
just where we are in it, if we are to will intelligently what 
the next link shall be. A man with no feeling of his move
ments mio-bt lead off never so well, and yet be sure to get 
lost soon and go astray. But patients like those described, 
who get no kinrestbetic impressions, can still be guided by 
tlie sense of sight. Thus Striimpell says of his boy: 'One 
could always observe how his eye was directed first to the 
object held before him, then to his own arm; and how it 
never ceased to follow the latter during its entire move-

1 "Principles of Psychology," Vol. II, pp. 489-90. 

2 id. p . .J.90. 
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ment. .\.ll hi voluntary movements took place under the 
unremitting lead of the eye, which, a an indi pen able 
guide, wa never untrue to its function . ' * * * I have 
myself reproduced a imilar condition in two hypnotic 
subject , whose arm and hand were made anre thetic 
without being paralyzed. They could write their name 
when looking, but not when their eye were clo ed."1 

The con truction of pace-form, including both the 
ma!!nitude of distance and the location of po ition , i 
thu een to be an intellectual proces , in tactual percep
tion, as well a in visual; and pace-perception i also 
seen to require, in order to become much developed, a co
ordinatinrr compa1; on of the two. The tactual give fix
edness of distance, the vi ual, facility in the di crimination 
of po itions; both combined, !!iYe a highly developed per
ception of space. The only element of ·pace-p rception 
that is fixed and unchanaable i the intellectual yn lhe i 
of the mutual relation amonrr the en ational data. The 
inten ive force, or voluntary effort, is changeable; the en
sational data are in constant change; every object in space 
is constantly changinrr its po. ition, in relation not only to 
the con ciou ne s of the indiYidual ubject, but al o to 
other objects a they are related in uni ver al con ciou ne . 
The head and feet, right hand and left, back and face, a· 
bases of spatial relation , differ in each perceivinrr ubject; 
and in the experience of all con ciou ubject alike, the 
north tar, even, is con tantly chanrring po ition in rela
tion to other objects in pace. Thi intellectual synthe i , 
being fixed and absolutely unchanrreable, may be called 
real; and the en ational data, being in relative chan<Te, 
may, in correlation to it, be called ideal. A 

1ot that one i 
independent of con ciou ·ne and the other a mere con
scious affection; but that the one i ab olutely uncha11rre
able in all perceiving ubject alike, and the other 011-

tantly chanrring in relation to each individual ubject. 
Thus, only a fixed in consciou proce e are patial rela
tions unchangeable. p and down, right and left, back 
and forth, all represent fixed a pect , not in the objective 

l op. cit. pp. -i,gQ.9:?. 
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world, but in conscious processes. They cannot originate 
in generalizations from the sense-world, for they are the 
basis of the construction of the sense-world. They cannot 
come from an abstraction of the three dimensions of space, 
for the three dimensions of space rest upon them. Before 
mathematicians can prove the existence of a fourth dimen
sion of space, they must disclose a fourth correlative con
trast in the a priori differentiation of the presentation
continuum, on which to base it. This is not only impossi
ble, but the idea seems illogical. The three correlative 
contrasts are a priori in all forms of finite consciousness, 
so far as known, both in human beings and in lower ani
mals. It is logical to suppose that in all forms of finite 
consciousness they are essentially a priori, and that, in all 
alike, they give rise to an intellectual synthesis of sensa
tional data into space-form. 



• 

HAFTER IY. 

PLHCEPTIOX OF TL\n;. 

:1. Number of Theories.- nlytwotheories have been 
definitely formulated to e.·plain the nature of the percep
tion of time. ne of the e theorie regards time a a meta
phy i al reality independent of con ciou ·nes , and h Id· 
that it i · p rceived a a flu.· because it flow along in con
:ciou ·nc.· . Thi· theory ha· heen very appropriately termed 
hyDr.. 'ichol , who ha "'iYen it late t and fulle. t tatement, 
the"proce ·s theory." The othertheoryi ·indifferent to th 
character of time in it ·elf, but hold· that a it i · perceived 
it i a proclu t re ulti1w from an in tantancou: intt:llect
ual S} nthc is of r·lati n.· among . ensational data. This 
th ory i now. upportccl by many p ·ychologi. ts, hut since 

ori mated hy Kant, in connection with his theory 
ome rc:pccts very similar to 
ap lropri, tc to call it the · ·n-

·2. , T. TE.IE. "T OF TH T \'O THEORIJ, •. 

(1.) The Procc Theory-Dr . • -icho\ · state the prin
cipal point of this theory a follow : "But we mu t not 
fail to not that the hange arc not the onl_· compo
nent of these idea , and that th . c image pr c iou , and 
al o their prototype orirrinal proce .. ion ·, are n t all 
hange; there mu t 1 c duration without han.::r · in ord r 

fi r duration with change to he po ible. " 1 "Ilut accord
ing to thi , one thin"' above all cl ·cmu:t hccarcfull_·not d, 
perception, or I erccpti n of time-duration i · afo·ay a 
proce~ :.wd nel·cr a tate; a ccrtai11 dt>f'r:i c ti 1e i ·a ccr
t:.1i11 definite proce.· . '- "The la-. i · quc::-.tion , therefi re, 

t .. P bolo of' Time.::' 11. 130. 

2 1<1., p. 11 • 
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whether the idea of succession is or is not a succession of 
ideas, in so far as the question is one as to whether the 
idea is a longitu(lin:11ly passing process, or a sidewise pre
sented state, may as well be fought out with reference to 
the nature of any original sensation and for the briefest 
temporal portion of it, as with reference to any train 
or series of such sensations. "1 "And it is plain also that 
we have it such an idea no such occurrence as that 
described by Herbart. or Mr. Ward, or any of those who 
conceive that an idea of a series, or of a succession, or of 
time, must be some sort of instantaneously painted pic
ture presenting the whole length of time or of the series in 
a simultaneous perspective. * -:~ * ·we do not 'now' per
ceive this something, "vhatever it is, but so far as I can dis
cover we 'now-now-now-now' perceive it; we do not 
stand still and look along the line to measure this past in 
a perspective view, but run along the line as it were to 
measure it inch by inch, or present by present, by a mov
ing process. " 2 "We are inclined to conclude therefore 
·:+ * * that the duration of the sensation or series, 
the perception of the duration, and the perception of the 
length of the duration are one and identical; that the dur
ation is an ultimate datum, and no more capable or need
ful of other explanation or of further analysis than the blue
ness of the blue spot."8 ''Sensations and their images or 
reproductions ha Ye various attributes; qualitatively they 
are blue, or warm, or painful, etc., intensively they are 
strong or weak, bright or faint, etc. Duration, or con
tinuation, is another attribute or characteristic of every 
sensation and of every image. This attribute is the ulti
mate and essential datum of time."4 " We must, with 
GREATE T care distinguish between perceilring time and 
appercefring time relation * * * 'Without some quali
tative or some intensive change there can be no temporal 
relation."6 "Thus if we supposed a creature to be so 

l op,. cit. p. 117. 

2 id. p. 117-18. 

s id., p. 119. 

' id., p. 113. 

5 id., pp. 120-21. 

.. 
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imple a to he without memory, and capable from time 
to time of but a ingle elementary en, ation of con tant 
quality, ay of pain, ( uch perhap are ome info oria) 
we hould ay that pain was percefred whenever it occur
red; we should not ay it wa - appercefred. We hould 
al o ay that uch a creature perceived time. '1 "But how 
do we men ure time length, and mea ure 'how long a o' 
and 'how Iona until'? "'hen speaking of our imple crea
ture capable of but a ing'le con tant en ation, we aid 
that when hi pain la tcd fiye econd , he perceived the 
length of five econd-, and when it la ted one econd, he 
perceived the length of one econd. We distinctly de
clared he did not apperceiYe either length, and from what 
we have aid of ch an e and relation it i clear that I have 
not conceived that thi creature perceived relation of any 
kind; neither relation of differen e nor of number . "i 

(2.) The Synthetic Theory.-Kant expre · cd his view 
of time a foll w :-"Time i not an empirical concept de
duced from any .·pericnce ~ r neither co-e.·istencc nor 
ucce ·ion would ntcr into our perception, if the repre
~entation of time were not rriven a priori. nly when 
thi · repre ·en ta ti on a priori is rriven, can we imagine that 
certain thing happen at the ame time or at different 
time . • • • n thi ·a priori nece ·ity dep nd · al o the 
po ibility of apodictic principle of the relation of time, 
or of a.·iom of time in general. • • • To ·ay that 
time i infinite mean no more than that every definite 
quantity of time i po· ible only by limitation of one 
time which form the foundation of all time . The origi
nal repre entation of time mu t therefore be rriven a un. 
limited. • • • Time i nothing but the form of the in
ternal . en e, that i , of our intuition of our elve and of 
our internal tate. Time cannot b a determination p -
culiar to c.·ternal phenomena. * * * Time i therefore 
imply a ubjectiYe ondition of our intuition (which i 

alway en uou , that i o far a· we are affected by ob-

I op. cit., p. 11+. 

·id. PJI. 1:?'<-11. 
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jects), but by itself, apart from the subject, nothing."1 

Prof. Bowne supports the synthetic theory, as follows: 
"However real time may be, the subjective origin of the 
notion will be the same as in the ideal theory; and how
ever ideal time may be as an existence, its actual function 
in our mental life will be unchanged."2 "There is nothing 
to do but to declare that the time idea rests ultimately 
upon an original and peculiar mental principle, whereby 
it connect its experiences under the special form of se
quence. * ;c. * All the conceptions which enter into a 
perception of sequence co-exist in one foi m or another in 
the present consciousness. That \vhich constitutes their 
temporal order is not any existing succession, but the pe
culiar form of their relation within the field of conscious
ness. Hence the act of consciousness by which relations 
of sequence are grasped must itself be without any tem
poral distinctions in itself; and in this sense the conscious
ne s of time is non-temporal."3 "No inspfction of con
sciou ness will reveal to us the origin of this idea, inas
much as the idea is al ways there long before the reflective 
consciousness begins the inquiry. We can only study 
some of its logical conditions. " 1 

Prof. Hoffding supports this theory, and makes some 
valuable statements concerning the measurement of time. 
"Change, transition, alternation and inner-connection 
throughout all change-these were the most important 
characteristics of consciousness. But in these the form of 
time is already given. Psychology must therefore come 
to a pause at this form, as something originally given, a 
psychological ultimate presupposed in all conscious phe
nomena, which cannot be itself made an object of explana
tion. It is different when the question is of the idea of 
time, of temporal relations. This idea has its psychologi
cal history like everv other. * * -i:· ;c. The idea of time 
involve therefore two things: (1), the consciousness of 

1 "Critique of Pure Renso n," l\Jax ~!ueller's Tr., pp. 27-30. 

2 "Introduction to Psychological Theory," p. 128. 
3 id. p. 130. 

4 id. p . 12 . 

.. 
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change, of ucce ·:ion; this ari e · through contrast to a 
con tant e11 ·atio11; (2), repetition of certain states which 
have a trong hold upon con ·ciousne ·;the recognition of 
the e makes a certain mea uring and groupinrr possible in 
the ,erie · of changes. 

"It would not he pos ·ible, from a imple con Lant sensa
tion or a imple con tant feeling, to have the idea of time. 
The more we are ah orhecl in a ·ingle thought, the more 
wear 'rapt,' a it were, out of time; for which rea on the 
my tic call eternity an 'enduring pre ent.' On the other 
hand, the idea of time c uld not po · ihly be derived from' 
mere ucce ·sion of ·ensations; · mething would be needed 
that mirrht lead t the ·urveying and mea urinrr of the 
·ucces ion. * * * * ' o long as the idea of time i 

,t.rrouncled only on the chanrre of our inner tate · , the e ti-
mation of time is very uncertain . Two circumstance are 
in t hi conne tion of e pecially !!Teat imp rtance; the in
tere t in the c ntent of the e. ·p •rience and th • number of 
trait· experienced. The intere:t in what i e.· perieneed 
may have very diver e influence. In concentrating the at
tention and :o preventing c n. ciou ·ne ·from noticin,'." the 
ucce. sion, it ·horten the time hoth during the actual e.·

p ri ·nc and in the rem em hrance. , even yen rs pa · ·cl for 
Jacob like a few day , h ·cau ·e he lovecl Rachel. B 1t inter
est may al ·o lcn"'then the time, sine·\ ·e involuntarily ar-
1-,'1.lC from the importance and ignificanc of the con tent 
that a long time mu t have clap ed. * • • Each indi
vidual bring· hi own o.;cale of mea ·urement, de1 ·nding in 
part n them re or Jes · ener:'"etic intere t with which he 
. pend: hi · life and attend· to the pa · ~ing evenb, in part 

n the . peed with "·hich hi iclea are accu ·tomcd omoYe. 
* * * The need of uh tituting an ohjectiv .cale of 
mea urcment for the uhjcctiYe, the uncertainty of which 
mu tea. ily ha ,.e been n ti eahle, made itself early felt. 
* We mea ·ure hy the help of uniform m v ment: in 
natur . But thi.- uniformity ha· it elf t be c tahli hed, 
·o that w moye here in a cir le. h ·olute time mig:ht be 
thourrht a realized in nature, o long a. it wa · belieYed 
with Ari totle that the heaY nly hodie revoke with eter-
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nal immutability and uniformity; but, this belief once 
abandoned, the idea of absolutely uniform time loses its 
basis in reality. .,, .,,. ~, An absolutely uniform time is 
an ideal, requiring that every possible estimation of time 
shall be subjected to a further correction. Every standard 
which has been tried with a view to absolute uniformity, 
has proved to be variable. Only in the symbolical repre
sentation of time as a line is absolute uniformi.ty to be 
found. But here idealizing abstraction has put its hand 
to the work. The conception of absolute time is a math
ematical abstraction." 1 

Dr. Ward gives the following discussion ofthesynthesis 
involved in the perception of time: "Granting this impli
cation of simultaneity and succession, we may, if we repre
sent succession as a line, represent simultaneity as a second 
line at right angles tothefirst; emptytime-ortime-length 
without time-breadth, we may say-is a mere abstraction. 
NO\\ it is with the former line that we have to do in treat
ing time as it is, and with the latter in treating of our in
tuition of time, where, just as in a perspective representa
tion of distance, we are confined to lines in a plane at right 
angles to the actual line of depth. * .,,. .,,. ... This truism 
-or paradox-that all we know of succession is but an 
interpretation of what is really simultaneous or coexistent, 
we may then concisely express by saying that we are 
aware of time only through time-perspective, and experi
ence shows that it is a long step from a succession of 
presentations to such presentation of succession. The 
first condition is that we should have represented together 
presentations that were in the first instance attended to 
successively, and this we have both in the persistence of 
primary memory images and in the simultaneous repro
duction of larger or shorter portions of the memory-train. 
In a series thus secured there may be time-marks, though 
no time, and by these marks the series must be distin
guished from other simultaneous series. To ask which is 
first among a number of simultaneous presentations is 
unmeaning; one might be lolrically prior to another, but in 

l "Ol1tlines of Psychology," Eng. Tr., pp. 184-90. 
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time they are together ancl priority i e.·cluded .• ·e,·erthe
le · after each cli tinct repre ·entation a, /J, c, d there prob
ably folio\\' . a· we ha Ye ·uppo ecl, ome trace f that 
movement of attention of which we a.re aware in pa ino
from one pre en ta ti on to another. In our pre ·ent remin
i cence · we ha.Ye, it must he allowed, little direct proof of 
thi interposition, though there is ·trong indirect evid nee 
of it in the tendency of the flow to follow the order in 
which the pre entatio11 wer fir·t attended to. ·with the 
moyements themsel\'e · we a.re familiar enough, though 
the re idua of uch moY<:mcnt are not ordinarily conspic
uou:-;. The e re idua, then, a.re ur temp ral ign , and, 
together with the repre enta.tion connected by them, con-
titute the memory-continuum. But temporal sign · alone 

will not furni h all the pictorial exactne of the time-per-
pccti,·e. They giye u nly a fi.·ed erie ·; hut the working 

of obliYi cence, by in urino- a progre · ive Yariation in in
ten ity and di tin tne a. "e pa ·. from one mem her of 
the erie ·to the other, yield the effect which we cD JI time
di ta.nee. By them ·elve · ·uch variation· would lea Ye u 
liable to confound more -.. ivid repre ·ent·ttion · in the <li ·. 
tanc with fainter one nearer the pre ent, but fr m thi · 
mi ·take the temporal ·igns ave u ; and, a· a matter of 
fact, wher • th• mem ry-trnin i · imp rfect uch mi:take 
continually ccur. * * * But, thoun-h the fi.·ation of 
attention doe of cour e really occupy time, it i« prohably 
not in the fir ·tin ta.nee perc i ·ed a time, i.e., a · contin
uou 'pro ten ity,' to u. e a term of Hamilton' hut a· 111-

ten ity. Thu , if thi ·uppo ition be true, there i · an 
dement in our concrete time-pcrcepti n which ha n 
place in ur ab ·tract conception of time. In time con
ceived a phy ical there i no trace of intcn ity; in time 
p ychically . pericnc d duration i · primarily an inten iYe 
man-nitucle, witne the compari · n ftime. when we are 
'bored' with other when we arc amu ed. * * \Ye are 
ab orbed in the pre ent without hein unwillin ly con
fined to it; not nly i there no motiYe for retro pect r 
e. pcctation, but there i · nofeelinn-thatthepre cntendure ·. 
Each impre ion la t ·a· long a. it i intere tin , but d e 
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not continue to monopolize the focus of consciousness till 
attention to it is fatiguing, because uninteresting. In such 
facts, then, we seem to have proof that our perception of 
duration rests ultimately upon quasi-motor objects of 
varying intensity, the duration of which we do not directly 
experience as duration at all. They do endure and their 
intensity is a function of their duration; but the intensity 
is all that we directly perceive." 1 

~3. CR1T1c1si\I OF THE Two THEORIES. 

(1). The Process Theory.-This theory is based upon 
an t:rroneous view of the nature of change. On the one 
hand it holds to the existence of time as an infinite flux 
previous to all change, as a necessary precondition of 
change; on the other, it holds to the existence of a finite 
consciousness in which change does not appear. An infi
nite process previous to, or independent of, change, is a 
contradiction in terms. A consciousness in which change 
does not appear is an infinite consciousness. This double 
error in the fundamental principles of the process theory 
necessarily leads it into numerous inconsistencies. It rep
resents a "simple creature capable of but a single con
stant sensation" as perceiving a" process." as perceiving 
"the length of five seconds;" hence, since" we do not now 
perceive" time, but "'now-now-now-now' perceive it," 
since we" run along the line as it were to measure it inch 
by inch," this "simple creature" would have to "run 
along the line to measure it inch by inch" while experienc
ing "hut a single constant sensation." Again, since this 
creature can not "perceive relations of any kind," the 
time which it perceives can contain no relations and hence 
must be an "attribute or character of every sensation." 
But this reduces time to a sensational or subjective phe
nomenon, instead of an objective reality existing before 
all conscious changes. In disputing the synthetic view, 
Dr. Nichols very frankly admits that the question, as to 
whether the perception of time is an instantaneous act or 
a successive process, can be settled just as well with refer-

1 "Psychology," Ency. Brit. Vol. XX, pp. 64-6. 

> 
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ence to the 'horte 't perceptible interval a to any period 
however lonrr. This, however, if the proce theory i to 
hold rrood, involves the infinite divi ibility of en ible 
time, since, according to this theory, the horte t percept
ible time is a proce which, in turn, mu t be composed of 
horter period . each of whic)l is again a proce , and o 

on ad infinitum. The only e cape from thi difficulty i 
the abandonment of the proce s theory; and Dr. ~ Tichol , 
when he. ay , ""'e do not now, but' now-now-now-now' 
perceive" time, doe virtually exchange it for the theory 
of uncon ciou unit· of con ciousne s. One "now" gi \'es 
no consciou "present," but four of the e uncon cious 
now· ·um med together give one con cious "now," which 
can be u ed to mea ure time" inch by inch, or present by 
pre. ent." If thi "inch, or pre en t," a· it name im plie , 
be in the "pre ent '' consciousne s, and it mu the if it i 
u e<l a a mea urc, then the proce theory i abandoned 
for that of uncon ciou unit· of con. ciou ne . But if 
thi. "inch, or pre. en t," b not all in the present consciou -
ncs ·,if it be a ·uccc:-; ·ion of horter period each of which 
i. a con.-ciou proce.· · of . ucce . ive period till ho1·ter, 
and ·o on ad infinitum, then en ible time mu tbeinfinitely 
clivi ihlc. But if en ihle time wer' infinitely di vi i
hle, no interval, howc\·er hort, could clap e. For in-
tance, let one ·econd he the intcn-al. It i · evident that 

hef. re the 1 ·t half of the econcl can arrive the fir. t half 
mu t have elap ed. But ·ince it cannot go all at once 
the fir t half of it mu. t have clap eel he~ re the econcl 
half can arriYe. And sine' no e.·tent of time, however 
hort, can clap ·e all at once, it would be nece sary for an 

infinite proce. of division to reduce the interval to ah o
lute zero before it could clap e. But no infinite proce · of 
di vi ion can reduce e.·ten ion to ah olute zero,; con ·e
quently en ible time cannot clap e in any uch proce .. 
The only po iblewayin which it can appear in con ciou -
ne i a an in tantaneou per pective in which the cor
relative a pect , before and after, appear together and 

·ve time-form. The advocate of the proce theory, 
overlookin the correlative nature of the. e term , which 
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are essential to time-form, represent them as entering con
sciousness separately, which is impossible. 

(2). The Synthetic Theory.-Kant disclosed the facts 
that time can be perceived only in connection with change, 
and conversely, that change cannot be perceived without 
assuming time-form; also that time-perspective cannot be 
a piece-meal construction, but that it is an instantaneous 
product resulting from an automatic, intellectual synthe
sis. Kant makes no attempt, however, to explain the 
nature of the ·intellectual synthesis which gives rise to 
time-form. 

Prof. Bowne shows that, whatever may be the nature 
of time in itself, sensible time" rests ultimately upon the 
original and peculiar mental principle, whereby it connects 
its experience under the special form of sequence," and 
that "the act of consciousness hy which the relations of 
sequence are grasped must itself be without temporal dis
tinction." But instead of attempting to explain the 
nature of this non-temporal act, he declares such ex
planation beyond the reach of rational attempts. 

Prof. Hoffding agrees that the origin of time-form is "a 
psychological ultimate presupposed in all conscious phe
nomena, which cannot itself be made an object of expla
nation." He claims, however, that "It is different when 
the question is of the idea of time, of temporal relations," 
and claims that "This idea has its psychological history 
like every other." 

Both of these writers haye done much to render the 
nature of time-perception clear to the student of psychol
ogy, and yet both have, according to their own state
ments, attempted the impossible, when they rendered 
this service. Prof. Bowne makes it absurd to explain 
even the idea of time. Prof. Hoffding makes "time
form" a subject before which psychology must" come to a 
pause," but grants to "the idea of time" the possibility 
of an analysis. The fact i that the only subjects before 
which psychological analysismust "come to a pause" are 
arbitrary creations of imagination; moreoYer if any 
problems lie hopelessly beyond the reach of such investiga-

------------~~~~~-------~ 
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tion, they lie in ultimate fact, of indiYidual con ciou ne 
rather than in :tny ·uch fact of uniYer al con ciou ·ne · 
a the perception of time. And when Prof. Bowne de
·cribed the" act of con iousne · · hy which the relation 
of equence are gra 'ped" he analyzed the condition of the 
orirriu of the "idea" of time. Prof. Hoffdinrr, al , when 
he discu sed the" psycholo!rical history" of" the idea of 
time," wa at the ame time in ye tigating into the condi
tion and origin of" the form oftime;" and in doing: he 
ha· enumerated facts connected '"ith thee ti mates of dur
ation that arc Yery ·ignificant, and whi h "·ill he referred 
to later. 

r. \Yard, without any limitation of ubject, or any 
di ·tinctions between the form and the idea of time. pro
ceed to gjsc one of the be ·t analy e · eyer iyen of the 
condition· and proce e inYolYed in the perception of 
time. But from the fact that he make· no di tinction be
tween time-form, a· ori!rinal in all p rception. and the de
Tt:lopecl idea of time re ulting from reflection and ab-
traction, there i. ometimes a po ·ihle ambiguity in hi 
tatcment , a , for e.·arnplc, when he :ay that "in a 

seric thu ccured there may h' time-mark , though no 
time." Thi might h con ·trued a: meaning- that time
form i a pr duct of e.·perienc ; but a con ·truction that 
·eem more in harmony with the writer'· po ition would 
make it refer, not to an individual con ciou ne ·s in which 
time-per ·pective had not yet appeared, but to certain 
fact of con iou ne · · which enter into but do not con-
titute the I crception f time. Thi· ambiguity of :tate

ment, torrether with an unclu empha i given to the in
ten ity of en ation a determinin thee timate of dura
tion, and a corre pondinrr failure t properly cmplrn ·ize 
the function of wearine · in the ame re I ct. con titute 
the principal defect in Dr. \Yard's e. cellent nnaly of 
time-perception. 

:3. :\lE. "T.\L F ·. 'CTlO. ·~. 

(1). The lri//.-The function of attention in time-per
cepti n, a - in pace-per epti n, i · to di criminate 1 ·ition 
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in the order of relations. Yo1ition proper, including ef
fort, does not directly influence time-perspective; but in
directly, through desire, interest, and weariness, it is the 
chief factor in determining temporal distance. The feeling 
of weariness, in connection with interest and desire, 
greatly increases distances in time-perspective. It is not 
the intensity of sensation that increases this distance, as 
Dr. Ward supposed; for when no weariness is felt, both in
terest and intensity of sensation tend to make us uncon
scious of duration. Prof. Hoffding noted the different ef
fect of interest upon apparent duration, but attributed 
the difference to the importance attached to the object of 
interest, and argued that greater importance in the object 
gives greater time-distance. His illustration, however, 
argues against his theory; for to Jacob, Rachel was a 
most important object of interest, and yet, as Prof. Hoff
ding admits, "Seven years passed for Jacob like a few 
days." But if Jacob was like other mortals, the years of 
waiting must have seemed longer to him when he was 
weary than at other times. Temporal distances may be 
estimated intellectually by a comparison of objective 
changes; but such estimate is meaningless unless it is re
ferred to time-perspective, as determined by interest quali
fied by weariness. 

(2). Feelmg.-In feeling also, the subjective form is 
prominent in the perception of time. Feelings of pain of 
any kind, but especially of weariness, give greater dis
tance in time; while feelings of pleasure tend to make any
one unconscious of duration. Sensation is necessary, 
ince without it there could be no consciousness; but 

quality of sensation has nothing to do with the flow of 
time, except as it gives rise to feelings of pleasure or of 
pain. As a means of estimating duration, however, re
currence of similar sensations is necessary; since temporal 
distance, like spatial, can be measured only by repenting 
a constant unit of mea urement. 

(3). Intellection.-The intellectual svnthesis is much 
impler in time-perspective than in sp~tial. Instead of 

three correlative contrasts in the sensational continuum, 
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only one appear · , that of before and after. This, ton-ether 
with the cate"orie · of identity and change, and c exi ' lence 
and ucce sion, mu ·t enter eyery pos ible tage of finite 
consciou ne , ancl mu 't automatically giYe rise to the 
construction of time-form, in which, a an in. tantaneou 
pre cnt, hoth past and future mu t appear ·imultaneou ly 
and in eparahly. .:\lany more empirical element enter in
to cle\·eloped ·tao-e of con~ciousne s than into priruiti\•e 
stage ; but in eYery po ible tag-e, con ciou ne · is differ
entiated by a priori categories, one of which i that of be
fore and after; hence there can be no tage of perception 
that is not characterized in it time-per p tive ln· b th 
memory and e.·pectation . 

Both di tance and po ·ition, in the per pective of both 
memory and expectation, arc larg-ely dependent upon in
tclle ·tual pro e ·e ·. \Yhen the thought· are ah orbed in 
the object, the pre ent hardly seems to endure; but "·hen 
they turn frequently to ·elf, time eem · to len<Tthcn. \\·hen 
the ordinary cour e of lhought is di turhecl, ·u hjectiYe di. -
placement of tempornl order occur . \\'ho hn not, some
tim · , after ha ,·ing failed to under tand words when po k
en, y •t, upon ·uh equently and accidently cli,coYerinrr the 
thought of the peaker, heard li tin tly the word spoken 
and locntcd them in the time-1 r 1 cctiYc, not in the order 
under,tood, hut a they w re pol·en? \Yhy sh ulcl n t 
the vague impre si n u1 on the ear he can;cd forward to 
the tim when it re eind meaning i11 lead of the meaning 
being carried back to the \'a~ue und ? .\pparently 1 e
cau ·e the cntegory of causality cl tcnnincd th p 1tion in 
the time-1 er pectiYe and hence it orre I ondcd to the po-
ition of the cau al agency. In memory the cat gory of 

cau ality rr Yem;, to a !!Teat e.·tcnt. p sition in the time. 
per pecti YC. 

\. · ·tated nnd illu tratecl by Prof. Hiiffclinrr all ub
jectiYe e timatc of duration mu t be corrected by objec
tive compari on; and for uch orrection, no im ariabl 
ohjectiYe tandard e.·i t ·. Every po ihle perccpti n f 
time involYe both a pect , the ·ubjectiYe, the relatiY , the 
ideal, and the objectiYe, the ab olute, the real; and ineYery 
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estimate of duration, whether subjective or objective, ref
erence must be made in some way, directly or indirectly, to 
changes in spatial relations. No change can occur in either 
time orspace that does notinvolveacorrespondingchange 
in the other. Time and space are thus strict correlatives, the 
former referring all changes to the self as subjective, and 
the latter referring them to the not-self as objective. As 
consciousness becomes absorbed in the not-self, time-per
spective gives way to space-perspective; and changes are 
regarded not so much in their successive relations in time 
as in their causal relations in space. When consciousness 
objectifies the self, time-perspective becomes prominent. 
The self, in contrast with the not-self, appears as relative, 
ideal, finite, and the not-self assumes the opposite aspects, 
absolute, real, infinite; yet, since these aspects are strictly 
correlative, both classes of contrasts are, as has been 
shown, essential to the perception of both space and time. 
Space, in contrast with time, appears stationary, while 
time appears as an endless flux; yet, when either space or 
time is objectified in contrast with the perceiving subject, 
it becomes an infinite continuum, in which the perceiving 
subject changes, and through which it passes; and con
versely, when the perceiving subject is objectified it be
comes a fixed identity before which the changes of both 
space and time continually pass in an . endless process. 
Should the perceiving subject "run along the line," as 
represented in the process theory, time would be a fixed 
continuum; only when the subject is fixed can time be a 
process. And in the perception of the flux of time, just as 
in the perception of motion in space, the from which and 
the to which, the before and the after, must appear simul
taneously. It is as faulty to represent the subject as 
being conscious or unconscious in time, as in space. 
He may be unconscious of certain temporal as well as of 
certain spatial relations; but he is not conscious or uncon
sciousness in either, except in so far as his feelings may 
be said to change in time. 

The statement made on p .100 that force, space, and time 
are correlative phases of the real, as it is referred respec-
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tively to the will, to thourrht and to feeling, can now be 
made more clear. \Yill and force are corre ponding pha e 
of the ideal elf and the real elf, when viewed under the 
cate ory ofcau ality. Ju ta the motiYe pha e of con· 
ciou ness, or the will, i a correlate of the sentient pha e 

"·hich pre ents both a pect , thought and feeling; o the 
cau al phase of the real elf, or force, is a correlate of the 

uh tantial pha e, which pre ents both form , pace and 
time. In the ame way that thought and feeling are cor
relative , the one being ohjectiYe and fixed, and the other 
ubjective and chanrreable; pace and time prove correla-

tive , the one being objective and fixed, and the other ub
jective and changeable. Thu the parallell m i complete, 

howinrr that the three fundamental pha e of the real, 
force, pace, and time, re. t upon the three fundamental 
pha e. of con ciou ·ne , will, thourrht, and feeling; and 
ince the latter are e ·ential function of all finite con-
ciou ncs , the former are correlative pha e of all object 

offinitccon ciou nc· .• ·otthatall uchobj ct mu tas-
ume the a pect. of nerrry, or of pace-form, or of time

form; but that they mu t, in enterinrr into finite con ciou -
ne , become related in . ome way to force, to . pace, and 
to time. 



PART II. 

COGNITION OF THE IDEAL 

CHAPTER I. 

THE Goon, THE BEAUTIFUL AND THE TRUE. 

~1. THE Goon. 
(1). Definition.-The good has already been referred to 

as the phase of the ideal not-self dependent upon motivity. 
This does not mean that it is not also a phase of the self; 
nor could it so mean, since the self and the not-self have been 
recognized as correlatives. But inasmuch as the good, 
the beautiful and the true, when objectified, become a not
self opposed to the perceiving self, it is proper to define 
them as the ideal phases of the not-self in correlation to 
the fundamental phases of the conscious self, will, feeling, 
and thought respectively. 

Every object of consciousness involves change, change 
emphasizes the causal phase of the ideal, or volition, voli
tion implies motive, motives are good or evil; hence the 
perception of any object of consl'.iousness may, if the at
tention be so directed, give rise to the cognition of the 
good. All people discriminate between good and evil mo
tives, howevermuch they may differ as to the nature of 
the distinction. This universal fact must rest upon a psy
chological basis that is universal; and, at the same time, 
the individual differences in the distinction, as made by 
different persons, show that such psychological basis must 
include individual as well as universal characteristics. A 
reference to the tabulation of deductive concepts on p. 54 
will show that such is the case, and that the distinction 
of the good, the beautiful and the true, from their oppo-

• 
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site , the eYil, the ugly and the fal e, does, in each case, 
rest upon such basis; also that the individual character
istics are mo t predominant in the case of the beautiful, 
and lea tin that of the true. From this it follows that 
the only univer al distinction that can be made in regard 
to either the aood, the beautiful or the true i a general 
one, which mu t be further defined by each individual as he 
applies it to specific object . 

The only definition of the good that has univer al 
validity is, that motives are aood in so far as they subor
dinate the intere t of the individual self to univenml 
intere t , and evil in o far as they subordinate universal 
intere t to the intere t of the individual self. When it i 
nece ary to decide what particular acts meet the require
ment of the O'Ood, individual difference must appear; but 
since trictly individual differences can not be defined, a 
furthu definition would not be univer ally valid. But 
althouO'h the good cannot be further defined, it can be 
differentiated into two correlative form , the subjective or 
con cience, and the objectiYe or duty. 

(2). Con cience.-Con cience i the uhjective feeling of 
obli<Yation that ari e in the co!!'llition of the <YOOd as con
nected with one' own volition, and that impel one to act 
accordinn-Jy. Thi feeling cannot he educated in the strict 
sense of the term, but education can greatly develop it. 
Education deal with proce sc of thought; but thouo-ht 
awaken corre ponding feeling , hence a proper education 
will trernrthen con cience. Con cience thu exist in Yery 
different de<Yre of force. With ome it i authoritatiYe, 
with other it is only persua ive, and with still other it i 
merely impul iYe. Thi la t form of conscience i funda
mental and univer al. All the finer type are eYolution 
from it. 

(3). Duty i the definite conception of uch volition a 
will re ult in good. In its general form, it is conci ely ex
pre sed in Kant' categorical imperatfre, "Act in con 
formity with that maxim, and that maxim onl_r·, which 
you can at the ame time will to be a univer al la n-." 1 

.. 
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In particular cases, duty must be defined from the stand
point of individual conditions, and such conditions con
tinually vary. A great evil frequently resulting from 
stereotyped definitions at1d rules of duty is the reduction 
of conduct to mere formalism. A similar evil comes from 
an injudicious bestowal of rewards and punishments, 
which cheat the one on whom they are bestowed out of 
the natural fruit of goodness of character. Goodness con
sists in a sacrifice of individual interests to universal in
terests, not in a sacrifice of one individual interest to 
another. The reward of fidelity to duty is strength of 
character, which gives both subjective satisfaction and 
objective advantages. Any artificial reward is a species 
of wages, which transfers conduct from the sphere of duty 
to that of hired service. But, on the other hand, duty 
does not consist in a mere sacrifice of one's wishes to the 
wishes of another, unless such sacrifice promotes universal 
interests; and no universal rule for determining what will 
promote general welfare can be given. 

(4). Mental Punctions.-The most prominent of the 
mental functions in the cognition of the good is will in its 
objective form, volition. Feeling is emphasized in its sub
jective form in conscience; and intellection lays special em
phasis upon the categories of self and not-self, individual
itv and universalitv, cause and effect, and activity and 
p~ssivity. These c~tegories are all involved in every act 
of duty, for every such act requires the individual self to 
do or to suffer in order to promote the universal interests 
of both the self and the not-self. 

§ 2. THE BEAUTIFUL. 

(1). Definition.-Beauty is that qualityofallobjects~f 
consciousness the cognition of which is conduciYe to uni
versal pleasure. At first thought, this definition may seel11 
too broad since there are connected with universal pleas
ure certai~ feelings that seem to pertain solelytothe lo~,·e~ 
animal nature. The contemplation of anima-1 or pbysica 

· f tl e con-comfort is usually regarded as the opposite o 1 h" 
templation ofrepresentations ofthe beautiful; but when t 15 
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comfort i · conclucin to tntiY r al pl a ur , its reprc ·enta
tion :incl contcmplntion im·olve the co~nition of the 
h autiful. ~!any rare w rk of ar , hoth of pai11ti11.~ and 

f poetry, picture to the ae thetic ima Tination the cnj~y
ment of ju ·t u h ·om fort; and the 0111_· rcquir m 11t of 
such production· i. that they represent this comfort a 
b ing ·onclu i\'c to uni\'cr al plea ur . Il i a gr at 
stroke of •eniu. to reprcs nt in ~ Ul!'gesti\'c imagery pleas
ure f thi kin cl, which ha ·c become acrcll lo th' mrn1or_ • 
thr ugh ch ri..,IJ d a ociation . Another appm· nt criti
ei m upon the lcfinition of beauty iv1.:n aho\'c i that in 
many work of art pronounced h autiful, there i. mu h 
that i. eonducin· to uni,·cr alp: in. In all ·ueh work of 
art, if thcr ·er not oth r clement that were till mor 
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primordial germ that finds expression in the tattooing or 
the war-paint of the savage. 

(3). Art.-Art is the objective realization of the beauti
ful. It is the embodiment of the beautiful in concrete ob
jects which conform to universal laws of aesthetic taste. 
It is a philosophical classification that distinguishes be
tween fine arts and useful arts; but the distinction rests, as 
will be seen later, upon the relative freedom with which all 
qualitative changes in the sensations of the different senses 
can be voluntarily controlled. ratherthan upon lack of util
ity, on the one hand, or the absence of beauty, on the other. 
The subject-matter of many gems of fine art is the repre
sentation of certain forms of the useful arts; and, on the 
contrary, many products of the useful arts involve a com
bination of fine arts. To the true artist, there is beauty 
in every product of honest toil. If there were no beauty 
in the real facts "·hen 

11 The l ni1g- o f cider simmered l O\Y , 

The a pples sputtered in a ro \v," 

then there would be no beauty in" Snow Bound." The 
chief beauty, both in the real facts and in the artistic rep
resentation of them, lies in the cherished associations of 
memory; and the commemoration of these associations 
is the great object of fine art. To accomplish this the 
artist struggles for that freedom of expression which is 
found only in connection with the associations of sight and 
hearing. In both of these senses there are general rules 
for the synthesis of individual elements into universal uni
ties, giving symmetry of form and harmony of sounds 
and colors. The fine arts representing the associations of 
sight are architecture, sculpture, and painting; those 
representing the associations of hearing are music, poetry 
and oratory. But in all these arts, where freedom of 
expression and general rules for order are found, there re
main many individual variations subject to no law 
except that they must be universally pleasing. Invariable 
symmetry and constant harmony become tiresome. Some 
of the finest effects of music, as for example, the minor 
key, come from blending sounds whose wave lengths inter-
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fere. The ideal clement i always prominent in art. It i 
that which bring· reality in all it fre hne directly to 
con ciousne . A in the good o in the beautiful, the ideal 
and the real elements are not only e ential, but cor
relative. 

(4). Jlentlll Functions.- In a compari on of the men
tal function involved in the cognition of the beautiful, 
the will appear lea t prominent. It nter only indi
rectly. The attention i alway invoh·ed in the cognitive 
procc , and in addition to thi , volition become an indi
rect factor in the ·uhject-matter of all repre entation of 
moral action. 

Feelino-, both ubjective and bjective, appear mo t 
prominent, the former in ae thetic ta te, and the latter in 
the ubjcct-matter of all work of art. , ubjectivc feelin 
min·ht he cla ified as en ational, moral and intellectual, 
accordinrr a they ari e principally from. en ation, or from 
the contemplation of motive or of de i n '. Objective 
fcelin mi rht be cla. ifi cl a· emotional including audi
tory and vi ·ual en. ation , and a en ual, including all 

thc.:r sen ·ation . 
Int lie tion app ar in all rule for ymmctry, rhythm, 

and harmon_·. 

3. THE TRt.:E. 

(1). Dcfinition.-Thc tru i corrnized \'hen an_' ohject 
of conc;ciou ·n '. · di clo~ y t ·m of r lation. which 
ynthe ·ize · individual <lat in one universal '·!10k:. In 

far a finite co<Tniti n reprc~ ·nt all individual data a 
harmonized in one ·ill-inclu ive :y ·tern f r ·lation ·, it i 
true: hut in o far a: it fail to <lo ·o and r pre nt them 
a in di cord,iti faLe. 

In the real, in li,·idual data ar ynthe izecl and related 
to the con ·ciou c;clf in term of force, pace and time; but 
in the ideal, the elf and the not- elf are ynthe ized in an 
order of relation which harmonize individual character-

tic in univer ·al concord, and which correlate all finite 
Ive in an infinite elf. 
(2). ]udrrment.-The uhjecti\·e form of the true, or 
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judgment, is the consciousness of individual data as sub
sumed by means of an all-inclusive system of relations in 
one harmonious whole. In the real the judgment deals 
with questions of fact; in the ideal, with questions of 
right, or ti.tlless. The judgment is the faculty which, in 
the fullest sense of the term, can be educated; yet it can 
not be created by education. It must exist before there 
can be anything to educate. Its psychological basis, 
which is the consciousness of unity in plurality, is univer
sal. 

(3). Plan.-The objective form of the true, or plan, in 
the real, rests on universal processes of thought expressed 
in relations of force, space, and time. In the ideal, plan 
involves universal processes of thought, but its distinc~ive 
feature is its variability relative to each individual self in 
its correlation with the universal self, or relative to each 
finite self in its correlation with the infinite self. 

(4). l\1ental Functions.-In addition to attention, 
which is essential to all cognition, volition appears both 
in the purpose of the plan and in the self-subordination of 
the individual to the universal. 

Subjective feeling appears in the sense of harmony, ob
jective feeling in the sensations involved in the sense of 
harmony. 

Intellection lays special stress upon the categories of 
self and not-self, individuality and universality, cause and 
effect, activity and passivity, and the absolute and the re
lative. These categories, of course, are not at first con
sciously present, that is, are not objectified under the at
tention in thecognitionofthe true; but they unconsciously 
dominate the cognitive processes from the beginning, and 
when this process is developed and made an object of at
tention, their nature and function become manifest. Es
pecially is this the case with the category of the absolute 
and the relative. which underlies the distinction between 
the real and the ideal. As in the cognition of the real, so 
in that of the ideal, both the absolute and the relative are 
essential factors; but while in the cognition of the real the 
former is emphasized, in the cognition of the ideal, on the 
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other hand, the latter i · empha ·ized. Thu the law a -
cordin , to which all relation of force, space and time are 
ynthe ized are uni,·er al, unchangeable, ab ·olute; hut the 

law according to which all relation of "Oodne s, beauty 
and truth arc synthe izcd must yary in relation to each 
indiYidual. Thi place the two spher in contra t, as the 
ab olute and the relatiYe, or, the real and the ideal. But 
since the contra t, not only bet ween the ab olute and the 
relatiYe, but b tween the antithetic terms of each cate-

ory, i, strictly correlatiYe; o must the contra t hetween 
the real and the ideal he corr latiYe. In unitin the e cor
rclatiye a:pect of con ciou ne .. , c gnition i compelled to 
contemplate that which transcend, all finite limitation , 
and which, , ince it mu t appear to finite cognition both 
a real, and a· ideal, may be appropriately termed the 
ideal-real. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE IDEAL-REAL. 

§1. Definitio11.-The ideal-real "that shall satisfy the 
facts and truths to which both Realism and Idealism 
appeal" is the infinite consciousness which, as a correlate 
of finite, changeable consciousness, is not subject to 
change. Ih so far as the self changes in accordance with 
invariable laws, it is a universal self; in so far as it 
changes in accordance with no law but its own, it is an in
dividual self; in so far as it changes at all, it is a finite self; 
but in so far as it does not change at all, it is an infinite 
self. Since change and identity are a priori correlates 
characterizing finite consciousness, every conscious self is 
both finite and infinite; also, the finite self is both indi
vidual and universal. The contrast between the finite 
self and the infinite self is thus a contrast, not between a 
self and a nut-self, but between a limited self and an un
limited self. The finite self exists in the infinite self. There 
is no individual self incommunicable to the infinite self, 
since the finite self is known only to and through the 
infinite self. In the infinite self, conscience, aesthetic taste 
and the sense of right have absolute authority; change 
and its limitations of force, space and time are here trans
cended; and goodness, beauty and truth are eternal. 

~2. Mental Functions.-In passing from finitude to 
infinitude, the limitations of finite thought must neces
sarily be reflected in all possible representations of the in
finite; hence all a priori categories applied to the infinite 
must be subject to the law of mutual limitation. The cat
egory of substantiality represents the infinite self as 
unchangeable; and that of casuality, as an agent acting 
in time and space. The difficulty here is that the a priori cat
egories come into conflict when finitude attempts to compre
hend infinitude. The only rational procedure is to recognize 
the source of the conflict as lying in the limitations of finite 
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corrnition, and to realize that the only way in which a 
unity can appear to uch co nition i thr U"'h pair of 
correlative a pects. In the ame way that the conflicting a -
pect of the finite elf are harmonized in a ynth ·i of 
correlative oppo ites, so must the conflicting a pect of 
the infinite elf be correlated ; and ju t a the ynthe i i 
. ubject to the law of mutual limitation goyerninrr the ap
plication of the a priori categoric to the finite elf, o a.lso 
mu tit he in their application to the infinite. elf. The ap
parent conflict lie , not in the nature of the infinite, but in 
the limitation of finite cognition, which reflect it own 
limitation on all it objects. 

From the tancl-point of the will, the co mo logical argu
ment ha repre entecl the infinite a the fir t cau e; and 
from the ame taml-point, hri tian the lO!!Y hold to 
the incarnation of the \Yorcl. 

From the tancl-point of feeling-, the faith argument ha 
represented the infinite a revealed throun-h a direct intui
tion of feelin~; and from the ame tand-point, Chri tian 
the logy hold to the individual manifc. tation of the 
Holy,. pirit a· a p r. on al Comforter. 

From the land-point of intelle tion, the teleological 
an:~ument ha' repre cntcd the infinit' a th cle i"'ncr of 
the univcr e; and from the ·amc ·tand-point Chri. tian 
theolog_·hold to the omni ·cicnce fthe Father .\lmirrhty. 

Each of the ·e representations, like the I . ychological 
function on which it re t , if taken parat !y, r duce 
to a mere ah traction; but if taken in correlation, the 
three repre entation: lead to a concrete intuition of the in
finite. Thi· trinity, th n, in ·tcad f heinrr three eparate 
bein , i the finite repre ·entation of the three correlative 
pba e of the one Being which, in comprehendinrr the indi
,;duality of every finite elf, i · ideal; in beinrr ab-
olute and unchanrreable, i real; and in heing thu 

both ideal and real, i infinite, the infinite Jf. And 
ince every finite elf i a correlate of thi infinite elf it i 

nece. arily finite, not a an indi\•idual, i. olated in .pace 
and time but a an eternal element in the concrete being 
of the "Ideal-Real. ' 
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